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Abstract
Power electronic devices such as Flexible AC Transmission Systems (FACTS), both in shunt
and series configuration, are widely used in the power system for power flow control, to increase the loading capability of an existing line and to increase the security of the system by
enhancing its transient stability. Among the shunt-connected FACTS controllers family, the
Static Synchronous Compensator (STATCOM) and the Static Var Compensator (SVC) are two
key devices for reinforcing the stability of the AC power system. Among other functions, these
devices provide transient stability enhancement (TSE) and Power Oscillation Damping (POD)
functions by controlling the voltage at the Point of Common Coupling (PCC) by using reactive
power injection.
This thesis investigates the application of shunt-connected power electronic devices with optional active power injection capability to improve the dynamic performance of the power system. In particular, the focus of the work will be on developing an effective POD and TSE control
algorithm using local measurements. The selection of local signals to maximize the effectiveness of active and reactive power for the intended stability enhancement purpose is described.
To implement the control methods, an estimation technique based on a modified Recursive Least
Square (RLS) algorithm that extracts the required signal components from measured signals is
developed. The estimation method provides a fast, selective and adaptive estimation of the lowfrequency electromechanical oscillatory components during power system disturbances. This
allows to develop an independent multimode POD controller, which enables the use of multiple
compensators without any risk of negative interaction between themselves. With the proposed
selection of local signals together with the estimation method, it is shown that the use of active
power injection can be minimized at points in the power system where its impact on stability
enhancement is negligible. This leads to an economical use of the available energy storage.
Finally, the performance of the POD and TSE controllers is validated both via simulation and
through experimental verification using various power system configurations. The robustness
of the POD controller algorithm against system parameter changes is verified through the tests.
With the proposed control methods, effective stability enhancement is achieved through the use
of single or multiple compensators connected at various locations in the power system.
Index Terms: Adaptive estimation, energy storage, FACTS, Power Oscillation Damping
(POD), Recursive Least Square (RLS), Static Synchronous Compensator (STATCOM), Static
Var Compensator (SVC), Transient Stability Enhancement (TSE).
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and motivation
The continuous growth of the electrical system (especially, of large loads like industrial plants)
results in that today’s transmission systems are used close to their stability limits. Due to political, economic and environmental reasons, it is not always possible to build new transmission
lines to relieve the overloaded lines and provide sufficient transient stability margin [1][2]. In
this regard, the use of Power Electronic Devices in the transmission system can help to use the
existing facilities more efficiently and improve the stability of the power system against lowfrequency electromechanical disturbances [3][4]. To increase the stability of the power system
against these disturbances, FACTS controllers both in series [5][6] and shunt [7][8] configuration have been used. In the specific case of shunt-connected FACTS controllers, such as a Static
Synchronous Compensator (STATCOM) and Static Var Compensator (SVC), Transient Stability Enhancement (TSE) and Power Oscillation Damping (POD) can be achieved by controlling
the voltage at the Point of Common Coupling (PCC) using reactive power injection. However,
one drawback of the shunt configuration for this kind of applications is that the voltage at
the PCC should be varied up to a limited extent around the nominal voltage and this reduces
the amount of stability enhancement that can be provided by the compensator. Moreover, the
amount of injected reactive power to impact the PCC voltage depends on the short-circuit impedance seen by the compensator at the PCC. On the other hand, injection of active power affects
the PCC voltage angle without varying the voltage magnitude significantly; therefore, this could
be a better alternative for enhancing system stability in some cases. One example of this is when
a compensator is connected close to generators and a load area [9]. The characteristics of loads
usually depend on the voltage magnitude and their impact to interact with compensators and is
less significant when active power injection is used for stability enhancement [10].
Among the shunt-connected power electronic devices, a STATCOM has been applied both at
distribution level to mitigate power quality phenomena and at transmission level for voltage
control and increasing the transient stability of the power system [11][12]. Although typically
used for reactive power injection only, by equipping the STATCOM with an energy storage connected to the DC-link of the converter (here named E-STATCOM), a more flexible control of the
1
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transmission system can be achieved [13][14][15]. An installation of a STATCOM with energy
storage is already found in the UK for power flow management and voltage control [16][17].
In addition, the introduction of wind energy and other distributed generations will pave the way
for more energy storage into the power system and auxiliary stability enhancement function is
possible from those power electronic equipped energy sources [18][19]. Because injection of
active power is used temporarily during transient, incorporating the stability enhancement functions in systems where active power injection is primarily used for other purposes [20] could
be an attractive solution. Another application where the availability of active power can be used
is to mimic the mechanical behavior of a synchronous machine in the control algorithms of the
power electronic device. This helps to add inertia effect to the power system and hence it can
increase the stability of the power system [21][22].
Possible applications of shunt-connected power electronic devices with active power injection
capability in the power system has been studied and presented in literature, for instance in
[23][24][25]. One such device is the E-STATCOM and its control for power system stability
enhancement has been proposed. In those works, the impact of the location of the E-STATCOM
on its dynamic performance is typically not treated. When using active power for stability enhancement, the location of the compensator has an impact on the size of the energy storage
required and hence the cost of the FACTS device. Moreover, the proposed POD control structure for the device is similar to the one utilized for PSS [26], where a series of wash-out and
lead-lag filter links are used to generate the control input signals. However, this kind of control
action is effective only at the operating point where the design of the filter links is optimized
and its speed of response is limited by the frequency of the electromechanical oscillations. The
problem becomes more significant when more than one oscillatory mode is excited in the power
system and a proper separation of the frequency components is required.
The use of single FACTS controllers for damping of multiple low-frequency oscillations has
been described in the literature [11][27], where the design procedure involves the use of carefully tuned wash-out and lead-lag filter links to provide damping at a particular oscillation frequency. The use of multiple compensators has been described in [28][29], where each FACTS
device is coordinately designed to maximize the damping of a particular oscillation mode of
interest. As described previously, these tuned-filter links provide accurate phase compensation
for damping at the correct oscillation frequency and their performance highly depends on the
knowledge of the system parameters. Moreover, the designed filters at a particular frequency of
interest could worsen the damping of the system at other critical oscillation modes that might
be excited in the system. Hence, a complicated coordinated design of the POD controllers is
usually necessary when multiple compensators are to be implemented in the power system
[30][31].
When an electromechanical disturbance occurs in the power system, the transient stability of
the system should be prioritized. To aid in this, a TSE controller for the E-STATCOM will be
developed in this thesis. When the active power injection capability is available, the transient
stability enhancement that can be added to the power system will also be investigated through
two different control approaches. Once the transient stability of the power system is guaranteed, a POD controller is used to damp poorly-damped power oscillations. For this purpose, a
modified Recursive Least Square (RLS) based algorithm that provides a selective and adaptive
2
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estimation of the oscillatory modes from local measurements will be developed for designing
an independent multimode POD controller. By using the estimate of each oscillation mode in
the control structure, the injected active and reactive power from the compensators will consist
of only the frequency of the oscillation mode to be damped. This minimizes the needed active
and reactive power to damp a particular oscillation mode. As the performance of the damping
controller on the various modes is decoupled with this method, multiple compensators that are
designed to damp a particular oscillation mode results in a net additive damping, and hence
avoiding any risk of negative interaction between themselves. This also helps to avoid the need
for a coordinated design and hence simplify the design stage when various compensators are
used together in the power system. Finally, the different control strategies will be validated
through simulation and experiments.

1.2 Purpose of the thesis and main contributions
The purpose of the thesis is to investigate the application of shunt-connected power electronic
devices with active power injection capability to the transmission system. The ultimate goal is
to design an effective controller to achieve power system stability enhancement function such as
POD and TSE using single and multiple compensators. To the best of the author’s knowledge,
the main contributions of the thesis are summarized below.
• A modified Recursive Least Square (RLS) based estimation algorithm for low-frequency
oscillation estimation in power systems has been developed. A variable forgetting factor
and a frequency adaptation mechanism has been added to the conventional RLS algorithm
in order to achieve a fast transient estimation together with a selective and adaptive steadystate estimation. (Papers I and VII)
• An adaptive POD controller for an E-STATCOM has been designed. For this, the modified RLS algorithm has been used to obtain a fast, selective and adaptive estimation
of the low-frequency electromechanical oscillations from locally measured signals during power system disturbances. The POD controller is robust against system parameter
changes and stability enhancement is provided at oscillation frequencies of interest irrespective of the connection point of the E-STATCOM with optimum use of the available
active power. (Papers II and VIII)
• The modified RLS algorithm has been adapted for a generic signal estimation such as
sequence and harmonic estimation in both single and three-phase systems. This helps to
achieve a fast, selective and adaptive estimation of the various frequency components.
(Papers III and IX)
• Using the sequence and harmonic estimation by the modified RLS algorithm, a modification to the current controller for a VSC connected to a distorted grid is proposed and
its effectiveness has been demonstrated. The modification helps to avoid the exchange of
harmonic or unbalanced currents between the VSC and the grid. (Paper IV)
3
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• The impact of different static loads on the performance of a POD controller by shuntconnected FACTS devices has been investigated. From the results of the analysis, a recommendation has been suggested on the use of active and reactive power for POD when
the compensator is connected close to a load area. (Paper V)
• An independent multimode oscillation damping controller for single or multiple shuntconnected FACTS devices has been proposed and its benefits have been proven. With an
adaptive and selective estimation of the critical oscillation modes of interest, the control
method enables to damp a particular oscillation mode of interest without affecting the
damping of the system at other oscillation modes, even in the presence of system parameter uncertainties. An accurate estimate of each oscillation mode also enables the use of
multiple compensators without risk of interactions between themselves. (Papers VI and
X)
• Two control approaches for the E-STATCOM when using its active power injection capability have been investigated and compared. Based on the advantages and disadvantages
of the two methods, a recommendation is made on the use of active power for transient
stability enhancement. (Paper XI)

1.3 Structure of the thesis
The thesis is organized into eight chapters with the first chapter describing the background information, motivation and contribution of the thesis. Chapters 2 and 3 give a theoretical base
on problems of power system dynamics and the strategies used to improve power system stability. Chapter 2 briefly discusses stability of the power system using a simplified single-machine
infinite-bus system and Chapter 3 describes the application of FACTS controllers, both in series
and shunt configuration, in power systems. Among the shunt-connected FACTS controllers, the
E-STATCOM, which will be the focus of the thesis, will also be described briefly. Chapters 4
to 7 represent the main body of the thesis. Chapter 4 discusses a generic signal estimation algorithm based on an RLS algorithm with variable forgetting factor. Its application for specific
examples is included with validation using simulation and experiments. Chapter 5 describes
the overall control structure for the E-STATCOM with more focus on the inner vector current
controller. A method to improve the current controller performance in case of distorted grids
is developed using the results in Chapter 4. The chapter concludes with simulation and experimental verification of the theoretical analysis. Chapters 6 and 7 address the main objective of
the work, where the application of the E-STATCOM for stability enhancement such as power
oscillation damping and transient stability enhancement are investigated. The POD and TSE
controllers will be derived using a simplified power system in Chapter 6 and verification of the
control methods using simulations and experimental tests will be made in Chapter 7. Finally, the
thesis concludes with a summary of the results achieved and plans for future work in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 2
Power system modeling and dynamics
2.1 Introduction
To study the dynamics of the electric power system, modeling of the different power system
components such as synchronous generators, transmission lines, various loads and controllable
devices is necessary. While the impact of each component on the power system dynamics is
described in later chapters, a simplified model will be developed in this chapter to ease understanding the nature of power system dynamics. The simplified models will be used later in this
thesis to derive the control algorithms.

2.2 Simplified model of power system components
A brief description of simplified models of some of the main power system components for
power system stability studies will be given in this section. This comprises of synchronous
generator, transmission network, loads and FACTS devices.

2.2.1 Synchronous generator
Depending on the type of study to be performed, the level of detail in the synchronous generator
model varies greatly. Besides the stator and rotor flux dynamics in the model of the synchronous
generator, Automatic Voltage Regulators (AVR) and Power System Stabilizers (PSS) can also
be included. With the assumption that the rotor flux in a generator changes slowly following a
disturbance in the time frame of transient studies [26], a constant flux model (so called classical model) of a synchronous generator is adopted in this section. In this model, the rotor flux
dynamics are neglected and the synchronous generator is represented by a voltage source of
constant magnitude Vg and dynamic rotor angle δg behind a transient impedance Xd′ . The voltage Vg represents the internal voltage magnitude of the synchronous generator just before the
disturbance. As described in [32], including the rotor flux dynamics does not impact the lowfrequency electromechanical oscillation significantly for the intended study. A damping torque
7
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component is provided while the synchronizing torque component is reduced slightly when
compared to the case with constant rotor flux model. This provides a conservative approach for
the design of the controllers in the following chapters.
In addition to the electrical quantities, the implemented model of the synchronous generator
includes the mechanical dynamics. In case of unbalances between the mechanical and the electrical torque acting on the rotor of a synchronous generator, the electromechanical dynamics is
described by the equation of motion [26], expressed in per-unit (pu) as
g
2Hg dω
= Tm − Tg − KDm ωg
dt

dδg
dt

(2.1)

= ω0 ωg − ω0

where ωg , KDm , Tm and Tg represent the angular speed, mechanical damping torque coefficient,
mechanical torque input and electrical torque output of the generator, respectively. The inertia time constant of the generator system expressed in seconds is denoted as Hg . The angle δg
represents the angular position of the generator rotor with respect to a reference frame rotating
at constant frequency of ω0 . Note that the expression for the electrical torque of the generator
Tg depends on the model used for the synchronous generator, the parameters of the transmission network and other power system components and this greatly affects the power system
dynamics, as it will be described in the following.

2.2.2 Transmission network
A transmission system comprises of components such as transmission lines, transformers, series
and shunt capacitors and shunt reactors. For the purpose of transient stability studies, the model
of these components is represented by their steady-state equivalent impedances. As an example,
a simplified transmission system where a synchronous generator is connected to an infinite bus
(characterized by a constant voltage V i and frequency ω0 ) is shown in Fig. 2.1. The transmission
system is represented by two transformers with leakage reactances [Xt1 , Xt2 ] and a transmission
line with resistance RL and reactance XL at nominal frequency.

Fig. 2.1 Single line diagram of a synchronous generator connected to an infinite bus.

Considering the system in Fig. 2.1, the steady-state relation between the terminal voltages of
the transmission system is described as
E s = V i + (RL + jXe )I s
where
8
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Xe = Xt1 + XL + Xt2
Using the steady-state relations for the transmission system in question, the active power output
from the generator (Pg ) in Fig. 2.1 can be derived as
Pg = Real [E s I ∗s ]

(2.3)

2.2.3 Power system loads
Loads constitute a major part of the power system and their characteristics greatly influence the
stable operation of the system. For this purpose, the various load types in the power system are
modeled as [33][34]
h  m1
 m2
 m3 i
VL
VL
L
PL = PL0 p1 VL0
+ p2 VL0
+ p3 VVL0
 n2
 n3 i
h   n1
VL
VL
L
+ q2 VL0
+ q3 VVL0
QL = QL0 q1 VL0

(2.4)

where PL and QL represent the total active and reactive power of the load, respectively. The
corresponding steady-state values at nominal load voltage VL0 are given by PL0 and QL0 . As
the change in the frequency of the system is very small for transient stability studies [26], the
frequency dependency of the loads is neglected in the load model. The exponents mi and ni with
i = [1,3] can be chosen to represent different load types and the contribution of each load type
to the total load is represented by the parameters pi and qi . By combining loads with different
exponents, a wide range of loads can be represented well by the model in (2.4) for transient
stability studies.

2.2.4 Controllable devices
Various power electronic equipped controllable devices such as FACTS controllers and HVDC
systems exist in today’s transmission systems [1]. In addition, the integration of energy sources
such as wind and other types of distributed generation units in the power system employ some
power electronics in their structure [18]. Therefore, by utilizing their existing hardware and with
a proper control system, these devices can help to improve stability of the power system. The
model of these devices to study power system stability varies depending on the specific device
considered and this will be described in the next chapter with focus on FACTS.

2.3 Simplified model for large system
While a complete model of the various components in a large power system can be used during time-domain simulations, a simplified model representation is needed for the purpose of
9
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controller design. For this purpose, the classical model is used for the various generators in the
large power system and the electromechanical dynamics for the ith generator is given by
2Hgi

dωgi
dt

= Tmi − Tgi − KDmi ωi

dδgi
dt

(2.5)

= ω0 ωgi − ω0

where the subscript i indicates that all parameters in the model are related to the ith generator.
With the transmission system represented by their equivalent steady-state impedances and the
generators by a voltage source of constant magnitude and dynamic rotor angle, the output active
power and hence the output electrical torque of the ith generator (Tgi ) is calculated from the
power flow equations. The expression of the electrical torque output of each generator depends
on the network configuration, the available loads and controllable objects. Similarly, the various
loads and controllable objects in a large power system can also be modeled separately where
each component model is interrelated to one another thought the transmission network equation.
By linearizing around a steady-state operating point, the small-signal stability of the whole
system can be studied, as it will be shown in later chapters.

2.4 Power system dynamics
The model of a simplified transmission system is developed in this section to describe the phenomena of power system stability. For this, the system in Fig. 2.1 which consists of a synchronous generator connected to an infinite bus through two transformers and a reactive transmission line is considered.

2.4.1 Dynamic model of a simplified power system
Figure 2.2 shows the equivalent circuit of the simplified lossless system. In this equivalent circuit, the angle of the infinite bus is taken as reference. From the equivalent circuit, the expression
for the transient electrical torque of the generator Tg in pu is given by
Tg ≈ Pg =

Vg Vi sin(δg )
X

(2.6)

where
X = Xd′ + Xt1 + XL + Xt2
Using the equation of motion for the synchronous generator as in (2.1) and the expression of
the generator electrical output torque as in (2.6), the small-signal dynamic model of the singlemachine infinite-bus system is developed as
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Fig. 2.2 Equivalent circuit of a single-machine infinite-bus system with the classical model of the synchronous generator.

d
dt



∆ωg
∆δg



=

"

−KDm/
−KSe/
2Hg
2Hg
ω0
0

#

∆ωg
∆δg



+

"

1/
2Hg
0

#

∆Tm

(2.7)

where ∆ωg and ∆δg represent variation of the generator speed and angle around the steady-state
values ω0 and δg0 , respectively. The synchronizing torque coefficient KSe is given by
KSe =

Vg Vi cos(δg0 )
dTg
=
dδg
X

(2.8)

The model in (2.7) can be used to analyze the nature of electromechanical dynamics in the
power system as well as in the design of controllers.

2.4.2 Stability of a simplified power system
To analyze the small-signal stability of the simplified system, the poles of the dynamic model
in (2.7) are calculated as
−ςωn ± ωn

p

ς2 − 1

where the damping ratio (ς) and the natural frequency of the system (ωn ) are given by
K
ς = √8ω Dm
H K
0

g

Se

, ωn =

q

ω0 KSe
2Hg

(2.9)

If ς ≥ 1, both poles become real and negative which implies that the system in (2.7) is stable around the steady-state operating point and characterized by a non-oscillatory decaying
response for ∆ωg and ∆δg . The larger the damping ratio, the faster the decay. If 0 < ς < 1, the
poles become complex conjugates that represent a decaying oscillatory mode. This is usually
the case in a power system and the electromechanical oscillation frequency in this case is given
by the imaginary part of the poles. Finally ς < 0 results in the poles to have positive real parts
which corresponds to an unstable system.
The small-signal analysis is used to study the stability of the system around an operating point
for small disturbances. In addition, the transient stability of the system following a large disturbance should be investigated. This is instead achieved using the well-known equal-area criterion
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for the simplified system in Fig. 2.1 [35]. For this system, consider an initial steady-state power
transfer of Pg0 = Pm from the generator to the infinite bus. Figure 2.3 shows an example of
its power angle curve before, during and after a disturbance. A lower power output during the
fault results in that the generator accelerates and increases its rotor angle. When the fault is
removed, the machine will start to decelerate as the power output is higher than the mechanical
power input. But the generator angle δg keeps increasing until the kinetic energy gained during
acceleration is totally balanced by the kinetic energy lost during deceleration, in this case at δ3 ,
where area ABCD = area DEFG. This implies that stability of the system in the first swing
(the interval δ0 to δ3 , where the generator angle is increasing) depends on whether the available
deceleration area DEFH of the post-fault system is greater than the acceleration area ABCD
during the fault. If the available deceleration area is higher, the system will be first swing stable
and the generator angle starts to decrease at δ3 .

Fig. 2.3 Power angle curve for single-machine infinite-bus system before (black), during (gray solid)
and after (dashed) fault.

As an example, the single-machine infinite-bus system in Fig. 2.2 is simulated to study its transient stability for two fault clearing times, tc , and machine inertias. When the fault clearing time
is increased beyond the critical value tc,cri , the available deceleration area will be smaller than
the acceleration area during fault leading to loss of synchronism of the generator. This is shown
with a continuous increase of the rotor angle in Fig. 2.4 (gray dashed curve). In the case of a
fault clearing time lower than the critical value (black dashed curve), the system remains in synchronism. A test is repeated for the same system assuming a higher inertia of the synchronous
generator and a similar fault clearing time. The higher inertia of the generator results in smaller
swings in the angle (black solid curve) and therefore a higher stability margin than the first case
(black dashed curve). If the mechanical damping in this last example is included, the rotor angle
swings will converge to the steady-state value of the post-fault system.

2.4.3 Stability enhancement methods
Considering the simplified system in Fig. 2.1, two stability issues can be raised. The first is the
ability of the generator to remain in synchronism with the infinite bus after a disturbance. This
is the transient stability of the system and has been explained using the equal-area criterion in
the previous section. The second is the small-signal stability of the system when the system
12
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Fig. 2.4 Rotor angle variation of the generator following a three-phase fault for a fault clearing time
tc = tc1 > tc,cri (gray dashed), tc = tc2 < tc,cri (black dashed), tc = tc2 and higher inertia with
no mechanical damping (black solid) and with mechanical damping (gray solid).

remains in synchronism following a disturbance. As an example, a stable and damped system
following a disturbance is shown in Fig. 2.4 (see gray solid curve). This system is transiently
stable after the disturbance with positive damping of the subsequent oscillations. Although the
stability of this specific case is achieved from the generator system, the purpose of this work is
to design stability enhancement functions from controllable devices. Among the improvements
added to the power system include increasing the transient stability margin of the power system
and providing power oscillation damping.
Transient Stability Enhancement (TSE)
Consider the steady-state operating point A in Fig. 2.3. A disturbance in the system could cause
the operating point to move away from the steady-state point and as a result changes the output
power of the generator. From the dynamics of the generator in (2.5) and output power of the
generator as in (2.6), it can be understood that the tendency of the generator is to swing back
to the steady-state operating point. In other words, the synchronizing torque component that
increases with the angle of the generator is responsible for the generator to remain in synchronism with the infinite bus. The higher the synchronizing torque coefficient as in (2.8), the more
transiently stable the system becomes. An example for this is at lower steady-state power transfer, where the system has higher synchronizing torque coefficient. The synchronizing torque
coefficient becomes lower as the system is heavily loaded and increasing the transient stability
of the system is necessary. This can be achieved by controlling the FACTS devices in such a
way that the generator torque output (Tg ) varies in a similar way as the synchronizing torque
component
∆Tg = KTSE ∆δg

(2.10)

where the constant KTSE > 0 is the synchronizing torque coefficient provided by the control13
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lable device. In addition, as described from the example in Fig. 2.4, the transient stability of
the system also depends on the inertia constant of the machine. It is shown that increasing the
inertia constant reduces the maximum angle swing of the generator and hence increases its stability. Therefore, adding more inertia to the system from controllable devices can also indirectly
increase the transient stability of the system.
Power Oscillation Damping (POD)
When the system is transiently stable after a disturbance, the tendency of the oscillations to die
out depends on the amount of damping in the system. One such component comes from the
mechanical damping as described in the previous section, where the torque output varies with
the speed variation of the generator. From FACTS, a damping component can also be added to
the system by controlling the device in such a way that the generator torque output (Tg ) varies
in phase with the speed variation as
∆Tg = KPOD ∆ωg

(2.11)

where the constant KPOD > 0 is the damping torque coefficient provided from the controllable
device. When both the TSE and POD controllers are implemented in the system, it should be
noted that the TSE control algorithm is applied first to ensure the transient stability of the system
and the POD control algorithm follows to damp the subsequent oscillations.

2.5 Conclusions
In this chapter, a simplified model of a single-machine infinite-bus system has been presented
to describe the nature of power system dynamics. Using the simplified model and with the aid
of the equal-area criterion, the transient stability of the system has been described. Moreover,
the model of power system loads and controllable devices that impact the dynamics of the
power system has been briefly described. To ensure the stability of a power system, different
enhancement functions can be applied from power electronic equipped controllable devices
[1][26]. Using the simplified model in Fig. 2.2, the application of FACTS controllers for this
purpose will be described in the next chapter.
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FACTS controllers in the power system
3.1 Introduction
The use of various FACTS controllers, both series- and shunt-connected, for transmission system application will be briefly discussed in this chapter. The focus will be on power oscillation
damping and transient stability enhancement using reactive power compensation. Moreover, the
application of energy storage equipped power electronic converters as well as multiple FACTS
devices for power system stability enhancement will be described.

3.2 Application of FACTS in the transmission system
Transmission lines are inductive at the rated frequency (50/60 Hz). This results in a voltage drop
over the line that limits the maximum power transfer capability of the transmission system. By
using reactive power compensation, the loading of the transmission line can be increased close
to its thermal limit with sufficient stability margin. This can be achieved by using fixed reactive
power compensation, such as series capacitors, or controlled variable reactive power compensation. The advantage with controlled variable compensation is that it counteracts system or load
changes and disturbances. FACTS controllers can provide controlled reactive power compensation to the power system for voltage control, power flow control, power oscillation damping
and transient stability enhancement [1]. The application of FACTS controllers for power system
stability enhancement will be described in this section.

3.2.1 Series-connected FACTS controllers
As already described in Section 2.4, the power transfer capability of long transmission lines depends on the reactive impedance of the line. By using a series capacitor, the reactive impedance
of the line can be reduced, thus increasing the transmittable power in the transmission system
[36]. Fixed capacitors provide a constant series impedance (−jXc ) and makes the transmission line virtually shorter. This leads to an increase of the transient stability of the power sys15
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tem. When needed, a controlled variable impedance can be obtained by using series-connected
FACTS controllers such as the Thyristor-Controlled Seried Capacitor (TCSC) and Static Synchronous Series Compensator (SSSC). This gives the advantage of power flow control and
power oscillation damping that cannot be achieved when using uncontrolled compensation. Figure 3.1 shows the schematics of the available series-connected reactive power compensators.

Fig. 3.1 Series-connected reactive power compensators; (a) Fixed series capacitor, (b) Thyristorcontrolled Series Capacitor (TCSC), (c) Static Synchronous Series Compensator (SSSC).

Stability enhancement
To describe the increase in system stability by series-connected reactive power compensation,
the system in Fig. 2.2 is considered. If the steady-state equivalent impedance of the compensator
is denoted by −jXc , the power transfer along the line is expressed as
Pg =

Vg Vi sin(δg )
X − Xc

(3.1)

Figure 3.2 shows an example of the effect of a fixed series compensation (Xc = 0.2X) on the
power-angle curve. The transient stability margin for a given fault clearing time (at δ1 in this
case) is increased from area GFH for the uncompensated line (see Fig. 2.3) to area G1 F1 H1 for
the compensated line. With the compensated system, the first swing of the generator angle ends
at a lower angle (δ2 in the figure) than the uncompensated system (δ3 ), with area DEFG = area
DE1 F1 G1 representing the deceleration area for the two cases.
To see the effect of fixed compensation on power oscillation damping, the variation of the
generator active power can be calculated as
∆Pg ≈

∂Pg
Vg Vi cos(δg0 )
Vg Vi sin(δg0 )
∂Pg
∆δg +
∆Xc =
∆δg +
∆Xc
∂δg
∂Xc
X − Xc
(X − Xc )2

(3.2)

The electromechanical equation describing the single-machine infinite-bus system with fixed
series compensation (∆Xc = 0) becomes
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Fig. 3.2 power-angle curve for post-fault system with (black) and without (dashed) series reactive power
compensation; Gray: power-angle curve during fault.

d
dt



∆ω
∆δg



=

"

0 −KSe1/2Hg
ω0
0

#

∆ω
∆δg



+

"

1/
2Hg
0

#

∆Tmg

(3.3)

where the synchronizing torque coefficient KSe1 is given by
KSe1 =

Vg Vi cos(δg0 )
X − Xc

For simplicity, the damping in the mechanical system is neglected (KDm = 0). It is clear from
(3.3) that no additional damping to the system is provided by fixed series compensation. But,
the synchronizing torque coefficient Kse1 is increased for the compensated system compared to
the uncompensated case. Hence, fixed compensation provides a transient stability enhancement
for the first swing of the generator according to the discussion in Section 2.4.3. On the other
hand, the generator output power should be controlled to vary in response to the speed variation
of the generator to provide power oscillation damping. This can be achieved by controlling the
series compensation level Xc using FACTS controllers such as the TCSC as [37]
∆Xc ≈ Dcω ∆ωg

(3.4)

where Dcω represents a gain to control the variation of Xc with respect to speed variation of the
generator. The electromechanical equation describing the single-machine infinite-bus system
with a controlled compensation as in (3.4) becomes
d
dt



∆ω
∆δg



=

"

−KSe,c/
−KDe1/
2Hg
2Hg
ω0
0

#

∆ω
∆δg



+

"

1/
2Hg
0

#

∆Tmg

(3.5)

where the damping torque coefficient KDe1 , provided by the controlled series compensation and
the synchronizing torque coefficient, KSe,c due to the steady-state compensation (Xc0 ) are given
by
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KDe1 =

Vg Vi sin(δg0 )
Dcω ,
(X − Xc0 )2

KSe,c =

Vg Vi cos(δg0 )
X − Xc0

It is shown in this case that power oscillation damping is achieved by varying the series impedance Xc around steady-state value according to (3.4). On the other hand, the transient stability of
the system can be increased by maintaining an adequate value of the fixed series compensation,
Xc0 . It has been shown in (3.3) that transient stability enhancement can be achieved by using
fixed series compensation. In order to maximize the use of series compensation for transient stability enhancement, the series impedance can also be controlled around the steady-state value
as
∆Xc ≈ Dcδ ∆δg

(3.6)

where Dcδ represents a gain to control the variation of Xc with respect to the angle deviation of
the generator. In this case, the synchronizing torque coefficient KSe,v1 , which comprises of the
contribution from the steady-state operating point and the controlled compensation, becomes
KSe,c1 =

Vg Vi cos(δg0 ) Vg Vi sin(δg0 )
+
Dcδ
X − Xc0
(X − Xc0 )2

It is possible to observe from the discussion that the series-connected FACTS controllers provide an effective way for power flow control and system stability enhancement by controlling
the transmission line series impedance. One drawback associated with these devices is the complicated protection system required to deal with large short-circuit currents. Moreover, due to
the intrinsic nature of series compensation, the market is dominated by fixed compensators
(fixed series capacitors); it is only in specific applications that controllable series-connected
FACTS are implemented.

3.2.2 Shunt-connected FACTS controllers
Shunt compensation is commonly used to maintain the voltage at various connection points of
the transmission system. This helps to increase the transmittable power and hence improve system stability. Depending on the system loading, the voltage profile along the transmission line
can be controlled using controlled compensation by shunt-connected FACTS controllers such
as Thyristor-Controlled Reactor (TCR), Static Var Compensator (SVC) and Static Synchronous
Compensator (STATCOM) [1]. The schematics of these devices is shown in Fig. 3.3.
Stability enhancement
The system in Fig. 2.2 is considered with a shunt compensator connected at the electrical midpoint of the line to show the impact of reactive power compensation on system stability. If the
transmission end voltages are assumed equal (Vg = Vi ), Figure 3.4 shows the voltage profile
along the transmission line when the midpoint voltage is controlled such that Vm = Vi .
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Fig. 3.3 Shunt-connected reactive power compensators; (a) Thyristor-controlled reactor (TCR), (b)
Static Var Compensator (SVC), (c) Static Synchronous Compensator (SVC).

Fig. 3.4 Voltage profile along transmission line with midpoint shunt reactive power compensation (solid)
and no compensation (dashed).

By controlling the PCC voltage, the power transfer over a line can be increased leading also
to an increase in the transient stability. For the example in Fig. 3.4, the power flow along the
transmission line is given by

Pg = 2

Vm Vi sin( δ2g )
X

(3.7)

For this particular case, the power-angle curve for the system is shown in Fig. 3.5. The increase in stability margin for a given fault clearing time is clearly shown in the figure. With the
compensated system, the first swing of the generator angle ends at a lower angle (δ2 ) than the
uncompensated system (δ3 ), with area DEFG = area DE1 F1 G1 representing the deceleration
area for the two cases.
To see the effect of controlling the PCC voltage to a constant value on power oscillation damping, the variation of the generator power output for constant voltage control is calculated as
∆Pg ≈

∂Pg
∂Pg
Vm0 Vi cos(δg0 /2)
2Vi sin(δg0 /2)
∆δg +
∆Vm =
∆δg +
∆Vm
∂δg
∂Vm
X
X

(3.8)
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Fig. 3.5 power-angle curve for post-fault system with (black) and without (dashed) midpoint shunt reactive power compensation; Gray solid: power-angle curve during fault.

The electromechanical equation describing the single-machine infinite-bus system with constant
voltage control (∆Vm = 0) becomes
d
dt



∆ω
∆δg



=

"

0 −KSe2/2Hg
ω0
0

#

∆ω
∆δg



+

"

1/
2Hg
0

#

∆Tmg

(3.9)

where the synchronizing torque coefficient KSe2 is given by (3.10). For comparison, the synchronizing torque coefficient KSe for the uncompensated system is given by (3.11).
KSe2 =

Vm Vi cos(δg0 /2)
X

(3.10)

Vg Vi cos(δg0 )
X

(3.11)

KSe =

Again, the damping provided by the mechanical system is neglected. It is clear from (3.9) that
no damping is provided when the shunt compensation is controlled to keep the voltage constant.
The synchronizing torque coefficient is increased for the compensated system compared to the
uncompensated one (Kse2 > Kse ), hence increasing the transient stability of the system. In order
to provide power oscillation damping to the system, the shunt-connected compensator should
be controlled to modulate the voltage magnitude at the connection point. This is achieved by
controlling ∆Vm linearly with the generator speed variation as
∆Vm ≈ Dvω ∆ωg

(3.12)

where Dvω represents a gain to control the variation of Vm . Controlling the voltage magnitude
as in (3.12) around the steady-state value (Vm0 ), the electromechanical equation describing the
single-machine infinite-bus system becomes
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d
dt



∆ω
∆δg



=

"

−KDe2/
−KSe,v/
2Hg
2Hg
ω0
0

#

∆ω
∆δg



+

"

1/
2Hg
0

#

∆Tmg

(3.13)

where the damping torque coefficient, KDe2 provided by the controlled shunt compensation and
the synchronizing torque coefficient, KSe,v due to the steady-state compensation are given by
KDe2 =

2Vi sin(δg0 /2)
Dvω ,
X

KSe,v =

Vm0 Vi cos(δg0 /2)
X

It is shown in this case that power oscillation damping is achieved by modulating the PCC voltage around the steady-state value according to (3.12). On the other hand, the transient stability
of the system can be increased by boosting the voltage Vm0 . It has been shown in (3.9) that transient stability enhancement can be achieved by controlling the voltage at the connection point
constant. In order to maximize the use of shunt-compensation for transient stability enhancement, the voltage magnitude at the connection point can also be varied around the steady-state
value as
∆Vm ≈ Dvδ ∆δg

(3.14)

where Dvδ represents a gain to control the variation of Vm with respect to the generator angle
deviation. In this case, the synchronizing torque coefficient KSe,v1 , which comprises of the
contribution from the steady-state operating point and the controlled compensation becomes
KSe,v1 =

Vm0 Vi cos(δg0 /2) 2Vi sin(δg0 /2)
+
Dvδ
X
X

If the TSE controller is implemented in the FACTS device according to (3.14), it should be
emphasized that the POD controller in (3.12) will be started at the end of the TSE operation as
described in Section 2.4.3.

3.3 Energy storage equipped shunt-connected STATCOM
As mentioned earlier, FACTS controllers are designed to exchange only reactive power with
the network in steady-state. Stability enhancement by shunt-connected reactive power compensation is achieved by controlling the PCC voltage magnitude in order to affect the power flow
over the line and consequently the power output of the generation units. Using the active power
injection capability of the E-STATCOM, a more flexible control of the power system is possible. In this work, the active power injection capability of the E-STATCOM is obtained from
a dedicated energy storage incorporated in the converter. Observe that the functionalities described and proposed here can also be implemented in other kinds of “controllable active power
sources” connected to the power system, such as wind, solar and other distributed generation
units [18][38]. These energy sources use some power electronics in their structure and a control
method to provide POD and TSE using active power injection can be included. The availability
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of active power in the controllable devices also provides the possibility of adding more inertia
to the power system by controlling the device in a similar fashion to a synchronous machine.

3.4 Multiple FACTS devices
The use of various FACTS devices for power system stability enhancement has been described
in the previous sections. When multiple devices exist in the power system, the control method
for each compensator should not lead to undesired interactions. For this reason, each device
can be coordinately designed for example to maximize the damping of a particular oscillation
mode of interest [28][30]. In this work, multiple compensators will also be considered and each
device will be designed independently. The performance of the control method when multiple
controllable devices are used together is investigated.

3.5 Stability enhancement controller for FACTS
As described in Section 2.4.3 and demonstrated in Section 3.2 using a simplified power system,
stability enhancement can be achieved with a proper control of FACTS devices. In these examples, the speed and angle variation of the generator (∆ωg , ∆δg ) are assumed to be known at the
compensator location to implement the control algorithms. In an actual installation, this can be
achieved through a remote measurement of the generator speed or angle variation, which could
be both difficult and expensive. A simpler solution would be to estimate the required physical
quantities of the generator from local signals such as the power flow over a line, the PCC voltage
magnitude or the grid frequency.
Using the system in Fig. 2.2, the classical control approach for stability enhancement using
FACTS devices will be described as an example. For this purpose, the angle and speed deviation
of the generator should be estimated from local measurements to implement the TSE and POD
controllers, respectively. As a local measurement signal, consider the total power flow over the
line given by
Pg =

Vg Vi sin(δg )
X

(3.15)

Following a power system disturbance, the total power flow will comprise of the steady-state
power (Pg0 ) and an additional component caused by the electromechanical dynamics (∆Pg ).
If we consider small-signal changes, the angle and speed deviation of the generator can be
estimated from the measured power as
∆Pg ≈
dPg
dt
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≈

Vg Vi cos(δg0 )
∆δg
X

Vg Vi cos(δg0 )
∆ωg
X

= Kδ ∆δg
(3.16)
= Kω ∆ωg

3.5. Stability enhancement controller for FACTS
where the constants Kδ and Kω relate the angle and speed deviation of the generator with the
g
estimated signals, ∆Pg and dP
, respectively. Extracting the estimated signals is conventionally
dt
done using a combination of filters. For example, ∆Pg can be estimated by removing the average component from the total measured power signal using a washout filter. On the other hand,
dPg
can be estimated by removing the average component from the measured power signal and
dt
providing a phase-shift of 90◦ at the expected oscillation frequency to represent the derivative
action. For this purpose, the setup similar to the one in Fig. 3.6 can be used. With this approach,
the washout filter is used to remove the power average whereas a low-pass filter is used to remove high frequency components. The required phase compensation at the frequency of interest
is then provided by a number of lead-lag filters as indicated in the figure.

Fig. 3.6 Conventional filter setup to create a damping control input signal.

For the simplified system considered in this section, using the estimated quantities for ∆δg and
∆ωg in place of the actual generator angle and speed deviation, the TSE and POD controllers
for FACTS devices can be obtained. For a larger and interconnected system, various frequency
components exist and each component should be separated and appropriate phase-shift must
be applied. Depending on the input signal used for estimation, the power system configuration
and the correlation between the controlled parameter of the FACTS device and the active power
output of the generators, the required phase-shift for each frequency component can be obtained
through eigenvalue analysis of the power system configuration including the FACTS controller
[29].
In contrast with its simple design and implementation, the arrangement in Fig. 3.6 presents
a number of drawbacks. As first, the filter links must be designed for a particular oscillation
frequency and the required phase-shift will be provided only at that particular frequency. This
reduces the dynamic performance of the POD controller during system parameter changes. In
addition, the cut-off frequency of the washout filter to remove the average component should
be well below the power oscillation frequency and this limits the speed to obtain the required
estimates. Finally, in a system where there are more than one oscillation frequency components,
the setup is not convenient to provide the required phase-shift for the various frequency components. To overcome these drawbacks, an estimation method based on a modified RLS algorithm
is proposed in this work. This method will be described in Chapter 4 and its application for POD
controller design in shunt-connected FACTS devices will be shown in Chapter 6. Note that the
design method can be equally applied for series-connected FACS, HVDC or other controllable
power system devices.
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3.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, a brief overview of series- and shunt-connected FACTS controllers for power
system stability enhancement has been carried out. The impact of the controllers on the active
power transfer over a transmission line as well as on the system stability have been discussed.
Furthermore, the need for auxiliary controllers to provide additional transient stability enhancement and power oscillation damping to the power system has been addressed. As pointed out,
the classical stability enhancement controllers are mainly based on the use of several filtering
stages connected in cascade. The drawbacks of this approach has been described and a need
for a better estimation method has been highlighted. With the proposed method, which will be
described in the next chapter, accurate estimation of the phase and amplitude of the various frequency components can be achieved. By using the estimated frequency components of interest,
an effective stability enhancement controller that minimize the use of active and reactive power
injection can be designed.
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4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, a description of a conventional filter setup for the design of POD controller for FACTS devices has been given. The drawbacks of this method in an actual installation
have been briefly described and the need for a better estimation algorithm has been highlighted.
In this chapter, an estimation algorithm based on the use of filters will be described first. Then,
the proposed signal estimation method, based on an RLS algorithm, will be developed. Even
if the proposed algorithm can be applied for estimation of various signal components [39], the
focus will be on estimation of low-frequency electromechanical oscillations. Estimation of harmonics and sequence components in the power system will also be discussed.

4.2 Estimation methods
As explained in Section 3.5, a series of washout and lead-lag filter links connected in cascade
as in Fig. 3.6 can be used to estimate oscillatory components for POD controller design in
FACTS devices. To overcome the drawbacks of this method, an estimation method based on
a combination of low-pass filters (LPF) is proposed in [6]. Although this method presents a
better steady-state and dynamic performance as compared to the system in Fig. 3.6, its speed
of response is tightly dependent on the frequency of the power oscillations. For this problem, a
modified RLS-based estimation algorithm is proposed in this work.
To investigate the effectiveness of the considered estimation algorithms, a system consisting of
a synchronous generator connected to an infinite bus through a transmission system as in Fig 4.1
is considered. As an example, a three-phase line fault is applied to this system at t = 20 s with
a subsequent line disconnection to clear the fault after 100 ms. This results in a low-frequency
oscillation in the transmitted active power as shown in Fig. 4.2.
The purpose of the estimation method is to extract the oscillatory component of the input power
signal for POD controller design. For this particular case, the generator output power (p), which
is used as input for the estimation algorithm can be modeled as the sum of an average (P0 ) and
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Fig. 4.1 A simple power system to model low-frequency power oscillation.
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Fig. 4.2 Transmitted active power from the generator. Fault occurred at 20 s and cleared after 100 ms.

oscillatory component (Posc ) as
p(t) = P0 (t) + Posc (t) = P0 (t) + Pph (t) cos[ωosc t + ϕ(t)]

(4.1)

The oscillatory component, Posc is expressed in terms of its amplitude (Pph ), frequency (ωosc )
and phase (ϕ). Observe that even if the specific application to power oscillations are considered in this section, the analysis is valid in the generic case of signal estimation. In this section,
design of cascade filter links will be described first and the limitations of the method will be
addressed with an example application. A better estimation method based on a combination of
LPF and RLS will then be described when used for estimation of low-frequency power oscillation components. The limitation of the LPF-based method when fast estimation is needed will
be shown. Further improvements to the RLS-based method to increase its dynamic performance
will be described in the next section.

4.2.1 Cascade filter links
The conventional way to generate damping signals is using a filter setup as described in Fig. 3.6.
In this section, the design of the filter link parameters will be described and the problems associated with the method will be addressed. Assume that we want to estimate the oscillatory
part of the input signal model in (4.1). This is achieved by removing the average part using
the washout filter, whereas the high-frequency components are attenuated by the low-pass filter.
The required gain and phase at the oscillation frequency of interest is provided using the gain
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(GLL ) and time constants of the lead-lag filter links. The transfer function HLL of this estimation
algorithm can be described as
HLL (s) = GLL



sTw
1 + sTw



1
1 + sTL



1 + sT1
1 + sT2



1 + sT3
1 + sT4



(4.2)

To be able to remove the average component without affecting the low-frequency oscillatory
component, the time constant for the washout filter, Tw is usually chosen in the range of 5 - 10 s.
The large time constant results in a slow removal of the average component from the required
estimated signal. On the other hand, the time constant of the low-pass filter, TL is usually chosen
in the range of 0.1 s to attenuate the high-frequency components. The value is chosen to make
a cut-off frequency much higher than the low-frequency oscillation. The time constant of the
lead-lag filter links, T1 , T2 , T3 and T4 are chosen based on the phase compensation required
at the oscillation frequency of interest. The amplitude of the transfer function at the oscillation
frequency can be adjusted by the gain, GLL . Depending on the total phase compensation (ϕcomp )
required from the lead-lag filter links and considering a maximum phase compensation of 60◦
from each link, the number of lead-lag filter links can be decided [40].
Assuming that the transfer function (HLL ) is required to provide a gain of ALL and phase of ϕLL
at the oscillation frequency (ωosc ), the parameters of the lead-lag filter links can be calculated
from the following equations as
ALL = GLL

jωosc Tw
1
1+jωosc Tw 1+jωosc TL



1+jωosc T1
1+jωosc T2



1+jωosc T3
1+jωosc T4



ϕLL = ϕcomp − tan−1 [ωosc TL ] − tan−1 [ωosc Tw ] + π/2
γT1 =
T1 =

√

γT1
ωosc

T1
T2

=

1+sin(ϕcomp1 )
1−sin(ϕcomp1 )

, T2 =

√

1
γT1 ωosc

, γT2 =
,

T3 =

T3
T4
√

=

γT2
ωosc

(4.3)

1+sin(ϕcomp2 )
1−sin(ϕcomp2 )

, T4 =

√

1
γT2 ωosc

where ϕcomp1 and ϕcomp2 represents the phase compensation from the first and second lead-lag
filter links, respectively. As an example, the signal in (4.1) is assumed to contain an average part
and a 1 Hz oscillatory component. The filter in (4.2) is designed to extract the oscillatory part
with a gain of 1 p.u. and a phase-shift of 0◦ . Choosing the time constant for the washout and
low-pass filters as Tw = 10 s and TL = 0.1 s, the remaining parameters of the transfer function
HLL are calculated as T1 = 0.2826 s, T2 = 0.0896 s, T3 = T4 = 0 and GLL = 0.6651. In this
example, the required phase compensation (ϕcomp < 60◦ ) can be achieved only using one leadlag filter. As shown in the bode diagram of the transfer function for these choice of parameters
in Fig. 4.3, the wide band around the estimated frequency component results in a non-selective
estimation. The problem will be evident when a nearby oscillatory component exists in the input
signal and accurate estimation of the frequency component of interest (with high attenuation of
the undesired frequency component) is necessary. Moreover, designing a filter to provide the
correct amplitude and phase for more than one oscillation frequency component is difficult to
achieve. For this reason, a better estimation technique is necessary and will be described next.
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Fig. 4.3 Bode diagram for the cascade links transfer function (HLL (s)) from p(t) to P̃osc (t).

4.2.2 Low-pass Filter (LPF) based method
Unlike the method in the previous section, the estimation method described in this section enables a selective estimation of amplitude and phase of one or more oscillatory components with
high attenuation at undesired frequency components. Considering the active power in (4.1) as
an input signal and denoting P ph = Pph ejϕ as the complex phasor of the oscillatory component
and θosc (t) = ωosc t as the oscillation angle, the input power signal can be expressed as


1
1
p(t) = P0 (t) + Real Pph (t)ejθosc (t) = P0 (t) + Pph (t)ejθosc (t) + P∗ph (t)e−jθosc (t)
2
2

(4.4)

The expression in (4.4) separates the input signal into three frequency components (having
characteristic frequencies 0, ωosc , and −ωosc ), where the average P0 and the phasor P ph are
slowly varying signals. By rearranging (4.4) and applying low-pass filtering, the estimate for
the average P̃0 , the phasor P̃ ph and the oscillatory component P̃osc can be extracted from the
input signal as [6]
P̃0 (t) = H0 {p(t) − P̃osc (t)}
∗

P̃ ph (t) = Hph {[2p(t) − 2P̃0 (t) − P̃ ph (t)e−jθosc (t) ]e−jθosc (t) }
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1 ∗
1
P̃osc (t) = P̃ ph (t)ejθosc (t) + P̃ ph (t)e−jθosc (t)
2
2

(4.7)

where H0 and Hph represent the transfer function of the low-pass filters to extract the average
and the phasor component, respectively. The block diagram describing this method is shown in
Fig. 4.4. For the various notations, a signal or parameter x̃ represents an estimate of the actual
value x.

Fig. 4.4 Block diagram of the LPF-based estimation algorithm.

In order to evaluate the dynamic performance of the LPF-based estimation algorithm, a first
order low-pass filter with cut-off frequency αLPF is used for the filters in (4.5) - (4.6) as
H0 (s) = Hph (s) =

αLPF
s + αLPF

(4.8)

To separate the average and oscillatory components, it is necessary that the cut-off frequency,
αLPF is smaller than the oscillation frequency ωosc . The dynamic performance of the LPF-based
method is a function of the cut-off frequency. By increasing the magnitude of αLPF , a faster
estimation can be obtained at the cost of its frequency selectivity. To observe this, the algorithm
in (4.5) - (4.7) is expressed in state space form as [36]


 

 

P̃0
P̃0
−αLPF −αLPF
0
αLPF
d 
P̃osc  =  −2αLPF −2αLPF −ωosc   P̃osc  +  2αLPF  p(t)
dt
0
ωosc
0
0
P̃β
P̃β

(4.9)

where P̃β is a signal orthogonal to the oscillatory component P̃osc . From (4.9), the dynamic
response of the LPF-based method can be investigated. As before, the signal p(t) is assumed to
contain an average and a 1 Hz oscillatory component. The cut-off frequency αLPF is then varied
from 0.01 to 1 Hz in steps of 0.05 Hz to see the estimator’s performance. The movement of the
poles for the transfer function from the input (p) to the estimate of the oscillatory component
(P̃osc ) is shown in Fig. 4.5. As clearly seen from the figure, the angular position of the poles
from the imaginary axis starts to decrease for αLPF > 0.4ωosc (marked as gray cross for clarity)
indicating that its dynamic performance starts to deteriorate. It is here recommended to set the
bandwidth of the filter one decade smaller than the frequency component to be estimated (for
the specific case, αLPF = 0.628 rad/s).
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Fig. 4.5 Movement of poles for the transfer function from p(t) to P̃osc (t) as αLPF varies from 0.01 to
1 Hz in steps of 0.05 Hz; Poles start at ’◦’ and move toward ’⊲’.

4.2.3 Recursive Least Square (RLS) based method
A Recursive Least Square (RLS) algorithm is a time-domain approach (an adaptive filter in
frequency domain) used to estimate signals based on a given model of the investigated system.
Consider a generic input signal (either real or complex) y, modeled as the sum of its estimate ỹ
and the estimation error d as in (4.10)
y(k) = ỹ(k) + d(k) = Φ(k)h̃(k − 1) + d(k)

(4.10)

where h̃ is the estimated state vector and Φ is named the observation matrix that depends on
the model of the signal. An update of the estimation state vector h̃ is developed using the RLS
algorithm in discrete time as


h̃(k) = h̃(k − 1) + G(k) y(k) − Φ(k)h̃(k − 1)

(4.11)

The gain matrix G is given by

G(k) =

R(k − 1)ΦT (k)
λ + Φ(k)R(k − 1)ΦT (k)

(4.12)

with the covariance matrix R expressed as
R(k) = [I − G(k)Φ(k)] R(k − 1)/λ
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The term λ is named forgetting factor and I is an identity matrix. As it can be seen in (4.11) (4.13), the algorithm is performed recursively starting from an initial invertible matrix R(0) and
initial state vector h̃(0) [41]. The RLS algorithm minimizes the cost function ξ defined as

ξ(k) =

k
X
n=0

|d(n)|2 λk−n

(4.14)

In steady-state, the estimation speed of the RLS algorithm in rad/s is related to the sampling
time (Ts ) and the forgetting factor as
αRLS =

1−λ
Ts

(4.15)

where αRLS is the bandwidth of the estimator. Depending on the speed of estimation required,
the forgetting factor can be chosen accordingly. For a constant forgetting factor, the matrices in
(4.12) - (4.13) converge to their steady-state values depending on the observation matrix Φ and
the estimation speed will be decided by the value of the forgetting factor according to (4.15).
Using the same input signal p(t) as in (4.1), the model of the input signal can be expressed as
p(t) = P0 (t) + Pd cos(θosc (t)) − Pq sin(θosc (t))

(4.16)

Pd = Pph (t) cos(ϕ), Pq = Pph (t) sin(ϕ)

(4.17)

where

For estimation of low-frequency power oscillation, the RLS algorithm in (4.10) - (4.13) can be
easily applied by choosing h̃ and Φ as
h̃(k) =
Φ(k) =





P̃0 (k) P̃d (k) P̃q (k)

T

1 cos(θosc (k)) − sin(θosc (k))

(4.18)


(4.19)

From the estimated state vector h̃, the oscillatory component estimate (P̃osc ) can be obtained as
P̃osc (k) = P̃ph (k) cos(θosc (k) + ϕ̃(k))

(4.20)

where the amplitude and phase estimates of the oscillatory component are expressed as
rh
i2 h
i2
P̃ph (k) =
P̃d (k) + P̃q (k) ,

ϕ̃(k) = tan−1

h

P̃q (k)
P̃d (k)

i

(4.21)

Note that once the RLS algorithm has converged to steady-state, it becomes a linear and time
invariant system. Thus, the steady-state model of the RLS estimator will be derived and its
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performance will be compared with the LPF-based method. For this, the algorithm in (4.10) (4.20) in steady-state can be expressed in state-space form as
 

 

P̃0
P̃0
α0
−α0
−α0
0
d 
−2αa
−ωosc   P̃osc  +  2αa  p(t)
P̃osc  =  −2αa
dt
αb
−αb −αb + ωosc
0
P̃β
P̃β


(4.22)

with ξ = αRLS /ωosc , the constants α0 , αa and αb are given by
α0 = αRLS (1 + ξ 2 ),

αa = (1 −

ξ2
)αRLS ,
2

αb = −3ξαRLS

From (4.22), the dynamic response of the RLS-based method can be investigated. Considering
the same signal p(t), αRLS is varied from 0.01 to 1 Hz in steps of 0.05 Hz to see the estimator’s
performance. The movement of the poles for the transfer function from the input (p(t)) to the
estimate of the oscillatory component (P̃osc (t)) is shown in Fig. 4.6. As clearly seen from the
figure, the angular position of the poles from the imaginary axis increases continuously regardless of the value of αRLS unlike the case for the LPF-based method. This indicates that the speed
of response of the RLS-based method increase with higher value of αRLS (or correspondingly
lower value of λ).

Fig. 4.6 Movement of poles for the transfer function from p(t) to P̃osc (t) as αRLS varies from 0.01 to
1 Hz in steps of 0.05 Hz; Poles start at ’◦’ and move toward ’⊲’.

When low bandwidth in the estimation (i.e. for αRLS = αLPF << ωosc ) is acceptable, the two
methods present similar dynamic performance. This can be seen from the state-space models
where (4.22) is reduced to (4.9). If fast estimation is needed, the LPF-based method presents
poor dynamic performance unlike the RLS-based method. Therefore, the RLS algorithm can be
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used to obtain faster estimation during rapid changes of the input signal and hence will be the
preferred method in this work.
Even if faster estimation is obtained using RLS algorithm with small value of λ, its frequency
selectivity should be investigated. For this purpose, the bode diagram of the transfer function
from the input p(t) to the average (P̃0 ) and oscillatory (P̃osc ) estimates are shown in Fig. 4.7. For
all the cases, the bode diagram presents a 1 pu gain and 0◦ phase at the required frequency and
a gain of 0 pu at the unwanted oscillation frequency. However, when increasing the estimation
speed (decreasing λ), the frequency selectivity of the algorithm reduces. This means that using
the conventional RLS algorithm, the estimation speed should be compromised to achieve good
frequency selectivity and vise versa. For this reason, a modification to the algorithm is necessary
to achieve fast estimation speed with only little penalty on the frequency selectivity.

Fig. 4.7 Bode diagram for the transfer function from p(t) to P̃0 (t) (left) and p(t) to P̃osc (t) (right);
Forgetting factor with αRLS = 0.1 Hz (black solid), αRLS = 0.5 Hz (black dashed) and αRLS =
1.0 Hz (gray solid).

4.3 Improved RLS-based method
As already described in the previous section, the conventional RLS-based method with fixed
forgetting factor λ will eventually converge to steady-state and its estimation speed cannot be
changed during fast transients. Moreover, its performance in steady-state highly depends on
knowledge of system parameters expressed in the observation matrix Φ. This calls for modifications in the conventional RLS algorithm that enables fast estimation during transients without
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compromising its frequency selectivity in steady-state as well as adaptation to input signal parameter changes.

4.3.1 Variable forgetting factor
In the conventional RLS-based method, a large forgetting factor results in low estimation speed
with high frequency selectivity. Likewise, a small value of the forgetting factor results in the
estimator to be fast but less selective [42]. Therefore, to achieve fast estimation when a change
occurs in the input signal, the gain matrix of the RLS algorithm G in (4.12) must be increased
for a short time. This can be done by resetting the covariance matrix R to a high value [41][43].
In this method, the covariance matrix to be used for the reset is chosen by trial and error and has
to be selected case by case. Moreover, the behavior of the estimator response during transient
is difficult to predict. An alternative solution is to use a variable forgetting factor as proposed in
this work. With this approach, λ is varied in a controlled way depending on the input and this
helps to know the behavior of the estimator’s response during transient and steady-state.
When the RLS algorithm is in steady-state, its bandwidth is determined by the steady-state
forgetting factor (λss ) according to (4.15). If a fast change is detected in the input (i.e. if the
absolute error |d(k)| in (4.10) exceeds a pre-defined threshold dth ), λ can be modified to a
smaller value, here denoted as ”transient forgetting factor (λtr )”. Thus, by using the properties
of the step response for a high-pass filter, λ will be slowly increased back to its steady-state
value λss in order to guarantee the selectivity of the algorithm. The parameters λss , λtr as well as
the time constant for the high-pass filter τhp determine the performance of the RLS algorithm
in the transient conditions. Figure 4.8 shows the resetting method for the forgetting factor and
its variation in time when a change is detected in the input signal.

Fig. 4.8 Resetting method to vary the forgetting factor during transient. Left: Block diagram; Right:
Variation of λ with τhp = 0.04 s.

Once the value of λss is chosen based on the steady-state performance requirement of the algorithm, the value of λtr and τhp can be determined based on the required transient estimation
speed. Evaluation of the performance of the algorithm for different choices of the parameters
λtr and τhp will be made in this section using the example in Section 4.2. In this example, the
input signal for the estimation algorithm was the transmitted active power p(t), which consists
of an average term (P0 ) and a 1 Hz oscillatory components (Posc ). The model in (4.11) - (4.13)
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has been used for the estimation with a variable forgetting factor. The aim of the estimator is to
quickly separate these two signal components accurately in the presence of noise.
During steady-state operations, the bandwidth of the RLS is set to a low value, meaning that
the forgetting factor will be close to unity. For an oscillating frequency of 1 Hz, the steady-state
forgetting factor is set equal to λ = λss = 0.9995, corresponding to a bandwidth of 0.4 Hz for
a sampling time Ts = 0.2 ms according to (4.15). This gives the performance of the estimator
to be selective, less sensitive to noise and at the same time adaptive to slow changes in the
input signal. To evaluate the transient performance of the algorithm for different choices of the
parameters λtr and τhp , two types of input signals (one noisy free and another one noisy) are
considered. For each input, the settling time for the estimator as a function of λtr and τhp is
shown in Fig. 4.9. With Ts = 0.2 ms and λss = 0.9995, the transient bandwidth of the estimator,
αtr is varied between 5 and 100 Hz in steps of 5 Hz, while τhp is varied between 5 and 100 ms
in steps of 5 ms. The transient forgetting factor, λtr is calculated using αtr (expressed in rad/s)
from expression (4.15).

Fig. 4.9 Transient estimation speed for a step change in the input using variable forgetting factor. Left:
ideal input signal; Right: input signal with 20 dB noise-to-signal ratio.

As it can be seen in Fig. 4.9, higher αtr and higher τhp results in faster response in the case of
noise free input signal. When noise is included in the input signal, the estimation speed starts to
decrease beyond some values of αtr and τhp . This is due to the estimators tendency to follow the
noise, leading to an increase of the settling time. The value that gives a compromised response
time for both signals lies in the middle. Depending on the required estimation speed and noise
rejection performance, an appropriate value for λtr and τhp can be chosen. For this application,
a value of λtr = 0.8995 corresponding to αtr = 80 Hz and τhp = 0.04 s have been selected.
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4.3.2 Frequency adaptation
The RLS algorithm described in Section 4.2.3 relies on the information in the observation matrix Φ to correctly estimate the signal components. The observation matrix Φ, which contains
information about the model of the signal according to (4.10), usually assumes some system
parameters. When these parameters change, the performance of the algorithm will be affected
and an updating mechanism for the signal model is important. For example, to estimate the oscillatory component Posc from the measured input signal p using the RLS algorithm in (4.16) (4.20), the oscillation frequency ωosc should be known. Any change in the system, resulting in
a different oscillation frequency, will affect the steady-state performance of the RLS algorithm.
To overcome the problem, the RLS algorithm is further improved by implementing a frequency
adaptation mechanism. Using the same example and parameter selection as in Section 4.3.1, the
steady-state frequency characteristic of the estimator’s transfer function from the input to the
average and oscillatory component is shown in Fig. 4.10. The transfer functions have 1 pu gain
and 0◦ phase-shift at the estimated frequency component and 0 pu gain at the other frequency
component in the model. This results in a correct extraction of the average and oscillatory components in steady-state for accurate knowledge of the oscillation frequency.

Fig. 4.10 Bode diagram of the steady-state RLS-based estimator transfer function. Left: from p(t) to
P̃0 (t); Right: from p(t) to P̃osc (t).

If the frequency content of the input is not accurately known, the estimator will give rise to a
phase and amplitude error in the estimated quantities. Note that a correct estimation of the phase
of the oscillatory component is a crucial point in applications like POD. Using the information
in the phase estimate ϕ̃, the true oscillation frequency can be tracked by using a frequency
estimator as the one in Fig. 4.11.
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Fig. 4.11 Block diagram for updating the oscillation frequency.

The corrective term ∆ω̃ is limited and fed back to the RLS algorithm to update the oscillation
frequency ω̃osc as
ω̃osc = ωosc0 + ∆ω̃

(4.23)

The term ωosc0 represents the initial assumed oscillation frequency and the transfer function
from the estimated phase (ϕ̃) to the estimated change in frequency (∆ω̃) is given by
∆ω̃
αω s
=
ϕ̃
αω + s

(4.24)

If the initial assumed oscillation frequency is correct, the estimated average and phasor components [P̃0 , P̃d , P̃q ] will be constants or slowly varying quantities. Correspondingly, the estimated
phase ϕ̃ will be a constant value resulting ∆ω̃ = 0 in steady-state. However, if a change in the
true oscillation frequency ∆ω occurs, the estimates [P̃0 , P̃d , P̃q ] will contain a disturbance term
at the true oscillatory frequency in addition to a slowly varying quantity. This is due to the fact
that the estimator’s transfer function cannot have zero gain at the true oscillation frequency for
the estimates ([P̃0 , P̃d , P̃q ]) due to wrong assumption of the initial oscillation frequency. Similarly, the estimate P̃osc will have an amplitude and phase error. If Aω and ϕω represent the gain
and phase of the estimator’s transfer function at the true oscillation frequency respectively, the
oscillatory estimate in steady-state can be expressed as
P̃osc (t) = Aω Pph cos(ωosc t + ϕ + ϕω ) = P̃ph (t) cos(ωosc0 t + ϕ̃(t))

(4.25)

The terms Pph , ϕ and ωosc represent the true amplitude, phase and frequency of the oscillatory
component, respectively. As it can be seen in (4.25), the frequency of the oscillation is preserved
in the estimate. The idea here is to estimate the corrective term ∆ω̃ from the estimated phasors
(P̃d , P̃q ). From (4.25) and using the definition in (4.20) and (4.21), the phase estimate ϕ̃ can be
expressed as
ϕ̃(t) = tan−1

"

#
P̃q (t)
≈ (∆ω + dω )t
P̃d (t)

(4.26)

The disturbance term at the true oscillation frequency in the estimates (P̃d , P̃q ) results in a
disturbance dω in the phase estimate ϕ(t) at twice the true oscillation frequency. As it can
be seen from (4.26), the phase estimate is a function the frequency error ∆ω and this has to be
extracted. If the disturbance term dω is neglected, the transfer function from the actual frequency
error ∆ω to the estimated frequency error ∆ω̃ can be expressed as
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∆ω̃
αω
≈
∆ω
s + αω

(4.27)

Using (4.27), the bandwidth of the frequency controller (αω ) can be chosen. To be able to
filter the disturbance term, the bandwidth should be set below the oscillation frequency. For an
assumed oscillation frequency ωosc0 , choosing αω = 0.2ωosc0 gives the frequency correction
controller a cut-off frequency of a decade below the frequency of the disturbance term dω .

4.3.3 Multiple oscillatory components
The investigated RLS estimator has been derived under the assumption of a single oscillatory
frequency component in the input signal. Assuming that the input signal p contains N oscillatory components, (4.1) must be modified as
p(t) = P0 (t) +

N
X

Posc,i = P0 (t) +

i=1

N
X

Pph,i (t) cos [ωosc,i t + ϕi (t)]

(4.28)

i=1

where the ith oscillatory component, Posc,i (with i = 1, ..., N) is expressed in terms of its amplitude (Pph,i ), frequency (ωosc,i ) and phase (ϕi ). Using the model in (4.28), the RLS algorithm
described in the previous sections (including variable forgetting factor and frequency adaptation
for each considered oscillatory component) can be modified as described in Fig. 4.12.

Fig. 4.12 Block diagram of the modified RLS estimator for multiple oscillatory components.

As an example, the input signal p is assumed to be comprised of an average component and two
oscillatory components with frequency ωosc,1 and ωosc,2 , respectively. Hence, the RLS algorithm
in (4.10) - (4.13) can be easily applied by choosing the state vector, h̃ as
h̃ = [ P̃0 P̃d,1

P̃q,1 P̃d,2 P̃q,2 ]T

(4.29)

where the phasor components, P̃d,i and P̃q,i with i = [1, 2] are defined as
P̃d,i = P̃ph,i cos(θosc,i ),
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P̃q,i = P̃ph,i sin(θosc,i )

(4.30)
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Defining the oscillation angles (θosc,1 = ωosc,1 t and θosc,2 = ωosc,2 t), the covariance matrix (Φ)
for the algorithm is similarly modified as
− sin(θosc,1 ) cos(θosc,2 ) − sin(θosc,2 ) ]

Φ = [ 1 cos(θosc,1 )

(4.31)

From the estimated state vector h̃, the oscillatory component estimates (P̃osc,1 and P̃osc,2 ) can be
obtained as

P̃osc,1 = P̃d,1 cos(θosc,1 ) − P̃q,1 sin(θosc,1 ), P̃osc,2 = P̃d,2 cos(θosc,2 ) − P̃q,2 sin(θosc,2 ) (4.32)
As described earlier, the RLS algorithm becomes linear and time invariant in steady-state. Thus,
the steady-state model of the RLS estimator in (4.28) - (4.32) can be expressed in state-space
form as

d
dt
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(4.33)

where P̃β,1 and P̃β,2 represent signals components orthogonal to the oscillatory components
P̃osc,1 and P̃osc,2 , respectively. Using the steady-state RLS estimator bandwidth αRLS and the
oscillation frequencies ωosc,1 and ωosc,2 , the constants are given by
α0,1 =
αa,1 =

2
2
)
)(α2RLS +ωosc,2
αRLS (α2RLS +ωosc,1
2
2
ωosc,1 ωosc,2

2
2
2
2
2
−9ωosc,1
)]
(ωosc,1
−ωosc,2
)+α2RLS (ωosc,2
αRLS [α4RLS +2ωosc,1
4
2
2
ωosc,1
−ωosc,1
ωosc,2

αb,1 =
αa,2 =

2
2
+3ωosc,2
)
α2RLS (5α2RLS −7ωosc,1
3
2
ωosc,1
−ωosc,1 ωosc,2

2
2
2
2
2
(ωosc,2
−ωosc,1
)+α2RLS (ωosc,1
−9ωosc,2
)]
αRLS [α4RLS +2ωosc,2
4
2
2
ωosc,2
−ωosc,1
ωosc,2

αb,2 =

2
2
α2RLS (5α2RLS −7ωosc,2
+3ωosc,1
)
3
2
ωosc,2 −ωosc,1 ωosc,2
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For selective estimation of the various frequency components, the steady-state bandwidth of
the estimator is calculated from the smallest frequency gap in the input signal. As an example,
consider the same signal p(t) with an average component, a 1 Hz and 1.7 Hz oscillatory components. The smallest frequency gap in the input signal is 0.7 Hz that exists between the two
oscillatory components. Hence the steady-state bandwidth is calculated as 40% of the minimum
frequecy gap as αRLS = 0.28 Hz. Using this bandwidth, the bode diagram of the RLS algorithm
to estimatate the average and oscillatory components is shown in Fig. 4.13 where a selective
and accurate extraction of each frequency component can be achieved.

Fig. 4.13 Bode diagram for the transfer function from p(t) to P̃0 (t) (black solid), p(t) to P̃osc,1 (t) (gray
solid) and p(t) to P̃osc,2 (t) (black dashed).

4.4 Application examples on signal estimation
In this section, application examples for signal estimation using the improved RLS-based method will be described.

4.4.1 Low-frequency electromechanical oscillations
To evaluate the performance of the improved RLS-based method for estimation of low-frequency
electromechanical oscillations, simulation results are presented here for both ideal and disturbed
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conditions.
Single-oscillation mode in ideal conditions
The first test is made using an input signal as the one depicted in Fig. 4.14. As shown in the
figure, the input signal is initially constituted by a 1 pu dc component only. At t = 3 s, the
average component is stepped down to 0.7 pu and an additional oscillatory component having
characteristic frequency of 1 Hz is added to the input. Figure 4.15 shows the estimated average
and oscillatory component of the input signal (in amplitude and phase) for different choices of
the forgetting factor λ when using the conventional RLS algorithm. In this simulation, three
λ values of λ = 0.9995 (black solid), λ = 0.9987 (gray solid) and λ = 0.9975 (black dashed)
that correspond to a steady-state bandwidth of 0.4 Hz, 1.0 Hz, and 2.0 Hz, respectively, are
considered.

Fig. 4.14 Input signal for simulation.

As the results in Fig. 4.15 show, by using the conventional RLS with a fixed forgetting factor,
it is not possible to achieve both estimation speed and frequency selectivity. As the forgetting
factor is reduced, estimation speed will be improved whereas the selectivity is reduced and vise
versa. This can be improved by using a variable forgetting factor as described in Section 4.3.1.
Figure 4.16 shows the performance of the improved RLS method with the estimator parameters
chosen as (λss = 0.9995, λtr = 0.8995 and τhp = 0.04 s for Ts = 0.2 ms). As it can be seen from
the results in Figs. 4.15 and 4.16, the improved RLS-based method gives a fast estimation with
a better frequency selectivity than the conventional RLS (See Fig. 4.15).
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Fig. 4.15 Estimate for the average (plot a), amplitude (plot b), phase (plot c) and estimation error (plot d)
by conventional RLS with forgetting factor λ = 0.9995 (black solid), λ = 0.9987 (gray solid),
λ = 0.9975 (black dashed), input signals (gray dashed); the actual oscillation frequency is used
in the simulation.

Fig. 4.16 Estimate for the average (plot a), amplitude (plot b), phase (plot c) and estimation error (plot
d) using the improved RLS method (λss = 0.9995, λtr = 0.8995 and τhp = 0.04 s); dashed:
inputs, solid: estimates; the actual oscillation frequency is used in the simulation.
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Multiple-oscillation modes in disturbed conditions
A second simulation is performed using a more realistic input signal with multiple oscillatory
modes in the presence of measurement noise and a modeling error. The input signal represents
the measured power on a line in a simplified three-area power system (to be discussed in Chapter 6), where two oscillatory components with a frequency of 1 Hz and 1.7 Hz are excited due
to a three-phase short-circuit fault in the system. A 5 Hz frequency component not included in
the signal model (with its amplitude selected as 20% of the 1.7 Hz oscillatory component) and a
measurement noise (with a signal to noise ratio of 20 dB) are added as disturbences in the measured input signal to test the filtering performance of the algorithm against undesired frequency
components. The resulting signal, shown in Fig. 4.17, is used as an input for the estimator.
The aim of the estimation algorithm is to extract the desired frequency components (the two
oscillatory modes in this case) in spite of the measurement noise and undesired low-frequency
component in the input signal.

Fig. 4.17 Input signal with two oscillatory modes for simulation.

To appreciate the advantages of the improved algorithm with variable forgetting factor, the
performance of two conventional RLS algorithms with fixed forgetting factor is also included.
The parameters for the variation of the forgetting factor are chosen as λss = 0.9997, λtr =
0.9497 and τhp = 0.03 s. For the conventional RLS algorithm, a value of λ = 0.9997 and
λ = 0.9975 which corresponds to a steady-state bandwidth of 0.2 Hz and 2 Hz, respectively, are
considered. The performance of the estimators to extract the oscillatory components is shown
in Figs. 4.18 - 4.19. The conventional RLS algorithm with higher λ is characterized by a slow
transient response and good steady-state filtering (see gray curves in Fig. 4.18). On the other
hand, the conventional RLS algorithm with lower λ improves the transient response, where the
steady-state filtering performance is compromised as it can be observed in the estimates (see
gray curves in Fig. 4.19). By using the proposed algorithm with variable λ, a fast transient
response without reducing the steady-state filtering performance is achieved (see black curves
in Figs. 4.18 - 4.19). It can also be seen from the obtained results that the measurement noise and
the non-desired 5 Hz oscillation component are effectively filtered by the estimation algorithm.
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Fig. 4.18 Estimation of first (top) and second (bottom) oscillatory components using RLS algorithm
with variable λ (black) and fixed forgetting factor, λ = 0.9997 (gray).

Fig. 4.19 Estimation of first (top) and second (bottom) oscillatory components using RLS algorithm
with variable λ (black) and fixed forgetting factor, λ = 0.9975 (gray).
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A final set of simulations is performed considering an input signal like the one depicted in
Fig. 4.17. For this simulation, it is assumed that the power oscillation shown in Fig. 4.17 is
damped by a shunt-connected FACTS controller installed in the power system. The aim of
this simulation is to investigate the dynamic performance of the proposed estimator when the
characteristic parameters of the input signal such as its amplitude, phase and frequency change
in time due to POD action. Moreover, the initial oscillation frequencies are assumed to be 0.7 Hz
and 2.0 Hz, which represents an error of ±0.3 Hz from the actual values to test the frequency
adaptation mechanism. For comparison, the performance of the improved RLS algorithm (i.e.,
with variable λ and a frequency adaptation) together with the conventional RLS algorithm (i.e.
a fixed forgetting factor, λ = 0.9997 and without frequency adaptation) is presented.
The variation of λ and estimation of the oscillation frequencies for the improved RLS algorithm
is shown in Fig. 4.20, whereas the performance of the conventional and improved RLS algorithms is presented in Fig. 4.21. Observing the results from the conventional RLS algorithm, the
estimation is not selective as indicated by the existence of more than one frequency component
in the estimate of each oscillatory component (see plot (a) in Fig. 4.21). The slow and inaccurate estimation can be noticed from the mismatch between the input signal and its estimate (see
plot (b) in Fig. 4.21). On the other hand, the improved RLS algorithm (see plots (c) and (d) in
Fig. 4.21) provides accurate estimation of the desired oscillatory modes despite the presence of
disturbances, modeling error and changes in the parameters of the input signal.

Fig. 4.20 Variation of parameters of improved RLS algorithm; Top: variation of forgetting factor; Bottom: estimate of the first oscillation frequency (black) and second oscillation frequency (gray).
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Fig. 4.21 Estimation of oscillatory modes using improved and conventional RLS; (a) estimate by conventional RLS for oscillatory component 1 (black) and 2 (gray); (b) input signal (gray) and its
estimate by conventional RLS (black);(c) estimate by improved RLS for oscillatory component
1 (black) and 2 (gray); (d) input signal (gray) and its estimate by improved RLS (black);.
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4.4.2 Sequence and harmonic components
In this section, estimation of harmonic and sequence components in a three-phase system using
the improved RLS-based algorithm will be described. When the grid voltage is unbalanced (for
example, due to unbalanced loads or unbalanced faults), a 50 Hz negative-sequence component
exists in the grid voltage and a fast estimation algorithm is needed to separate the negativesequence component for control or synchronization purposes [44][45]. Assuming that the zerosequence component in the measured signal can be neglected, the complex grid voltage eαβ
g in
the stationary αβ coordinate system can be written as the sum of its positive- and negativesequence components as
jθg (t)
eαβ
+ E n (t)e−jθg (t)
g (t) = E p (t)e

(4.34)

Calling the grid frequency ω with θg (t) = ωt, E p and E n are the positive- and negativesequence component phasors, respectively. Therefore, the model in (4.35) can be used to set
up an RLS algorithm as described in Section 4.2.3 (including the modifications in Section 4.3)
to estimate the positive and negative-sequence components. For this particular case, the state
vector to be estimated and the observation matrix are given as in (4.36) and (4.37), where the
updates are performed recursively as in (4.11) - (4.13).
j θ̃g (k)
+ Ẽ n (k)e−j θ̃g (k) + d(k) = Φ(k)h̃(k − 1) + d(k)
eαβ
g (k) = Ẽ p (k)e

(4.35)

h̃(k) = [ Ẽ p (k) Ẽ n (k) ]T

(4.36)

Φ(k) = [ ej θ̃g (k) e−j θ̃g (k) ]

(4.37)

For a constant grid frequency with nominal value ω = ωN , the estimator’s steady-state frequency response is shown in Fig. 4.22 (left) for the positive-sequence component, where a gain
of 1 pu and a phase of 0◦ is achieved at the estimated frequency component ωN . Similarly,
for the negative-sequence component, a gain of 1 pu and a phase of 0◦ is achieved at the desired frequency −ωN . A typical example, where the sequence estimation can be used is in a
phase locked loop (PLL). The PLL estimates the phase of the positive-sequence grid voltage
θg [46][47]. The block diagram for this application is shown in Fig. 4.22 (plot b), where the
frequency output of the PLL can be fed back to the sequence estimator to make the sequence
estimator frequency adaptive.
Consider now the case of a distorted grid voltage. Each harmonic component appears at a frequency nω where n represents the harmonic order, and its sign depends on whether the harmonic
is a positive or negative-sequence component. In general, the model of the grid voltage egαβ is
given by [48]
eαβ
g (t)

jθg (t)

= E 1 (t)e

+

N
X

E ni (t)ejni θg (t)

(4.38)

i=1
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Fig. 4.22 Sequence estimation (a) Bode diagram for positive-sequence component estimation; response
for the positive frequency (solid), response for the negative frequency (dashed); (b) Block diagram of RLS-based sequence estimator with a PLL for synchronization and frequency adaptation of the sequence estimator.

where E ni represents the nth
i harmonic phasor and E 1 is the fundamental frequency phasor. The
RLS algorithm as described in Section 4.2.3 can be set up from the model in (4.39) where the
state vector and observation matrix are given by (4.40) and (4.41).
j θ̃g (k)
+
eαβ
g (k) = Ẽ 1 (k)e

N
X
i=1

Ẽ ni (k)ejni θ̃g (k) + d(k) = Φ(k)h(k − 1) + d(k)

h̃(k) = [ Ẽ 1 (k) Ẽ n1 (k)
Φ(k) = [ ej θ̃g (k) ejn1 θ̃g (k)

(4.39)

... Ẽ nN (k) ]T

(4.40)

... ejnN θ̃g (k) ]

(4.41)

For a balanced three-phase system, each harmonic component will appear as either positive or
negative-sequence component in (4.38). For an unbalanced case, both positive and negativesequence components could exist for each harmonic order (including harmonic orders at multiple of three) and the model in (4.38) should take that into consideration. When needed, the dc
component which is typically present in the measured signals can also be estimated by including
a zero-frequency component in the model.
As the same grid angle is used in both the sequence and harmonic estimation algorithms, the
PLL structure used in Fig. 4.22 (right) can be used to realize a frequency adaptive estimator.
The model in (4.34) - (4.37) can be obtained from (4.38) - (4.41) by setting ni to -1 and 0 for
i = 1 and i 6= 1, respectively. To find the parameters of the estimator, the frequency content
of the input signal and the required estimation speed should be considered. For this particular
application, with a sampling time Ts = 0.2 ms, the steady-state forgetting factor λss = 0.9686
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corresponding to a bandwidth of 25 Hz is chosen. For fast transient performance, the transient
forgetting factor λtr = 0.6859 corresponding to αtr = 250 Hz and τhp = 0.01 s have been
selected.
To evaluate the performance of the improved RLS-based method for estimation of sequence
components, an unbalanced fault with a phase jump is applied to a three-phase grid voltage
and the estimator’s performance is shown in Fig. 4.23. As the results indicate, the sequence
components are estimated quickly and properly following the fault, which verifies the validity
of the estimator. The simulation is repeated to estimate harmonic components. In this case, a
0.15 pu 5th order harmonic component and a 0.1 pu 7th order harmonic component are applied
to the three-phase voltage at 0.02 s and again the effectiveness of the estimator can be observed
from the results in Fig. 4.24.

Fig. 4.23 Sequence estimation for unbalanced fault with phase jump; (a) grid voltage, (b) estimation
error, (c) positive-sequence component and (d) negative-sequence component. Dashed: Magnitude of sequence component phasor.
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Fig. 4.24 Harmonic estimation in distorted three-phase voltage; (a) grid voltage, (b) fundamental component, (c) 5th order harmonic component and (d) 7th order harmonic component. Dashed:
Magnitude of harmonic component phasor.

4.5 Experimental Verification
To validate the results obtained via simulation for the improved RLS-based estimator, experimental tests have been performed in the Power System Laboratory at the Department of Energy
and Environment at Chalmers University of Technology. In this section, a description of the
laboratory setup will be shown and experimental results on estimation of low-frequency oscillations, sequence and harmonic components will be presented.

4.5.1 Laboratory setup
Two separate laboratory setups are used for the tests in this section. The schematic of the
first setup to test estimation of low-frequency power oscillations is shown in Fig. 4.25, while
Fig. 4.26 shows a photo of the actual setup. The system consists of a 75 kVA, 400 V synchronous
generator connected to a stiff AC grid through a transmission line model. Faults can be applied
to the transmission system using the contactor (CT) to create low-frequency electromechanical
oscillations in the power output of the synchronous generator. The transmission line model is
a down-scaled version of an actual Swedish 400 kV transmission system with the model rated
400 V, 50 Hz. The model consists of six identical Π sections, each constituted by a series inductor Ln of 2.05 mH and two shunt capacitors Cn of 46 µF, and represents a model of a portion of
150 km of the actual line. A picture of the generator system, which models an accurate model
of the Harsprånget hydro power plant situated by the Lule river in northern Sweden, is shown
in Fig. 4.26. The synchronous generator is driven by an 85 kW DC motor. A flywheel is coupled to the shaft between the DC motor and the generator to give the model similar mechanical
behavior as the actual power plant [49].
The schematic of the second setup to test estimation of sequence and harmonic components
is shown in Fig. 4.27. In this case, the AC grid is connected to a 9 kW three-phase resistor
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Fig. 4.25 Single line diagram of the laboratory setup for estimation of low-frequency oscillations.

Fig. 4.26 Photo of the laboratory setup consisting of the analog transmission line model (left) and the
generator system (right).

(denoted as “Load 3” in the figure) through the transmission line model. Different voltage dips
at the measurement point can be generated by controlling the contactor CT2 and the value of
the Load 2 impedance for each phase. Furthermore, a non-linear load constituted by a 10 Ω
resistor (denoted as “Load 1”) connected to the mains through a diode rectifier (Ld = 300 mH,
Cd = 300 µF) can be inserted by closing the contactor CT1. The investigated RLS algorithm is
implemented in a control computer with a dSpace 1103 board [50], which can be programmed
using C-code or Matlab/Simulink.

4.5.2 Estimation of low-frequency power oscillations
In order to create a power oscillation in the system, a three-phase fault has been applied in the
middle of the transmission line with a fault clearing time of 250 ms using the contactor CT in
Fig. 4.25. The measured output active power from the generator p(t), as shown in Fig. 4.28, is
then used as an input to estimate the low-frequency electromechanical oscillation component
that occurs in the transmitted power following the fault. As shown in Fig. 4.28, the measured
signal contains noise and high frequency harmonics to test the robustness of the estimator in
disturbed conditions. The actual oscillation frequency of the measured signal in Fig. 4.28 is
close to 0.42 Hz. This low oscillation frequency highlights the importance of the adopted method, since the classical approaches (using lead-lag filter links or low-pass filters, see Fig. 3.6
and Fig. 4.4) would require low bandwidth, resulting in a reduction in the estimation speed. The
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Fig. 4.27 Single line diagram of the laboratory setup for sequence and harmonic estimation.

parameters for the improved RLS algorithm are chosen based on the discussion in Section 4.3.

Fig. 4.28 Measured transmitted active power from the generator. A three-phase Fault is applied and
cleared after 250 ms.

The improved RLS algorithm as described in Section 4.3 uses a variable forgetting factor and a
frequency adaptation mechanism. When both are used together, the variation of λ and adaptation
of the oscillation frequency from the initially assumed value of 0.80 Hz is shown in Fig. 4.29.
In order to appreciate the impact of each feature, two separate tests are made. The first test is a
comparison of the RLS algorithm with fixed forgetting factor and variable forgetting factor (see
Fig. 4.29 for variation of λ), where the actual oscillation frequency is used in the estimation.
Figure 4.30 shows the dynamic performance of the two estimators. As the results in the figure
show, the estimation with variable forgetting factor is very fast immediately after fault clearing.
As expected, the use of fixed forgetting factor works in the same way as the LPF-based method, where the speed of estimation is limited by the oscillation frequency. This can be seen by
comparing the estimated signals with the input signal in Fig. 4.30.
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Fig. 4.29 Improved RLS-based estimator; Variation of forgetting factor λ (top) and estimate of oscillation frequency ω̃osc (bottom).
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Fig. 4.30 Estimation with accurate knowledge of oscillation frequency; (a) estimate of average component with fixed λ (black dashed) and variable λ (black solid); (b) estimate of oscillatory
component with fixed λ (black dashed) and variable λ (black solid); (c) input signal p (gray),
estimated signal pe with fixed λ (black dashed) and with variable λ (black solid).
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The test is repeated with an initially assumed oscillation frequency of 0.80 Hz while the true
value in the measured signal is close to 0.42 Hz. The performance of the improved RLS algorithm with and without frequency adaptation is shown in Fig. 4.31. As the results in the figure
show, the algorithm quickly estimates the different frequency components in both cases (see
plot c). The fast transient estimation is followed by the steady-state estimation, where the oscillation frequency is updated using the frequency adaption mechanism described in Section 4.3.2
(see Fig. 4.29 for the oscillation frequency update). This corrects the oscillation in the estimate
of the average component and any amplitude and phase error in the estimate of the oscillatory
component (see plot a and plot b) resulting from wrong assumption of the oscillation frequency.
Note that a correct estimation of the phase of the oscillatory component is a crucial point in
applications like POD. When the frequency adaptation is used, a proper estimation is achieved.

Fig. 4.31 Estimation with variable λ and 90% error in assumed oscillation frequency; (a) estimate of
average component without frequency adaptation (black dashed) and with frequency adaptation (black solid); (b) estimate of oscillatory component without frequency adaptation (black
dashed) and with frequency adaptation (black solid); (c) input signal p (gray) and estimated
signal pe without frequency adaptation (black dashed) and with frequency adaptation (black
solid).
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4.5.3 Estimation of sequence and harmonic components
Using the setup in Fig. 4.27, a first experiment has been carried out in case of unbalanced
voltage dips with the diode rectifier load disconnected from the grid. To create the dip, CT2 in
Fig. 4.27 has been closed for phase a only at t = 0.02 s. The resistance value for Load 2 is
set to 0.01 Ω. The grid voltage at the measurement point is depicted in Fig. 4.32 (top plot). As
shown, due to the sudden insertion of the additional load, the phase a voltage is almost zero
after closing CT2. The three-phase voltage is used as input to the estimator. Observe that even
if the grid frequency does not change significantly during the test, a PLL has been implemented
to track the grid frequency from the estimate of the positive-sequence fundamental voltage (see
Fig. 4.32, bottom plot).

Fig. 4.32 A three-phase grid voltage input signal for the RLS estimator (top plot) and estimate of grid
frequency from PLL (bottom plot).

With the same choice of parameters as in Section 4.4.2, the performance of the RLS algorithm
to estimate sequence components from the measured grid voltage eg are shown in Fig. 4.33. The
effectiveness of the proposed algorithm in estimating the sequence voltage components can be
easily seen from the figure, where the estimation error quickly converges close to zero in about
0.0025 s.
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Fig. 4.33 Sequence estimation in three-phase system using the proposed method; (a) positive-sequence
component (b) negative-sequence component (c) estimation error; Dashed curves represent
magnitude of sequence component phasors.

A similar test is then performed by also applying a step in the harmonic content of the measured
grid voltage by closing CT1 in Fig. 4.27. At the same time, a balanced three-phase voltage dip
with an associated phase-angle jump is applied by closing contactor CT2 with a Load 2 resistance of 8.9 Ω. The resulting voltage waveforms are depicted in Fig. 4.34 (top plot). The same
figure also shows the estimated fundamental component, 5th harmonic and the estimation error.
Here, the RLS algorithm is used to estimate only the 5th and 7th order harmonic components in
the measured signal. As shown in the figure, the fast estimation of the algorithm is shown by
a rapid reduction of the estimation error following the dip. The small oscillations visible in the
steady-state estimation error are due to the harmonic components not included in the model.
Observe that the transient in the estimated 5th harmonic component after the closing of CT1 is
due to the dynamics associated with the dc capacitor of the diode rectifier.
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Fig. 4.34 Harmonic estimation in distorted three-phase voltage; (a) A three-phase grid voltage input
signal for the estimator (b) fundamental component, (c) 5th order harmonic component (d)
estimation error; dashed curves represent magnitude of estimated phasors.

4.6 Conclusions
In this chapter, an estimation algorithm based on an improved RLS algorithm has been described
in detail. First, a LPF-based estimation algorithm has been described and compared with a
conventional RLS-based estimator. The problem of the LPF-based method when high speed
of response is required has been highlighted. To obtain a fast estimator with good frequency
selectivity, the RLS algorithm has been modified using variable forgetting factor and frequency
adaptation. With this method, a fast and selective estimation performance of the algorithm has
been obtained. The application of the algorithm has been shown for estimation of low-frequency
electromechanical oscillations as well as estimation of harmonic and sequence components both
in simulation and experiment. The results in this chapter will be applied for controller design
in the coming chapters. Estimation of harmonics and sequence components will be used to
design a current controller for converters that operate in distorted grids in Chapter 5, whereas
the estimation of low-frequency power oscillations will be used for design of a POD controller
in Chapter 6.
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Overall controller for shunt-connected
VSC with energy storage
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the overall control structure for the E-STATCOM connected to a three-phase
grid will be described. First, a cascade control system, based on an inner vector-current controller and various outer-control loops will be derived and analyzed. Modification to the current
controller to deal with disturbances from harmonics and unbalanced grid conditions will be discussed. Secondly, an alternative control approach for the E-STATCOM to mimic the behavior
of a synchronous machine will be described. The performance of each control structure will be
validated through simulation and experimental verification.

5.2 System layout
The main circuit scheme of a two-level Voltage Source Converter (VSC) with energy storage
connected to a grid through an L-filter having inductance Lf and resistance Rf is shown in
Fig. 5.1. The grid is represented by its Thevenin equivalent with voltages at the connection
point ega (t), egb (t) and egc (t). The grid inductance and resistance are denoted by Lg and Rg ,
respectively. The VSC injects three-phase currents denoted by ifa (t), ifb (t), ifc (t) to the grid.
The valves in the phase-legs of the VSC (usually Insulated Gate Bipolar Transistors, IGBTs) are
controlled by the switching signals swa (t), swb (t) and swc (t). The DC-link voltage is denoted
by udc (t). When swa (t) is equal to 1, the upper valve in phase a is turned on while the lower
valve in the same leg is off. Therefore, the potential uca (t) is equal to half of the DC-link
voltage, udc (t)/2. Similarly, when the switching signal is equal to −1, the upper valve is off and
the lower one is on and, thus, uca (t) is equal to −udc (t)/2. To obtain the switching signals for
the VSC, Pulse Width Modulation technique (PWM) has been adopted [51]. An energy storage
is connected on the DC side of the converter to give the VSC the capability of injecting active
power.
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Fig. 5.1 Main circuit of three-phase two-level E-STATCOM connected to the grid.

5.3 Classical cascade controller
The most common control structure for a VSC consists of an inner vector-current controller
and different outer-control loops. This structure is named classical cascade controller hereafter
and the overall control block diagram is shown in Fig. 5.2. In this scheme, a Phase-Locked
Loop (PLL) is used to track the grid voltage angle, θg for coordinate transformation [47]. See
Appendix A for the adopted transformation from three-phase to αβ and αβ to dq referenceframes and vise versa.
Outputs from the control system are the PWM signals swa , swb and swc . To generate these
signals, the following will be performed.
1. Various signals such as the grid voltages, filter currents, DC-link voltage and active power
flow in the transmission system (Ptran ) are measured and sampled at a rate of 1/Ts , where
Ts is the sampling time.
2. After coordinate transformation, the reference currents input to the current controller are
calculated in the different outer control blocks. The converter voltage reference, which is
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the output of the current controller, will then be converted from the rotating dq-coordinate
system to the stationary αβ-coordinate using the transformation angle θg (k) + ∆θ, where
∆θ = 1.5ωN Ts is a compensation angle (calculated using the nominal grid frequency, ωN )
to take into account the half sample delay introduced by the discretization of the measured
quantities and one sample delay introduced by the computation time delay [52].
3. From the three-phase converter voltage references (u∗ca , u∗cb , u∗cc ), the duty-cycles are calculated in the PWM block and the switching pulses are sent to the VSC valves.

Fig. 5.2 Overall block diagram of the classical cascaded controller for E-STATCOM.

5.3.1 Vector-current controller
A number of control strategies for grid-connected Voltage Source Converter (VSC) are available
in the literature [53][54][55]. Among the different methods, a synchronous-frame ProportionalIntegral (PI) current control, designed using the internal model control approach, has the advantage of simple implementation and robust performance in ideal-grid conditions [56]. This
method is used in this work to design the current controller for the E-STATCOM.
For a VSC connected to a grid with voltage eg at the connection point though a filter with
inductance Lf and resistance Rf as in Fig. 5.3, the filter current if dynamics are expressed in the
stationary αβ reference-frame as
Lf

d αβ
αβ
αβ
if (t) = uαβ
c (t) − eg (t) − Rf if (t)
dt

(5.1)
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Fig. 5.3 Single line diagram of a VSC connected to a grid through a filter.

where uc is the converter output voltage. By using the grid voltage angle θg , the expression in
(5.1) can be rewritten in the synchronous dq reference-frame as
Lf

d dq
dq
dq
dq
if (t) = udq
c (t) − eg (t) − jωN Lf if (t) − Rf if (t)
dt

(5.2)

where ωN = dθg (t)/dt represents the nominal grid frequency. If the PLL is synchronized with
the grid voltage vector, the d and q components of the current represent the active and reactive
currents injected to the grid, respectively. The purpose of the current controller is to independently control these currents. For the dynamical model in (5.2), using the internal model control
approach [55][56], the PI current controller in continuous time is given by
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dq
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if (τ ) − idq
f (τ ) dτ

(5.3)

0

where αcc represents the desired closed-loop bandwidth of the current controller. Using the
estimate of the filter inductance and resistance, the proportional and integral gains of the PI
controller are given by αcc L̂f and αcc R̂f , respectively. The cross-coupling between the d and q
filter currents is easily compensated in steady-state. A feed-forward of the grid voltage is also
included for a good dynamic performance of the controller. In the notations, the superscript ”*”
denotes a reference signal.
In ideal grid conditions with perfect cancellation of the cross-coupling term and treating the
VSC as a linear amplifier (uc = u∗c ), the closed-loop transfer function from reference to actual
signal results in a first-order low-pass filter with a cut-off frequency αcc as
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(5.4)

For real-time implementation, the controller in (5.3) is expressed in discrete time using Euler’s
forward approximation as
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(5.5)

n=0

Although effective to derive the controller parameters, the desired closed-loop transfer function
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in (5.4) is difficult to obtain in an actual system due to inaccurate knowledge of filter parameters,
converter voltage saturation and time delays [52]. In particular, delays due to discretization and
computational time have a major impact on the system dynamic performance when the VSC
is connected to a distorted or an unbalanced grid. A brief description of how to mitigate these
problems will be described in the following.
Inaccurate knowledge of system parameters
To deal with system parameter variations and disturbances, active damping can be included
to the controller in (5.5) [55]. This involves calculating the controller parameters assuming a
fictitious resistance (or active damping term, Ra ) in the system. This will impact the value of
the total system resistance which is equal to Rf + Ra . The effect of additional resistance Ra will
then be compensated in the feed-forward term as
udq∗
c (k)

=







dq∗
dq
+ j ω̂N L̂f − Ra
+ αcc L̂f if (k) − if (k) +

 P

k 
dq
αcc R̂f + Ra Ts
idq∗
(n)
−
i
(n)
f
f

edq
g (k)

idq
f (k)

(5.6)

n=0

The value of the active damping term should be selected carefully. Even if a higher value would
provide larger damping to system disturbances, the increase of the integral gain might lead to
instabilities when used in discrete controllers with non-negligible time delays. Guidelines on
selection of the active damping term can be found in [55].
Converter voltage saturation
The magnitude of the reference voltage for the converter must be limited based on the available
DC-link voltage magnitude. When the magnitude of the calculated reference voltage in (5.6)
|udq∗
c | is higher than the maximum converter voltage (Uc,max ), the converter cannot provide the
required reference voltage. When this happens, the integrator in the controller will not be able to
force the error to zero and this leads to an integration windup. To avoid this, the integral action
should be stopped during saturation or an anti-windup function should be added [57][56]. In this
work, the later is used, where the input to the integral gain is modified through back calculation.
With the anti-windup function, the current controller is given by
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(5.7)

n=0

dq∗
where the additional error input to the integral gain, idq
err and the limited converter voltage, uc,lim
are given by

idq
err (k) =

1
αcc L̂f



dq∗
(k)
−
u
udq∗
(k)
c
c,lim
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udq∗
c,lim (k) =

udq∗
c (k)
|udq∗
c (k)|


min |udq∗
c (k)| , Uc,max }

Grid voltage harmonics and unbalance
The current controller in (5.7) works as designed in ideal grid conditions where the feed-forward
term provides a perfect voltage compensation. However, problems arise in the presence of harmonics or unbalances in the grid voltage. Due to the delays in the discretization and computational time in the control system, a phase-shift exists between the actual and feed-forwarded
grid voltage. This phase-shift is properly compensated only for the fundamental voltage component using the transformation angle θg + ∆θ in Fig. 5.2. In the presence of harmonics in
the measured voltage eg , this leads to a harmonic current flow between the VSC and the grid.
Using the estimation method for sequence and harmonic components in Section 4.4.2, the basic
current controller can be modified to deal with disturbances from harmonics or unbalanced grid
conditions.
Direct feed-forwarding of the grid voltage as in (5.7) and providing an angle compensation of
∆θ = 1.5ωN Ts for transforming the converter reference voltage to the stationary αβ coordinate will not reproduce the grid voltage accurately in the case of harmonic disturbances and
unbalanced grid conditions. This is due to the fact that the harmonic components rotate with a
frequency different from the fundamental. In addition, the negative-sequence components rotate in opposite direction to the positive-sequence components. Therefore, the harmonic and
negative-sequence components should be estimated and the angle compensation should be applied accordingly. For example, if the grid voltage eg contains harmonic orders 5th , 7th , 11th ,
13th and a negative-sequence component at fundamental frequency due to unbalanced voltages,
the grid voltage vector can be expressed in dq coordinate as
−j2θg (k)
edq
+ E 5 (k)e−j6θg (k) + E 7 (k)ej6θg (k) +
g (k) = E 1 (k) + E −1 (k)e

(5.8)

E 11 (k)e−j12θg (k) + E 13 (k)ej12θg (k)
where E 5 , E 7 , E 11 and E 13 represent slowly varying harmonic voltage phasors. E 1 and E −1
are the positive and negative-sequence component voltage phasors at fundamental frequency,
respectively. Using the model in (5.8), the voltage phasors are estimated using the improved
RLS-based estimator described in Chapter 4. Note that the use of the fundamental positivesequence component, E 1 in the PLL structure helps to avoid the impact of harmonics or any
negative-sequence component in the grid voltage on the estimated angle.
To compensate for disturbances from harmonics and unbalanced grid voltage conditions in the
case of a strong grid (Lg << Lf in Fig. 5.3), the feed-forwarded voltage in (5.7) is modified as
ẽdq
g (k) = Φc (k)Ẽ(k)
where the matrices Φc and Ẽ are defined by
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Φc (k) = [ 1 e−j2(θ̃g (k)+∆θ) e−j6(θ̃g (k)+∆θ)

ej6(θ̃g (k)+∆θ) e−j12(θ̃g (k)+∆θ) ej12(θ̃g (k)+∆θ) ]

Ẽ(k) = [ Ẽ 1 (k) Ẽ −1 (k) Ẽ 5 (k)

Ẽ 7 (k) Ẽ 11 (k) Ẽ 13 (k) ]T

On the other hand, for a weak connection point, where the grid voltage dynamics are affected
by the current injection from the VSC, a closed-loop control of the current may be required. For
this, the harmonic current phasors are estimated from the model of the filter current given by
−j2θg (k)
idq
+ I 5 (k)e−j6θg (k) + I 7 (k)ej6θg (k) +
f (k) = I 1 (k) + I −1 (k)e

(5.10)

I 11 (k)e−j12θg (k) + I 13 (k)ej12θg (k)
where I 5 , I 7 , I 11 and I 13 represent slowly varying harmonic current phasors. The terms I 1
and I −1 are the positive and negative-sequence component current phasors at fundamental frequency, respectively. Using the estimated current phasors, a PI controller can be used to control
the disturbances to zero. In this case, (5.9) will be modified to
"
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with the harmonic phasor Ĩh defined by
Ĩh (k) = [ 0 I˜−1 (k) I˜5 (k)

I˜7 (k) I˜11 (k) I˜13 (k) ]T

The term αhc represents the bandwidth of the closed-loop harmonic compensator and Rha is
a small active damping term. As the harmonics can be treated as steady-state quantities, the
harmonic compensator bandwidth αhc is chosen much lower than the fundamental current controller bandwidth, αcc . This choice of bandwidth also helps in the sense that the harmonic compensator will not affect the current controller performance at fundamental frequency. Including
the harmonic compensation, where the feed-forward of the grid voltage ẽdq
g (k) is expressed by
(5.11), the controller in (5.7) is modified as
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(5.12)

n=0

The modification made to the current controller enables a zero harmonic or negative-sequence
current injection from the converter using a simple PI controller avoiding the need for resonant
controllers [58][59] or adopting multiple reference-frames [60][61]. For reference purpose in
later sections, the controller in (5.7) with a direct feed-forward of the grid voltage is named the
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conventional current controller whereas the current controller with the harmonic compensation
included in the feed-forward term as in (5.12) is named the harmonic compensated current
controller.

5.3.2 Phase-Locked Loop (PLL)
For synchronization purpose in grid-connected VSCs, a PLL that tracks the phase of the positivesequence voltage vector is typically employed. The PLL should be robust against harmonics,
grid voltage unbalances and faults [44][46]. When fast synchronization is not needed, good
harmonic rejection from the PLL can be achieved by choosing a low bandwidth. For accurate
synchronization against grid voltage unbalances, the sequence estimation method described in
Section 4.4.2 and implemented in the dq reference frame can be used. The block diagram of the
PLL with the sequence estimation in the dq-coordinate system is shown in Fig. 5.4.

Fig. 5.4 Block diagram of PLL.

For a voltage-oriented coordinate system, the PLL controller tries to force the imaginary part
q
of the positive-sequence voltage ẽdq
g,p to zero. Therefore, the imaginary part (ẽg,p ) normalized to
the grid voltage is used as an angle error (εθ ) to setup the update of the grid frequency (ω) and
grid angle (θg ) as
ω̃(k + 1) = ω̃(k) + Ki Ts εθ (k)
(5.13)
θ̃g (k + 1) = θ̃g (k) + Ts ω̃(k) + Kp Ts εθ (k)
With αPLL representing the PLL bandwidth, the controller parameters are calculated as [47]

εθ (k) = ẽqg,p (k) ẽdq
g,p (k)

,

Kp = 2αPLL ,

2
Ki = αPLL

The selection of the bandwidth of the PLL is a trade of between harmonic rejection and speed
of response. When the sequence estimation is included in the PLL, it provides a 0 pu gain
at the negative-sequence component and a smaller gain at harmonic frequencies. Hence, the
bandwidth of the PLL can be increased. For this application, the parameters of the PLL are
chosen to have a bandwidth of 31.4 rad/s. Figure 5.5 shows a simulation of the PLL response
to a sudden phase-angle jump and single-phase fault. As shown in the figure, the impact of an
unbalanced fault in the PLL performance is mitigated by using the sequence estimator.
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Fig. 5.5 Phase and frequency response of PLL for a sudden phase angle jump at 0.5 s and single-phase
fault at 0.8 s; Top: three-phase grid voltage; Middle: Phase angle jump (dashed), PLL phase
estimate with no sequence estimation (gray) and with sequence estimation (red); Bottom: PLL
grid frequency estimate with no sequence estimation (gray) and with sequence estimation (red).

5.3.3 Outer control loops
As shown in Fig. 5.2, the current reference input to the current controller is calculated through
outer control loops. The speed of these controllers is typically selected to be much slower than
the inner current control loop to guarantee stability. For this reason, the current controller can
be considered infinitely fast when designing the parameters of the outer control loops.

DC-link voltage controller
When operating the VSC, the DC-link voltage should be controlled within allowable limits of
the nominal value. If only reactive power injection is used, the DC-link voltage control can be
achieved by controlling the active current reference and drawing a small active power from the
AC grid [62]. If an energy storage is mounted on the DC side of the VSC, the control of the DClink voltage also depends on the control of the energy source [20]. Among the energy storage
devices that can be integrated to the VSC are components such as capacitors, supercapacitors,
batteries and superconducting magnetic coil [14][63][64]. The modeling of the energy storage
is outside the focus of this work and will not be considered here. For the performed simulations,
a constant DC voltage source is assumed to be connected to the DC-link of the VSC. On the
other hand, a DC generator with controlled output voltage is considered for the experimental
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setup and this will act as the energy storage device. For this reason, a DC-link voltage controller
is not implemented.
AC voltage controller
To control the magnitude of the voltage at the connection point, an AC voltage controller using
reactive power injection is used. Injection of reactive current at PCC results in a change of the
voltage magnitude Eg due to the variation of the voltage drop over the steady-state impedance
of the system at the connection point Xpcc [62]. To derive the controller parameters, a simplified
block diagram of an AC voltage controller with droop control as in Fig. 5.6 is considered as an
example. The signal Eg0 represents the steady-state voltage at PCC. If the injected capacitive
current to the grid is assumed to be a positive reactive current, the change in voltage magnitude
would be negative and hence the system is represented by a gain of −Xpcc .

Fig. 5.6 Simplified Block diagram of an AC voltage controller.

Using small-signal variations, the transfer function (Gvc ) from the change in voltage reference
(∆Eg∗ ) to the change in PCC voltage magnitude (∆Eg ) is given by
Gvc (s) =

∆Eg (s)
−Kvc Xpcc
=
∗
∆Eg (s)
s − Kvc (Xpcc + m)

(5.14)

where Kvc is the integral gain and m is a droop constant. For perfect voltage control, the droop
must be set to zero. To obtain a voltage controller bandwidth of αvc , assuming perfect knowledge of the system impedance Xpcc and no droop, the integral gain is calculated as
.
Kvc = −αvc X̂pcc

(5.15)

The actual bandwidth of the voltage controller depends on the system impedance and the parameter Kvc is usually calculated assuming the largest value of Xpcc corresponding to the smallest
short-circuit power at the PCC [1]. The reactive current reference for AC voltage control in the
linear region is by
q∗
q
∗
iq∗
f (k + 1) = if (k) + Kvc Ts Eg (k) − Eg (k) + mif (k)
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If the reference reactive current is beyond the reactive current limit, controlling the PCC voltage
to the reference value cannot be guaranteed.

POD and TSE controllers
As explained in Chapter 3, stability enhancement functions such as Power Oscillation Damping (POD) and Transient Stability Enhancement (TSE) can be achieved by controlling FACTS
devices in response to power system disturbances. When an E-STATCOM with the cascade
control structure in Fig. 5.2 is used for this purpose, the required reference currents for the inner
current controller are generated by the POD and TSE controllers. A detail derivation of the POD
and TSE controllers will be carried out in the next chapter. Note that the total current references
from the outer-control loops should be limited based on the rating of the E-STATCOM before
passing to the current controller.

5.4 Virtual machine controller
In the previous section, the classical cascade control structure for the E- ESTATCOM has been
discussed. An alternative strategy is to control the E-STATCOM so that the compensator mimics
the dynamic behavior of a synchronous generator [22]. This control scheme is here named
virtual machine controller. Unlike the vector-current controller structure, no dedicated PLL is
required in this control method [65][66]. With the active power injection capability of the ESTATCOM, the mechanical behavior of an actual machine can be implemented in the control
algorithm. For the specific application, this method allows a direct control of the inertia and
damping that can be added to the power system [21]. As described in Chapter 2, the added
inertia and damping can increase the stability of the power system. After developing the control
method in this section, a discussion of how the stability of the power system can be enhanced
will be made in the next chapter.
The main circuit scheme of a two-level E-STATCOM connected to a grid through an L-filter
has been described in Section 5.2. The same device is considered here and the control block
diagram is shown in Fig. 5.7. The various signals such as the grid voltages, filter currents, DClink voltage and transmitted power are measured and sampled at a rate 1/Ts . The control system
then generates the converter reference voltage, uαβ∗
c , from which the PWM signals swa , swb and
swc will be calculated similar to the case in Fig. 5.2. The detail of the algorithm for generating
uαβ∗
from the input signals will be developed in the following.
c
The detail of a synchronous generator model varies greatly depending on the type of study to be
investigated and the classical model of a synchronous generator has been adopted in Chapter 2
to study power system stability. Similarly, the simplified model will be emulated through control
implementation of an E-STATCOM in this section. The classical generator model consists of
an internal generator voltage (Vg ) and dynamic rotor angle (δg ) behind a transient impedance
′
(Xd ) as explained in Section 2.2.1. From a physical point of view, these quantities are similar to
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Fig. 5.7 Overall block diagram of the virtual machine controller for E-STATCOM.

the converter voltage magnitude (Ec ), the converter voltage angle (δv ) and the filter impedance
(Xf ), respectively. The actual mechanical speed and rotor angle dynamics of the generator (ωg ,
δg ) are emulated in the control of the E-STATCOM using the equation of motion as in (2.1) to
generate their virtual counterparts (ωv , δv ). The magnitude of the internal voltage of the actual
generator can be controlled through the excitation system to provide auxiliary functions such as
terminal voltage control, reactive power control and damping by PSS. These functionalities can
be similarly replicated in the virtual machine control algorithm by manipulating the magnitude
of the converter voltage, Ec . Note that the subscript “v” in the various parameter definitions in
this section indicates that the described quantity is related to the virtual machine.
In an actual synchronous generator, the active and reactive power exchange of the machine
with the connected grid is controlled through variation of the rotor angle and internal voltage
magnitude, respectively. Using the same principle, the active and reactive power control of the
virtual machine will be described.

5.4.1 Active power controller
The electromechanical dynamics in the actual machine are expressed through the equation of
motion as described in Chapter 2 for the classical synchronous generator model. In the virtual
machine model, this is expressed similarly as
v
2Hv dω
= Pref − Pinj − KDv ωv
dt

dδv
dt

(5.17)

= ω0 ωv − ω0

The angle δv represents the angular position of the converter voltage vector with respect to a
reference frame synchronized with the grid and rotating at a constant frequency of ω0 in steadystate. Pref and Pinj represent the reference and actual active power output from the converter,
respectively. Note that the reference active power of the virtual machine controller is similar to
the input mechanical torque for the actual machine. Finally, KDv represents a damping coefficient added in the model to mimic the behavior of the mechanical damping term in the actual
machine. However, this term does not lead to losses as in the case of the actual machine and the
value can be adjusted to get as much damping as needed in the emulated generator system.
Using the equation of motion in (5.17) and the network power flow equation, the active power
control of the virtual machine can be derived. The expression for the injected power from the
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converter, Pinj , depends on the converter voltage output and the parameters of the transmission
network. Considering the system in Fig. 5.3 and neglecting the losses in the filter reactor, the
steady-state power injected from the converter can be expressed as
Pinj =

Ec Eg sin(δv )
Xf

(5.18)

where Eg is the magnitude of the grid voltage and the virtual angle, δv represents the angle
αβ
difference between the converter voltage (uαβ
c ) and the grid voltage (eg ). To study the smallsignal oscillations around steady-state operating points, a linear model of the system can be
obtained as
d
dt



∆ωv
∆δv
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0
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where ω0 represents the nominal frequency of the grid and the synchronizing torque coefficient,
KSv is given by
KSv =

Ec Eg cos(δv0 )
dPinj
=
dδv
Xf

where δv0 is the steady-state virtual angle. Note that the model in (5.19) assumes a stiff grid and
the magnitude of the converter voltage is kept constant to emulate the synchronous generator in
the classical model. From (5.18) and (5.19), the transfer function from the reference to actual
active power from the converter is given by
ω0 KSv
2Hv

∆Pinj
= 2
∆Pref
s +

KDv
s
2Hv

+

ω0 KSv
2Hv

=

ωn2
s2 + 2ςωn s + ωn2

(5.20)

where ς and ωn are the damping ratio and natural frequency of the system in (5.20), respectively.
Using these definitions, the poles of the transfer function for the active power controller are
given by
−ςωn ± ωn

p

ς2 − 1

Based on the dynamic behavior required from the emulated generator, various parameters can
be determined using the relation
KDv
4Hv

= ςωn ,

ω0 KSv
2Hv

= ωn2

(5.21)

The damping ratio should be chosen to be positive in order to get a positive damping to the
system. If 0 < ς < 1, the poles become complex conjugates, representing a decaying oscillatory
mode. The oscillation frequency in this case is given by the imaginary part of the poles and the
system is characterized by an overshoot for a step in the reference active power. If ς ≥ 1, the
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poles become real and negative and this results in non-oscillatory damped response. When the
damping ration is equal to 1, the system in (5.20)
√ results in double real
√ poles at −ωn . Increasing
2 − 1)ω and (−ς − ς 2 − 1)ω . In this case, the
ς above 1 will result two
real
poles
at
(−ς
+
ς
n
n
√
smaller pole, (−ς + ς 2 − 1)ωn decides the overall dynamic response of the system. For this
reason, ς = 1 can be chosen to maximize the dynamic response of the active power controller
and this reduces the transfer function in (5.20) to
∆Pinj
ωn2
=
∆Pref
(s + ωn )2

(5.22)

Once the damping ratio is chosen, the selection of the natural frequency depends on the required
dynamic response from the system. However, it can be understood from (5.21) and (5.22) that
the value of the virtual inertia to be implemented directly affects the speed of the controller.
Depending on the specific application of the compensator in the power system, the value of the
virtual inertia can be chosen [22].

5.4.2 Reactive power controller
The reactive power injected into the grid from the converter (Qinj ) can be controlled by manipulating the magnitude of the converter voltage, Ec . For this purpose, consider the steady-state
reactive power injection from the converter
Qinj =

Eg [Ec cos(δv ) − Eg ]
Xf

(5.23)

Assuming a stiff grid as before and using (5.23), the change in reactive power injection into the
grid is directly affected by the change in the converter voltage magnitude. If the parameters and
operating points of the system are accurately known, the steady-state reference reactive power
can be achieved by changing the converter voltage magnitude in open-loop fashion according
to the relation in (5.23). However, a closed-loop controller is required to guarantee reference
tracking for varying operation points. Hence, an example of a reactive power controller is given
by

Ec (t) = KQc

Zt

(Qref − Qinj ) dτ

(5.24)

0

Using small-signal variations, the transfer function from the change in reactive power reference
to the injected reactive power is given by
∆Qinj
αQc
=
∆Qref
s + αQc

(5.25)

where αQc is the bandwidth of the reactive power controller. To achieve the required bandwidth,
the integral gain KQc is calculated using the relation
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αQc =

KQc Eg cos(δv0 )
X̂f

Using the virtual angle (δv ), converter voltage magnitude (Ec ) and the steady-state grid frequency (ω0 ), the reference converter voltage ouput (uαβ∗
c ) to realize the virtual machine controller is given by
j(ω0 t+δv )
uαβ∗
c (t) = Ec e

(5.26)

5.4.3 Converter current limitation
The control method described so far in this section calculates the converter reference voltage
based on the active and reactive power references and the converter current will be decided by
the power flow equations, as shown in (5.18) and (5.23). However, a current higher than the
rating of the converter might flow during transient conditions and a mechanism to limit the
current should be available in the control algorithm. In the conventional cascade controller, this
is straight forward as the current reference to the inner current controller can be easily limited.
Hence, one way to apply the current limitation in the virtual machine controller is to setup a
current controller that runs in parallel and works only when the current from the converter is
above the current limit [66]. Assume that the current controller in the dq-reference frame for
this purpose is given by
h
i
dq
dq∗
dq
dq
(t)
+
α
L̂
i
(t)
−
i
(t)
udq∗
(t)
=
e
(t)
+
j
X̂
i
cc
f
f
c
g
f
f
f

(5.27)

where αcc represents the required bandwidth of the controller. Unlike the implementation of the
virtual machine controller, the controller in (5.27) needs a reference current input. If we assume
that the virtual machine controller in (5.26) and the current controller in (5.27) result in the
same converter voltage under normal conditions, the rule for the required reference current to
apply the current limitation can be derived as [66]
idq∗
f

=

dq
Ec ej(ω0 t+δv −θg ) − edq
g + (αcc L̂f − j X̂f )if

αcc L̂f

(5.28)

where θg is the angle from a PLL synchronized with the grid voltage. Hence, a current limitation
can be applied to the reference current in (5.28) when this becomes higher that its rated value.
In this case, the converter voltage using the limited reference current (idq∗
f,lim ) is given by
h
i

dq
dq∗
dq
dq
uαβ∗
(t)
+
α
L̂
i
(t)
−
i
(t)
ejθg
(t)
=
e
(t)
+
j
X̂
i
cc
f
f
c
g
f
f,lim
f

(5.29)

Note that the current limitation algorithm is used only when the calculated reference currents
are beyond the current limit of the converter. In this case, the converter voltage calculation
switches smoothly from (5.26) to (5.29). During this current limitation interval, the demanded
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converter voltage to enable the converter to work as a virtual machine cannot be guaranteed and
the maximum current injection is instead prioritized.

5.4.4 Auxiliary control loops
The main control blocks in the virtual machine controller described so far are the active and
reactive power controllers. Based on the reference active and reactive powers, the control algorithm tries to change the virtual angle and converter voltage magnitude in an effort for the
converter power outputs to follow the references. The reference powers can be set in different
ways based on the requirement from the converter. Therefore, the various functions that are
required from the implemented virtual machine can be added to the main active and reactive
power controllers through additional auxiliary control loops and this will be briefly described
in the following.
AC voltage controller
The terminal voltage of an actual generator can be controlled through variation of the field
current from the excitation system. The variation of the excitation system in turn changes the
magnitude of the internal voltage so that the reactive power flow from the generator varies to
control the terminal voltage. In the virtual machine controller, this can be similarly implemented
by varying the magnitude of the converter voltage, Ec . As described in Section 5.4.2, reactive
power control has been achieved by varying the converter voltage magnitude. Assume that the
AC voltage controller is implemented in the virtual machine controller instead of the reactive
power controller and the connection grid is represented by its Thevenin’s equivalent with voltage (E th ) behind an impedance (Xth ) in steady-state. With the converter connected to the grid
though a filter with reactance Xf as described in Fig. 5.3, the grid voltage magnitude (Eg ) in
steady-state is given by
Eg =

p

.
2
2
+ 2Xf Xth Ec Eth cos(δct ) (Xf + Xth )
Ec2 + Xf2 Eth
Xth

(5.30)

where δct is the angle difference between the converter voltage and the Thevenin equivalent
voltage. It can be understood from (5.30) that the grid voltage magnitude can be controlled
by changing the magnitude of the converter voltage. Hence, a control algorithm that ensures
reference tracking in steady-state can be given by

Ec (t) = Kvc

Zt
0


Eg∗ − Eg dτ

(5.31)

where Eg∗ is the reference grid voltage. Based on the steady-state operating point and parameters
of the grid, the value of the integral gain, Kvc can be selected to achieve the required bandwidth
of the AC voltage controller.
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POD and TSE controllers
To achieve POD and TSE functions, the active and reactive power from the VSC should be
controlled in response to power system disturbances. This can be achieved by modulating the
reference active and reactive power references in the virtual machine controller similar to the
discussion in Section 5.3.3, where the reference currents are modulated instead. With respect to
the use of reactive power, the AC voltage controller could be used instead of the reactive power
controller in Section 5.4.2. In this case, the required POD and TSE functions can be achieved
by proper control of the reference AC voltage.

5.5 Simulation verification
The performance of the two control strategies for the E-STATCOM, the classical cascade controller and the virtual machine controller, will be investigated via simulation in this section.
Considering an ideal and a distorted grid, the performance of the conventional current controller
and the harmonic compensated current controller will also be compared.

5.5.1 Vector-current controller performance
To test the performance of the current controller, the system and controller parameters are given
in Table 5.1. In the simulation, a constant DC-link voltage is assumed and PWM is used to
generate the switching patterns for the VSC valves. The switching frequency fs is equal to the
sampling frequency and is set to 5 kHz.
TABLE 5.1. SYSTEM AND CONTROLLER PARAMETERS

Grid voltage
Grid current
Grid frequency
DC-link voltage
Filter inductance, Lf
Filter resistance, Rf
Current controller bandwidth, αcc
Active damping, Ra
Harmonic compensation bandwidth, αhc
Active damping for harmonic compensation, Rha

400 V = 1 pu
40 A = 1 pu
50 Hz
650 V
2 mH
6.2 mΩ
2500 rad/s
0.0502 Ω
628.3 rad/s
0.0625 Ω

First, the conventional current controller in (5.7) is simulated and Fig. 5.8 shows the dynamic
current response for a step in the fundamental reference dq current with an ideal grid (no harmonic distortion) and a distorted grid. For the distorted grid, the harmonic magnitudes in pu of
0.015, 0.01, 0.002 and 0.002 for the 5th , 7th , 11th and 13th order harmonics, respectively, are
considered. The harmonic content is chosen to be of the same order of magnitude as the ones
in the measured grid voltage in the actual laboratory setup to be shown in the next section. For
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Fig. 5.8 Simulated conventional current controller response for d-component (left) and q-component
(right); (a, b) ideal grid and discrete controller, (c, d) distorted grid and discrete controller;
reference current (dashed) and actual current (solid).

the ideal grid, the discrete controller works as expected (Fig. 5.8 plots a, b) with the required
bandwidth. The small overshoot observed in the current response is due to the delay resulting
from the discrete controller. In case of distorted grid, the injected currents will be affected by
low-order harmonics (Fig. 5.8 plots c, d). To show that this problem exists only in the discrete
controller, where a significant time delay exists, the conventional controller in (5.7) has been
implemented in continuous time instead using the same distorted grid and the results are shown
in Fig. 5.9. The continuous controller works as expected without any harmonic current injection
to the grid due to the absence of time delays in the control implementation.

Fig. 5.9 Simulated conventional current controller response for d-component (left) and q-component
(right) with distorted grid and continuous controller; reference current (dashed) and actual current (solid).

To evaluate the performance of the harmonic compensated current controller in (5.12), the same
grid as in the previous case which is distorted by 5th , 7th , 11th and 13th order harmonics has been
considered. Figure 5.10 shows the dynamic performance of the two controller structures. As
shown in the figure, the harmonic compensated controller performs similar to the conventional
current controller on the fundamental current components. On the other hand, the harmonic current components injected to the grid are controlled to zero with in half the fundamental period
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in the case of the harmonic compensated current controller. Similarly, to evaluate the impact of
unbalanced grid, a three-phase voltage with magnitudes of phase a, phase b and phase c set to
0.7 pu, 1 pu and 1 pu, respectively, is considered. A step in the reference dq current is applied
at 0.04 s and Fig. 5.11 shows the dynamic performance of the conventional and harmonic compensated current controllers. Again, the steady-state negative-sequence current injection into the
grid is avoided with the harmonic compensated current controller, which verifies the validity of
the control method.

Fig. 5.10 Simulated current controller response with conventional current controller (gray solid) and harmonic compensated current controller (black solid). (a) d-component current, (b) q-component
current , (c) d-component harmonic current and (d) q-component harmonic current; reference
current (dashed) and actual current (solid).

Fig. 5.11 Simulated current controller response for d-component (left) and q-component (right) for unbalanced grid; conventional current controller (gray solid) and harmonic compensated current
controller (black solid); reference current (dashed) and actual current (solid).

5.5.2 Virtual machine controller performance
Considering a converter connected to a strong grid, the performance of the virtual machine
controller described in Section 5.4 will be verified via simulation in this section. For this, the
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parameters of the system are set similar to the one in Table 5.1. A constant DC-link voltage
is assumed and a PWM scheme with a switching frequency of 5 kHz is used for the converter
control similar to the discussion in Section 5.5.1 .
Before testing the dynamic performance of the virtual machine controller for a step in the active
and reactive power reference, the converter should be synchronized to the grid similar to the
case in an actual synchronous machine. This is achieved by using a vector current controller
and a PLL. Once the converter is connected to the grid with zero current injection, the grid
frequency and angle outputs from the PLL will be used to initialize the speed and angle of the
virtual machine controller, respectively.
The first test involves designing a virtual machine controller according to the description in
Section 5.4 to verify if the design requirements are met in a time-domain simulation. For this
purpose, a damping ratio of 0.1 and a natural frequency of 12.6 rad/s are chosen for the active
power controller, which yields KDv = 17 and Hv = 3.38 s. For the reactive power controller,
the integrator gain is chosen as KQc = 18.5 to get a bandwidth of αQc = 62.8 rad/s. For this
choice of parameters, the dynamic performance of the virtual machine controller for a step in
the active and reactive power reference is shown in Fig. 5.12. As it can be observed from the
results, active and reactive power control are achieved with the desired design requirements
through variation of the virtual angle and converter voltage magnitude, respectively.

Fig. 5.12 Dynamic performance of the virtual machine controller; (a) reference (gray) and actual (black)
injected active power; (b) reference (gray) and actual (black) injected reactive power; (c) virtual angle deviation; (d) change in converter voltage magnitude.

As shown in the results in Fig. 5.12, the active and reactive power controllers work with a reasonably small coupling between them. Hence with zero reactive power injection, the impact
of various parameters such as KDv and Hv on the dynamic performance of the active power
controller will be investigated next. The first set of tests is performed using a natural frequency
of ωn = 12.6 and three different values of the damping coefficient, KDv = [67.9, 118.8, 169.8]
corresponding to a damping ratio of ς = [0.4, 0.7, 1.0], respectively. The test is repeated using a
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damping ratio of ς = 1.0 and three different values of the virtual inertia, Hv = [3.38, 0.54, 0.14]
corresponding to a natural frequency of ωn = [12.6, 31.4, 62.8], respectively. The dynamic response of the active power controller for the various cases when a step in the reference active
power is applied at 0.5 s is shown in Fig. 5.13.

Fig. 5.13 Impact of parameters on the active power controller; Injected active power (plot a), virtual
speed deviation (plot b) and virtual angle deviation (plot c) with ωn = 12.6 and ς = 0.4 (gray
dashed), ς = 0.7 (black solid) and ς = 1.0 (black dashed); Injected active power (plot d),
virtual speed deviation (plot e) and virtual angle deviation (plot f) with ς = 1.0 and ωn = 12.6
(black dashed), ωn = 31.4 (black solid) and ωn = 62.8 (gray dashed); Gray solid curves
represent the injected active power reference.

As the results in Fig. 5.13 show, a higher damping ratio gives a well damped response. By
choosing a damping ratio close to 1, an overshoot in the response of the injected active power
can be avoided. On the other hand, the choice of the natural frequency is a compromise between
response speed and emulated inertia. A higher choice of the natural frequency, correspondingly
a lower virtual inertia, results in a faster response. However, this could be a disadvantage if the
purpose of the converter is to provide some inertia support to the power system. Based on the
requirement from the converter, the controller parameters can be selected.
A final test is made to investigate the performance of the virtual machine controller versus the
classical cascade controller. For this purpose, the active power controller parameters are chosen
as ς = 1.0 and ωn = 62.8 rad/s whereas the bandwidth of the reactive power controller is
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chosen as αQc = 62.8 rad/s for the virtual machine controller. For comparison, an integral outer
loop active and reactive power controller that gives a bandwidth of 62.8 rad/s is selected for the
classical cascade controller. The dynamic performance of the two controllers for a step in the
active and reactive power reference is shown in Fig. 5.14.

Fig. 5.14 Comparison of the virtual machine controller versus the classical cascade controller; Injected
active power (plot a) and reactive power (plot b) using virtual machine controller; Injected
active power (plot c) and reactive power (plot d) using classical cascade controller; Gray curves
represent reference power and black curves represent actual power.

The results in Fig. 5.14 show that the two control structures provide the required power reference
tracking based on the design requirement. However, the virtual machine controller is slightly
slower for this choice of parameters, due to the fact that the active power controller in (5.22) is
a second-order system unlike the classical cascade controller, which is characterized by a firstorder transfer function. If a similar performance as the classical cascade controller is required
from the virtual machine controller, it can be achieved by adjusting the parameters Hv and KDv .
One advantage with the classical cascade controller is that a reliable control of the converter
current is possible during fast transients such as power system faults. On the other hand, the
virtual machine controller has the capability of providing inertia support to the power system,
where the added inertia value (Hv ) can be calculated directly.

5.6 Experimental Verification
The obtained simulation results have been verified experimentally in the laboratory. A description of the setup together with the experimental results will be presented in this section.
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5.6.1 Laboratory setup
A single line diagram of the actual laboratory setup for the tests in this section is shown in
Fig. 5.15. The setup consists of a VSC system connected to an AC grid. The grid voltage eg
contains about 0.015 pu 5th and 7th order harmonics among others as shown in Fig. 5.16, where
the FFT of the phase-to-ground voltage (phase a) is depicted.

Fig. 5.15 Single line diagram of the laboratory setup.

Fig. 5.16 FFT of measured phase-to-ground grid voltage.

The VSC system consists of a two-level converter connected to the AC grid though an L-filter.
The parameters of the laboratory setup together with the controller parameters are the same as
the ones in the simulation in Section 5.5. The VSC is controlled from a computer with a dSpace
1103 board [50]. The DC-link of the VSC is connected to a DC machine rated 700 V and 60 A,
which gives the VSC active power injection capability. The terminal voltage of the DC machine
is controlled to a constant value of 650 V and this has been used for all the tests. Moreover,
PWM with a switching frequency of 5 kHz is used to generate the pulses for the VSC valves.
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Fig. 5.17 Dynamic performance of vector-current controller for a step in current reference (dashed
curves); conventional current controller response for d-component current (plot a) and
q-component current (plot b); harmonic compensated current controller response for dcomponent current (plot c) and q-component current (plot d).

5.6.2 Experimental results on vector-current controller
With the set up as in Fig. 5.15, the conventional and harmonic compensated current controllers
are tested and the dynamic performance of the two controllers for a step in the dq current
reference is shown in Figs. 5.17 and 5.18. The harmonic compensated current controller has
been designed to set the 5th and 7th order current harmonics injected to the grid to zero. From
the FFT in Fig. 5.16, it can be observed that the grid contains other harmonics in addition to the
considered ones. Therefore, to see the impact of the harmonic compensation on the 5th and 7th
order harmonic components, the FFT of the current response in Fig. 5.18 for phase a is shown
in Fig. 5.19. As it can be seen from the results, the harmonic compensated current controller
successfully removes the 5th and 7th order harmonic current injection to the grid.
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Fig. 5.18 Three-phase current controller response with conventional current controller (top) and harmonic compensated current controller (bottom).

Fig. 5.19 FFT for phase a filter current when conventional current controller used (top) and harmonic
compensated current controller used (bottom).
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5.6.3 Experimental results on virtual machine controller
With the laboratory setup as in Fig. 5.15 and the parameters of the system as described in
Table 5.1, the performance of the virtual machine controller for various parameter choices will
be verified in this section. First, the response of the controller for a change in the reference active
and reactive power is tested. For this test, a virtual inertia of Hv = 3.38 and a virtual damping
constant of KDv = 67.9 corresponding to a natural frequency of 12.6 rad/s and a damping ratio
of 0.4 for accurate system parameters are chosen for the active power controller. Similarly, the
integrator gain is chosen as KQc = 18.5 corresponding to a bandwidth of αQc = 62.8 rad/s for
the reactive power controller. For this choice of parameters, the dynamic performance of the
virtual machine controller is shown in Fig. 5.20. It can be observed from the results that the
measured active and reactive powers follow the references based on the design.

Fig. 5.20 Dynamic performance of the virtual machine controller; (a) reference (gray) and actual (black)
injected active power; (b) reference (gray) and actual (black) injected reactive power; (c) virtual angle deviation; (d) converter voltage magnitude; Gray solid curves represent reference
active and reactive power.

With zero reactive power injection, the impact of the control parameters KDv and Hv on the
dynamic performance of the active power controller will be investigated next. For three different
choice of the parameters, the dynamic response of the active power controller for a step in
the reference active power is shown in Fig. 5.21. As the results indicate, the damping in the
active power response of the implemented virtual machine model increases with a higher choice
of the parameter KDv . On the other hand, a higher choice of the virtual inertia results in a
slower response. This means that any additional inertia added to the system from the converter
is achieved at a cost of reduced speed of response.
A final test is made to investigate the performance of the virtual machine controller versus the
classical cascade controller. For this purpose, the active power controller parameters are chosen as KDv = 33.95 and Hv = 0.14 corresponding to a damping ratio of ς = 1.0 and natural
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Fig. 5.21 Impact of parameters on the active power controller; Injected active power (plot a), virtual
speed deviation (plot b) and virtual angle deviation (plot c) with Hv = 0.54 and KDv = 33.95
(black dashed), Hv = 0.54 and KDv = 67.9 (black solid) and Hv = 0.14 and KDv = 33.95
(gray dashed); Gray solid curve represents reference active power.

frequency of ωn = 62.8 rad/s for accurate system parameters. The bandwidth of the reactive
power controller is chosen as αQc = 62.8 rad/s for the virtual machine controller. The gray
solid curves in plot (a) and (b) in Fig. 5.22 represent the performance of the virtual machine
controller for this choice of parameters. The reactive power controller performs similar to the
simulation result in Fig. 5.14. On the other hand, the active power controller is characterized by
an overshoot unlike the simulation results in Fig. 5.14. This is due to inaccuracies in the estimated parameters of the system resulting in the actual damping ratio to be less than 1. To avoid
the overshoot, the damping term is increased to KDv = 67.9 and the test is repeated. The black
solid curves in plot (a) and (b) in Fig. 5.22 represent the performance of the virtual machine
controller for the new choice of parameters. In this case, both the active and reactive power
controllers perform similar to a first-order system with no overshoot. For a fair comparison, an
integral outer loop active and reactive power controller that gives a bandwidth of 62.8 rad/s is
selected for the classical cascade controller and its dynamic performance is shown in Fig. 5.22
(plots (c) and (d)). It can be observed that the performance of the classical cascade controller
is similar to the simulation results obtained in Fig. 5.14. In the classical cascade controller, the
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fast inner current controller helps to mitigate the impact of system parameter error and grid
harmonics on the dynamic response of the power controllers.

Fig. 5.22 Comparison of the virtual machine controller versus the classical cascade controller; Injected
active power (plot a) and reactive power (plot b) using virtual machine controller with KDv =
33.95 (gray solid) and KDv = 67.9 (black); Injected active power (plot c) and reactive power
(plot d) using classical cascade controller; Dashed curves represent reference power and solid
curves represent actual power.

By adjusting the parameters of the virtual machine controller, a similar performance to the classical cascade controller can be achieved without the need for an inner vector-current controller
and the use of a PLL (see black curves in Fig. 5.22). However, the use of a current controller
and a PLL is necessary during fast transients like fault conditions where converter current needs
to be limited. The experimental results in this section verify the validity of the virtual machine
controller as described in Sections 5.4 and 5.5.2.

5.7 Conclusions
The overall control approach for the E-STATCOM has been described in this chapter. First, a
classical cascade controller that uses an inner vector-current controller has been derived. Modifications to the inner current controller to deal with grid-harmonics disturbances has been proposed. Next, an approach to control the E-STATCOM like a synchronous machine has been
described. The performance of both control methods has been verified and compared through
simulation and experimental results. A detail description of the auxiliary control loops using the
two approaches for POD and TSE will be discussed in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6
Control of E-STATCOM for power system
stability enhancement
6.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter, the overall control strategy for the E-STATCOM has been discussed. A
detailed description of the outer control loops for stability enhancement such as POD and TSE
will be made in this chapter. Starting from a simple two-machine model of a power system,
the impact of active and reactive power injection on the output power of the generators will be
carried out and control strategies for system stability enhancement will be derived.

6.2 System modeling for controller design
A simplified power system model, as the one depicted in Fig. 6.1, is used to study the performance of the E-STATCOM on the power system dynamics. The investigated system approximates an aggregate model of a two-area power system, where each area is represented by a
synchronous generator [37]. The E-STATCOM is assumed to be connected at arbitrary points
along the transmission line for analysis purposes. Even if the E-STATCOM can be connected at
one specific point in the transmission line, a different connection point can be seen as a change
in system configuration between the two areas, for instance, following a fault and a subsequent
disconnection of one of the parallel transmission lines.
As discussed in Section 2.2.1, the synchronous generators are modeled as voltage sources of
constant magnitude (Vg1 , Vg2 ) and dynamic rotor angles (δg1 , δg2 ) behind a transient impedance
′
′
(Xd1
, Xd2
). The generators are connected through a transformer and a transmission line. Since
the frequency of the generators does not change significantly and the electrical transients extinguish quickly for the investigated transient stability studies, it can be assumed that the system
is in steady-state from an electrical point of view, meaning that the transformers and transmission lines can be represented by their reactance values (Xt1 , Xt2 , XL1 and XL2 ) [26], where
the resistance values are ignored for simpler analytical expressions. As shown in Section 2.4, if
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Fig. 6.1 Simplified two-machine system with E-STATCOM.

the mechanical damping in the generators is neglected, the overall damping for the investigated
system is equal to zero. Therefore, the model is appropriate to allow a conservative approach of
the impact of the E-STATCOM when used for stability studies. For analysis purpose, the electrical connection point of the converter along the transmission line is expressed as a function of
the parameter a as
X1
a=
(6.1)
X1 + X2
where,
′

′

X1 = Xd1 + Xt1 + XL1 , X2 = Xd2 + Xt2 + XL2
To derive the system stability enhancement control algorithms in the following sections, it is
assumed that the control of the E-STATCOM consists of an outer control loop and an inner
current control loop as described in Chapter 5. The outer control loop, which can be a DClink voltage, AC voltage or POD/TSE controller, sets the reference current for the inner current
controller. The control algorithm is implemented in the dq-reference frame where a PhaseLocked Loop (PLL) is used to track the grid-voltage angle θg from the grid-voltage vector, eg .
By synchronizing the PLL with the grid-voltage vector, the d- and q-components of the injected
current (idf and iqf ) control the injected active and reactive power, respectively. It is assumed that
the outer control loop is a POD/TSE controller and the injected active and reactive powers are
zero in steady-state. When designing a cascade controller, the speed of the outer control loop
is typically selected to be much slower than the inner one to guarantee stability. This means
that the current controll can be considered infinitely fast when designing the parameters of the
outer controller loop. Therefore, the E-STATCOM can be modeled as a controlled ideal current
source, as depicted in the equivalent circuit in Fig. 6.2, for analysis purpose.

Fig. 6.2 Equivalent circuit for two-machine system with E-STATCOM.
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The level of stability enhancement provided by the compensator depends on how much the
active power output from the generators is changed by the injected current if . For the system
in Fig. 6.2, the change in active power output from the generators due to injected active and
reactive power from the E-STATCOM is calculated as
∆Pg1,P ≈ −ΓP Pinj

(6.2)

∆Pg2,P ≈ −(1 − ΓP )Pinj

(6.3)




Vg1 Vg2 sin(δg10 − δg20 )a(1 − a)
∆Pg1,Q ≈
Qinj
2
Eg0


Vg1 Vg2 sin(δg10 − δg20 )a(1 − a)
Qinj
∆Pg2,Q ≈ −
2
Eg0

(6.4)

(6.5)

where (∆Pg1,P , ∆Pg2,P ) and (∆Pg1,Q , ∆Pg2,Q ) represent the change in active power from the
corresponding generators due to injected active power (Pinj ) and reactive power (Qinj ), respectively. The constant ΓP , Pinj and Qinj are given by
ΓP =

Vg12 (1 − a)2 + Vg1 Vg2 cos(δg10 − δg20 )a(1 − a)
2
Eg0

(6.6)

Pinj ≈ Eg0 idf

(6.7)

Qinj ≈ −Eg0 iqf

(6.8)

The initial steady-state PCC voltage magnitude (Eg0 ) and generator rotor angles (δg10 , δg20 )
correspond to the operating point, where the converter is in idle mode. It can be seen from (6.2)
- (6.8) that the change in active power output from the generators, for a given active and reactive
power injection from the E-STATCOM, depends on the location of the converter a as well as
on the amount of injected power (Pinj , Qinj ). As indicated from (6.4) and (6.5), the effect of
reactive power injection depends on the magnitude and direction of the transmitted power from
the generators. From observation of the impact of active and reactive power injection on the
power output of the generators, the POD and TSE controllers for E-STATCOM will be derived
in the next sections.

6.3 Power Oscillation Damping (POD) controller
The derivation of the POD controller from locally measured signals such as the PCC voltage
magnitude (Eg ), PCC voltage phase (θg ) and power transfer between the two areas (Ptran ) will
be made in this section. Using the simplified two-machine system as described in the previous
section, a stability analysis of the control method will also be performed.
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6.3.1 Derivation of control input signals
As described in Section 2.4.3 for a single-machine infinite-bus system, the active power output
of the generator should be modulated in proportion to the speed variation to provide damping.
However, the generator speed is not easily available at the compensator location and this requires deriving a control input signal that provides an estimate of the speed variation of the
generator. Using the estimate of the speed variation, the outputs of the compensator (i.e., the
current references in the case of E-STATCOM) can be controlled to modulate the active power
output of the generator. Observing (6.2) - (6.5) for the simplified system in Fig. 6.1, it can
also be understood that the impact of injected active and reactive power on the generator active power output highly depends on the parameter a, i.e. on the location of the E-STATCOM.
Hence, it would be beneficial if the derived control input signal to estimate the speed variation
of the generators contains information on the location of the compensator.
Consider the system in Fig. 6.2, where the E-STATCOM is in idle mode. The variation of
various local signals at different E-STATCOM connection points using the dynamic generator
rotor angles (δg1 , δg2 ) is given by
Eg =

q

[(1 − a)Vg1 ]2 + [aVg2 ]2 + 2a(1 − a)Vg1 Vg2 cos(δg1 − δg2 )
−1

θg = δg2 + tan



(1 − a)Vg1 sin(δg1 − δg2 )
(1 − a)Vg1 cos(δg1 − δg2 ) + aVg2

Ptran =



Vg1 Vg2 sin(δg1 − δg2 )
X1 + X2

(6.9)

(6.10)

(6.11)

From small-signal point of view and under the assumption that the PCC voltage magnitude
along the line Eg does not change much, the derivative of the PCC voltage magnitude, phase
and transmitted active power are given by
dEg
≈−
dt



a(1 − a)Vg1 Vg2 sin(δg10 − δg20 )
Eg0



ω0 [∆ωg1 − ∆ωg2 ]

dθg
≈ ΓP ω0 ∆ωg1 + (1 − ΓP )ω0 ∆ωg2
dt
dPtran
≈
dt



Vg1 Vg2 cos(δg10 − δg20 )
X1 + X2



ω0 [∆ωg1 − ∆ωg2 ]

(6.12)

(6.13)

(6.14)

where the constant ΓP has been defined in the previous section and the steady-state system
frequency is represented by ω0 . From the equation of motion in (2.5), the speed deviation of each
generator (∆ωg1 and ∆ωg2 ) is inversely proportional to the inertia constant of the corresponding
generator (Hg1 and Hg2 ) and the derivative of the PCC voltage phase can be estimated from the
speed deviation between the generators as
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dθg
[∆ωg1 − ∆ωg2 ]
Hg1 Hg2
[∆ωg2 − ∆ωg1 ]
ΓP ω 0
≈
+ (1 − ΓP )ω0
dt
Hg1 + Hg2
Hg1
Hg2


ΓP
1 − ΓP
Hg1 Hg2
ω0 [∆ωg1 − ∆ωg2 ]
−
≈
Hg1 + Hg2 Hg1
Hg2

(6.15)

The derivative of the PCC voltage magnitude, phase and transmitted active power are all dependent on the speed deviation between the generators and are candidates as control input signals.
Moreover, the derivative of the PCC voltage magnitude and phase contains information on the
location of E-STATCOM and this information can be exploited in the POD controller design.
For the two-machine system in Fig. 6.2, the stability of the system depends on the damping
provided on the speed deviation between the two generators, ∆ωg12 = ∆ωg1 − ∆ωg2 . Therefore, the impact of active and reactive power injection on the dynamics of ∆ωg12 should be
investigated to select the appropriate control input signals for POD. For discussion purposes,
the mass-scaled electrical location of the compensator from Generator 1 (aM ) is defined by
aM =

Hg1 (1 − ΓP )
Hg1 (1 − ΓP ) + Hg2 ΓP

(6.16)

The definition for aM is chosen in such a way that it will be close to the electrical location of
the compensator, a defined in (6.1), when the inertia constant of the two generators is the same.
If the use of active power injection for POD is considered for the system in Fig. 6.2, its impact
on the dynamics of ∆ωg12 using the equation of motion in (2.5) is given by
d∆ωg12
−∆Pg1,P ∆Pg2,P
=
+
=
dt
2Hg1
2Hg2



1 − ΓP
ΓP
−
2Hg1
2Hg2



Eg0 idf

(6.17)

To provide damping to the system regardless of the location of the compensator, the POD control law for the active power injection is chosen as
idf = KP

dθg
dt

(6.18)

where the constant KP is a proportional gain whose magnitude affects the level of damping.
Using the control law in (6.18), the dynamics of the speed deviation between the generators
becomes

2
ΓP
Eg0 Hg1 Hg2
1 − ΓP
d∆ωg12
= KP
−
ω0 ∆ωg12
dt
2(Hg1 + Hg2 ) Hg1
Hg2

(6.19)

By choosing the gain KP < 0, positive damping can be provided. Choosing the derivative of
the PCC voltage phase as the control input signal also has the advantage of maximizing the
effectiveness of active power injection for POD. Observe that when the compensator is close
to the mass-scaled electrical midpoint of the line (i.e, aM ≈ 0.5), the damping provided is zero
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as shown by (6.17) irrespective of the magnitude of active power injection. However, the use
of dθg /dt as a control input signal ensures that the injected active power is also zero at that
location. Moving away from the mass-scaled electrical midpoint, the impact of active power
injection for POD increases and at the same time the magnitude of dθg /dt increases.
Similarly, the impact of reactive power injection on the dynamics of ∆ωg12 is given by
d∆ωg12
−∆Pg1,Q ∆Pg2,Q
=
+
dt
2Hg1
2Hg2



Vg1 Vg2 sin(δg10 − δg20 )a(1 − a)
1
1
=
+
Eg0 iqf
2
Eg0
2Hg1 2Hg2

(6.20)

The POD control law for the reactive power injection is chosen as
iqf = KQ

dPtran
dt

(6.21)

where the constant KQ is a proportional gain whose magnitude affects the level of damping.
Using the control law in (6.21), the dynamics of the speed deviation between the generators
becomes


ΓQ
ΓQ
d∆ωg12
ω0 ∆ωg12
= KQ
+
dt
2Hg1 2Hg2

(6.22)

where the constant ΓQ is given by
ΓQ =

[Vg1 Vg2 ]2 sin (2[δg10 − δg20 ]) a(1 − a)
2Eg0 (X1 + X2 )

(6.23)

By choosing the gain KQ to have opposite sign to the constant ΓQ , positive damping can be
provided. The damping provided to the system due to reactive power injection is maximum
at the electrical midpoint of the line (i.e. a = 0.5) and minimum at the generator terminals
(i.e. a = 0 and a = 1). As it can be observed from (6.12) and (6.20), the derivative of the PCC
voltage magnitude can be an alternative control input signal for reactive power injection. Unlike
the derivative of the transmitted active power, the derivative of the PCC voltage magnitude
depends on the location of the compensator and this can help to minimize the injection of
reactive power at the generator terminals. However, the dependency of dEg /dt on the voltage
controller offered either by the considered compensator or other compensators installed in the
vicinity makes it not suitable to provide the required information about the speed variation
of the generators. On the other hand, dPtran /dt provides a better information about the speed
variation between the generators and has been chosen as the control input signal for reactive
power injection.
Even if the analysis so far has been made for a two-machine system, it can be easily reduced
to a single-machine infinite-bus system by setting Hg2 ≈ ∞. In this case, injection of active or
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reactive power will not provide any damping when the compensator is connected at the infinite
bus (a = 1 and aM = 0.5). Maximum damping by active and reactive power will be provided at
the generator terminal (a = aM = 0) and electrical midpoint of the line (a = 0.5), respectively.

6.3.2 Estimation of control input signals
As described in Section 3.5, the derivative action as in (6.18) and (6.21) cannot be used directly
in actual applications. Instead, using a fast, accurate and adaptive estimation of the critical
power oscillation frequency component as described in Chapter 4, an effective power oscillation damping for various power system operating points and E-STATCOM locations can be
achieved. For the reasons described previously, the derivative of the PCC-voltage phase and
transmitted power should be estimated for controlling the active and reactive power injection,
respectively. The aim of the algorithm is therefore to estimate the signal components that consist
of only the low-frequency electromechanical oscillation in the measured signals, θg and Ptran .
By using a PLL with bandwidth much higher than the frequency of the electromechanical oscillations, the derivative of the PCC-voltage phase can be obtained from the change in frequency
estimate of the PLL (∆ω̃g = dθg /dt). Therefore, the low-frequency electromechanical oscillation component can be extracted directly from the frequency estimate of the PLL. On the other
hand, the derivative of transmitted power is estimated by extracting the low-frequency electromechanical oscillation component from the measured signal, Ptran and then applying a phase
shift of π/2 to the estimated oscillation frequency component. While this is valid for the system
in Fig. 6.2, it should be noted that the phase-shift applied to the estimated oscillatory component
should be tuned based on the selected control input signal, the power system configuration and
the correlation between injected active and reactive power with the active power output of the
generators.
From the estimated control input signals, ω̃g,osc = dθ̃g,osc /dt and dP̃tran,osc /dt, which contain
only a particular oscillation-frequency component, the reference injected active and reactive
q∗
current components (id∗
f , if ) from the E-STATCOM can be calculated to setup the POD controller as in Fig. 6.3. The terms KP and KQ , as defined in the previous section, represent the
proportional controller gains for the active and reactive current components, respectively.

Fig. 6.3 Block diagram of the POD controller.
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6.3.3 Stability analysis
The mathematical model of the system in Fig. 6.2 is developed in this section to investigate the
performance of the POD controller using active and reactive power injection. Each generator
will be represented by the classical model and the E-STATCOM is modeled as a controlled ideal
current source as described in Section 6.2. To reduce the order of the system for simplicity of
the analysis, the RLS estimator in the POD control structure in Fig. 6.3 is assumed ideal and the
injected currents are calculated as
idf ≈ KP ω0 [ΓP ∆ωg1 + (1 − ΓP )∆ωg2 ]
iqf

≈ KQ ω 0



Vg1 Vg2 cos(δg10 − δg20 )
X1 + X2



(6.24)

[∆ωg1 − ∆ωg2 ]

(6.25)

Linearizing around an initial steady-state operating point, the small-signal dynamic model of
the two-machine system with the E-STATCOM in per unit is developed as

 

 
∆ωg1
β11 β12 β13
∆ωg1
d 
∆δg12  =  ω0 0 −ω0   ∆δg12  + 
dt
∆ωg2
∆ωg2
β31 β32 β33


1
2Hg1

0
0

0
0
1
2Hg2






∆Tm1
∆Tm2



(6.26)

where ∆δg12 = ∆δg1 − ∆δg2 represents the rotor-angle difference between the two generators
and other signals have been defined previously. Assuming no mechanical damping and the initial
steady-state speed of the generators set to ω0 , the constants are derived as



β11


 β12


β13

β31
β32
β33






 
 
=
 
 


ω0 (KP Eg0 Γ2P +KQ ΓQ )
2Hg1

ω0 (KP Eg0 ΓP (1−ΓP )−KQ ΓQ )
2Hg2

g2 cos(δg10 −δg20 )
− Vg1 V2H
g1 (X1 +X2 )

Vg1 Vg2 cos(δg10 −δg20 )
2Hg2 (X1 +X2 )

ω0 (KP Eg0 ΓP (1−ΓP )−KQ ΓQ )
2Hg1

ω0 (KP Eg0 (1−ΓP )2 +KQ ΓQ )
2Hg2










(6.27)

The terms β12 and β32 represent the synchronizing torque coefficients resulting from the selected
operating point and the contribution of the E-STATCOM to these terms is zero. The terms β11
and β33 determine the damping torque coefficient provided by the E-STATCOM with respect to
the change in speed of the respective generator. To provide positive damping, β11 and β33 should
be negative. For this, the sign of KP should be negative and the sign of KQ should be chosen
based on the sign of ΓQ , similar to the discussion in Section 6.3.1. For a transmitted power from
Generator 1 to Generator 2, ΓQ will be positive and the sign of KQ should be negative. For a
transmitted power in the other direction, the sign of KQ should be opposite. The terms β13 and
β31 are the cross coupling terms between the two generator speed variations.
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Application example
As an example for the analysis in this section, a hypothetical 20/230 kV, 900 MVA transmission
system similar to the one in Fig. 6.1 with a total series reactance of 1.665 pu and inertia constant
of the generators Hg1 = Hg2 = 6.5 s is considered. The leakage reactance of the transformers
and transient impedance of the generators are 0.15 pu and 0.3 pu, respectively. The movement
of the poles for the system as a function of the E-STATCOM location is shown in Fig. 6.4. With
the described control strategy, the injected active power is zero at the mass-scaled electrical
midpoint of the line (in this case aM = a = 0.5). At this point, the impact of active power on
damping is negligible and the control method avoids unnecessary use of active power injection.
Moving away from the midpoint of the line, the damping by active power injection increases.
On the other hand, the damping by reactive power injection is maximum at the electrical midpoint of the line (a = 0.5) and decreases when moving towards the generator terminals. By
combining both active and reactive power injection, a more uniform damping along the line can
be obtained.

Fig. 6.4 Real and imaginary part of the complex conjugate poles vs. position; Left: active power
injection, Middle: reactive power injection and Right: active and reactive power injection.
[ KP = −0.08, KQ = −0.34, Ptran = 0.444 pu].

A single-machine infinite-bus system is a special case of two-machine system with Hg2 >> Hg1
(d∆ωg2 /dt ≈ 0). Figure 6.5 shows the effect of the E-STATCOM on damping at different locations for different transmitted active powers. As the results show, damping by reactive power is
effective at the middle of the line and damping by active power is effective at the Generator 1
terminal. No damping is provided at the infinite bus (Generator 2 terminal) and injected active
power is zero at this location, similar to the discussion in Section 6.3.1. Finally, the amount of
transmitted power highly affects the damping by reactive power injection, whereas its impact
on the damping by active power injection is negligible.
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Fig. 6.5 Movement of real part of the poles for a single-machine infinite-bus system with position of
E-STATCOM for three transmitted power Ptran values. Black dashed: Ptran = 0.444 pu, Gray
solid: Ptran = 0.333 pu, Black solid: Ptran = 0.222 pu. Left: active power injection for POD
with KP = −0.1, Right: reactive power injection with KQ = −0.2.

6.4 Impact of load characteristics on POD
The POD controller developed in Section 6.3 considers a simplified two-area power system as
in Fig. 6.1, where each area is represented with a synchronous generator. Even if the simplified
system is assumed for the purpose of control design, the performance of the POD controller
should be investigated in a power system that includes loads and multiple generators. In this
section, the impact of various load characteristics on the POD performance by E-STATCOM
will be addressed. For the intended study, the system in Fig. 6.6 is considered, where the voltage
phasor at the load location is given by VL ∠δL . The active and reactive power of the load, PL and
QL , are modeled separately using the expressions in (2.4).

Fig. 6.6 Equivalent circuit for two-machine system with E-STATCOM.

With the various signals as defined in Fig. 6.6, the relative location of the load from Generator
1 is expressed as a function of the parameter aL as
aL =

X1 + X2a
X1 + X2a + X2b

(6.28)

Again, the POD performance of the E-STATCOM depends on how the power output of the
generators are modulated by the injected active and reactive powers. This is in turn affected by
the characteristic of the loads. Hence, the change in active power output from the generators
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due to injected active and reactive power from the E-STATCOM for the system in Fig. 6.6 is
recalculated as




∆Pg1,P /Pinj

∆Pg2,P /Pinj

∆Pg1,Q /Qinj

∆Pg2,Q /Qinj





Kg1,P

=

Kg2,P

Kg1,Q

Kg2,Q



 = ΨLE A−1
m Bm + Dm (6.29)

The parameters Kg1,P , Kg2,P and Kg1,Q , Kg1,Q indicate the effectiveness of active and reactive
power injection in modulating the power output of the generators and hence are useful quantities
to characterize the impact of the connected load on damping performance. The matrices ΨLE ,
Am , Bm and Dm are given by



− cos (δL0 − θg0 )

ΨLE = 
Am =

(aL −1)Xtot
2
aVL0

Bm =

1
Eg0










sin (δL0 − θg0 )

2
VL0
(aL −1)Xtot

aL



3
P

i=1



mi pi − 1 PL0

2
VL0
(aL −1)Xtot

(1/aL − 1) Vg1 sin (δg10 − δL0 )

Dm =

a
aL

−1

Vg1
Eg0






−aL PL0

− aL QL0





cos (δL0 − θg0 )

(1/aL − 1) Vg1 cos (δg10 − δL0 )





sin (δL0 − θg0 )

− aL



3
P

i=1



ni qi − 1 QL0

Vg2 cos (δg20 − δL0 )
Vg2 sin (δg20 − δL0 )

cos (δg10 − θg0 )
− sin (δg10 − θg0 )

0
0






(6.30)







Similarly, the control input signals are recalculated using the model in Fig. 6.6 as




dθg /dt
dPtran /dt





 = ω0 

Γθg
ΓPtran

1 − Γθg
ΓPtran




∆ωg1
∆ωg2




(6.31)

where the constants Γθg , ΓPtran and the matrices Gm and Cm are given by
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Γθg
ΓPtran





1−

=


aVL0 cos(θg0 −δL0 )
aL Eg0

Vg1 VL0 cos(δg10 −δL0 )
aL Xtot




Gm = 





Cm = 





3
P

i=1

−



3
P

i=1

2
VL0

Vg1 sin(δg10 −δL0 )
aL Xtot

2
VL0

−

1
aL (1−aL )Xtot





 + Gm C−1
m 

Vg1 cos(δg10 −δL0 )
aL Xtot
Vg1 sin(δg10 −δL0 )
aL Xtot

aVL0 cos(δL0 −θg0 )
aL Eg0

a sin(δL0 −θg0 )
aL Eg0


mi pi −1 PL0


ni qi −1 QL0



−

Vg1 VL0 cos(δg10 −δL0 )
aL Xtot









Vg1 cos(δg10 −δL0 )
aL Xtot

+

Vg2 cos(δg20 −δL0 )
(1−aL )Xtot

Vg1 sin(δg10 −δL0 )
aL Xtot

+

Vg2 sin(δg20 −δL0 )
(1−aL )Xtot

(6.32)








The parameters Γθg and ΓPtran represent how the control input signals depend on the speed variation of the generators. Note that the various steady-state quantities in (6.30) and (6.32), as defined in the previous section, correspond to the initial operating point, where the E-STATCOM
is in idle mode (zero current injection).
Using a simplified 20/230 kV, 900 MVA power system similar to the one in Fig. 6.6, the impact
of different static load characteristics on the performance of the POD controller described in
Section 6.3 is investigated. The total reactance of the transmission system is set to 1.17 pu
whereas the leakage reactance of the transformers and transient impedance of the generators
is 0.15 pu and 0.3 pu, respectively. The inertia constant of the generators is assumed equal
Hg1 = Hg2 = 6.5 s for a better understanding of the oscillation between the two areas. An
initial power transfer Ptran = 0.4 pu from Generator 1 to the load area is considered for the
investigated cases.

6.4.1 Impact of steady-state load magnitude
A static load consisting of equal proportion of constant power, constant current and constant
impedance loads with a power factor of 0.9 and connected at a position aL = 0.91 is considered.
The gains of the POD controllers are chosen as KP = −0.1 and KQ = −0.2.
The movement of poles for the dynamic model of the system in Fig. 6.6 with a change in the
location of the E-STATCOM is shown in Fig. 6.7. As the results show, the impact of the load
on the level of damping to the system is significant when reactive power injection is used for
POD and the magnitude of load is high. For this particular example, it can also be observed that
the POD controllers described in Section 6.3 works as intended in the presence of a load in the
power system model.
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Fig. 6.7 Real and imaginary part of the complex conjugate poles vs. position of E-STATCOM a with
active power injection (left) and reactive power injection (right) for POD; Active power of load,
PL0 = 0.8 pu (black dashed), 0.6 pu (gray dashed), 0.2 pu (gray solid) and no load connected
(black solid).

6.4.2 Impact of load type and location
Choosing the total load magnitude of PL0 = 0.8 pu and power factor of 0.9, the test in the previous section is repeated for 12 different load types as shown in Table 6.1 [26]. The composition
of the load types is selected as pi = qi = 1/3 for i=[1,2,3] and the E-STATCOM is connected
at a = 0.19 for the tests.
TABLE 6.1. D IFFERENT STATIC LOAD TYPES FOR ANALYSIS

Load type
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Description
Constant power load
Constant current load
Constant impedance load
Mixed constant power, constant current
and constant impedance load
Exponential load
Water heaters, ovens, deep fryer
Refrigerator
Industrial motors
Fan motors
Arc furnaces
Mixed load 7, 8 and 9
Unloaded transformers

m1 , m2 , m3
0, 0, 0
1, 1, 1
2, 2, 2
0, 1, 2

n1 , n2 , n3
0, 0, 0
1, 1, 1
2, 2, 2
0, 1, 2

0.5, 1.5, 2.5
2, 2, 2
0.77, 0.77, 0.77
0.07, 0.07, 0.07
0.08, 0.08, 0.08
2.3, 2.3, 2.3
0.07, 0.08, 2.3
3.4, 3.4, 3.4

0.5, 1.5, 2.5
0, 0, 0
2.5, 2.5, 2.5
0.5, 0.5, 0.5
1.6, 1.6, 1.6
1.6, 1.6, 1.6
0.5, 1.6, 1.6
11.5, 11.5, 11.5

The movement of poles with a change in the location of the various load types is shown in
Fig. 6.8. The results show that load characteristics close to that of “constant impedance” in the
active power component of the load have the most impact on POD by active power injection.
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On the other hand, load characteristics close to that of “constant power” in the active power
component have the biggest influence on POD performance by reactive power injection. For
the various load types, it can also be observed that the characteristic of load associated with the
active power part is more significant than the reactive power part. Finally, it is shown that the
impact of load type and location on POD is more significant when reactive power injection is
used.

Fig. 6.8 Real and imaginary part of the complex conjugate poles vs. position of load aL ; left plots: active
power injection for POD with load type 5 (blue dashed), 9 (green dashed) , 2 (red dashed) and
black solid for all other load types; right plots: reactive power injection for POD with load type
0 (blue dashed), 7 (green dashed), 8 (red dashed) and black solid for all other load types; gray
solid plots represent the case for no load connected.

As shown in the results in Fig. 6.8, the use of the POD controller for reactive power injection
described in Section 6.3 could result in an unstable system (poles with positive real part) for
some load types connected close to the compensator. To identify the cause of the instability in
this case, the parameters for the controller input signals [ΓθE , ΓPtran ] and the parameters for the
change in the generator power outputs [Kg1,P , Kg2,P , Kg1,Q , Kg2,Q ] for the most dominant loads
(see colored and dashed curves in Fig.6.8) are shown in Fig. 6.9. The results indicate that the
parameters [Γθg , ΓPtran ] for the POD controller input signals do not change much as the location
of the load is varied. On the other hand, the parameters for the change in the power output of the
generators due to injection of reactive power [Kg1,Q , Kg2,Q ] are affected significantly both in
magnitude and sign (see bottom right curves in Fig. 6.9) unlike the parameters for active power
injection [Kg1,P , Kg2,P ] (see bottom left curves in Fig. 6.9). Therefore, the sign of the gain, KQ
in the POD controller by reactive power injection should be chosen carefully depending on the
nature of the loads connected close to the compensator.
By adjusting the sign of the gain depending on the load location, a net positive damping is
achieved as shown in Fig. 6.10 (see right plots) for all types of loads and at all locations. At the
locations where Kg1,Q = Kg2,Q ≈ 0, the action of the compensator is counteracted by the load
characteristics and no damping can be provided. By setting the gain KQ to zero in this case,
unnecessary use of reactive power for POD can be avoided.
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Fig. 6.9 Top plots: variation of parameters for input signals for POD [Γθg , ΓPtran ]; bottom plots: variation
of parameters [Kg1,P (solid), Kg2,P (dashed)] (left) and [Kg1,Q (solid), Kg2,Q (dashed)] (right);
left plots: load type 5 (blue), 9 (green), 2 (red); right plots: load type 0 (blue), 7 (green), 8 (red);
gray plots represent the case for no load connected.

Fig. 6.10 Real and imaginary part of the complex conjugate poles vs. position of load aL ; left plots:
reactive power injection for POD with a constant gain; right plots: reactive power injection
for POD with a variable gain; dashed plots represent load type 0 (blue), 7 (green), 8 (red), 10
(cyan), 6 (violet) and black solid plots represent all other loads; gray solid plots represent the
case for no load connected.
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6.5 Impact of multiple-oscillation modes on POD
Depending on the power system configuration, its operating conditions and the nature of the
disturbance, one or more oscillation modes can be excited in the system. The problem in this
case could be that the action of the POD controller to damp a particular oscillation mode of
interest might deteriorate the damping at other oscillation modes. In this section, the application
of the POD controller described in Section 6.3 for independent damping of multiple-oscillation
modes will be described. For this purpose, the two-area power system model in [26] is modified
deliberately to obtain a simplified three-area power system model as in Fig. 6.11 with rating
20/230 kV, 900 MV. A disturbance in this system results in two oscillation modes and the
purpose of the controller is to provide damping to each oscillation mode without affecting the
damping of the other oscillation mode.

Fig. 6.11 A simplified three-area test system with two compensators.

The POD controller described so far has assumed a single compensator in the power system.
However, independently designed multiple compensators can be used together without any
problem of adverse interaction among themselves. To verify this, two compensators are considered in the system in Fig. 6.11. The power output of each generator (Pgi , with i = 1,2,3) and
local voltage and power flow measurements at the compensator location (Eti ∠θti , Pti , with i =
1,2) are as indicated in the figure.

6.5.1 Multimode damping controller
The derivation of the multimode damping controller from the locally measured signals involves
estimating the critical oscillation modes accurately in spite of uncertainties in the operating
points and parameters of the power system using the modified RLS algorithm described in
Section 4.3. Based on the power system configuration, the corresponding phase shift is added
to each estimated mode to get the required damping signal component. By using the damping
signals from each mode separately, the required active and reactive current references for POD
are generated using a proportional controller similar to the discussion in Section 6.3.
For the system in Fig. 6.11, the block diagram of the control scheme for the first compensator
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is shown in Fig. 6.12, where the frequency estimate of the PLL (ωt1 ) and the active power flow
(Pt1 ) at the compensator location are used to set up the POD controller. For the investigated
system, a phase shift of 0◦ and 90◦ have been used for the oscillatory mode estimates in ωt1 and
Pt1 , respectively. The control scheme for the second compensator is set up similarly using the
locally measured signals, ωt2 and Pt2 .

Fig. 6.12 Block diagram of the multimode POD controller for compensator 1.

By using the estimate of each oscillation mode in the multimode damping controller, the injected active and reactive power from the compensators will consist of only the frequency of
the oscillation mode to be damped. This decouples the performance of the damping controller
on the various modes. As each mode is a global variable in the system dynamics, the use of
multiple compensators that are designed to damp a particular oscillation mode results in a net
additive damping thus avoiding any negative interaction between the compensators.

6.5.2 Stability analysis
The dynamic model of the system in Fig. 6.11 is implemented to investigate the effectiveness
of the independent multimode damping controller. While the full controller in Fig. 6.12 is nonlinear, a modal analysis of the whole system can be made by using the RLS algorithm in its
steady-state form, similar to the one in (4.33). Thus, the whole system dynamic can be expressed
as
∆ẋ = AG ∆x + BG ∆T + BC ∆u

(6.33)

where the state (∆x), mechanical torque (∆T) and control input (∆u) vectors are given by
∆x =



∆ωg1 ∆δg1 ∆ωg2 ∆δg2 ∆ωg3 ∆δg3
T

∆T = ∆Tm1 ∆Tm2 ∆Tm3
T

∆u = idf1 iqf1 idf2 iqf2

T

The matrices AG , BG and BC are calculated from the steady-state operating point and the
injected currents are controlled as in Fig. 6.12. Using (6.33), the performance of the control
method for independent damping of the oscillation modes for various cases will be investigated
in the following.
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As an example, the transient impedance of all generators is chosen to be 0.3 pu and a steadystate operating point with Pg1 = 0.4 pu, Pg2 = −0.5 pu, Pg3 = 0.1 pu; the terminal voltage
for all the generators is set to 1 pu. The compensators are connected at two specific locations as
shown in Fig. 6.11. The steady-state reactance of the transmission lines and leakage reactance of
the transformers in pu are as shown in the figure. Choosing the inertia constant of the generators
as Hg1 = Hg2 = 6.5 s and Hg3 = 2.2 s, a small-signal analysis around the selected operating
point results in two oscillation modes with frequencies 0.98 Hz (mode 1) and 1.69 Hz (mode
2) when both compensators are in idle mode. The first mode involves mainly oscillation of
Generator 1 against Generator 2, whereas the second mode involves oscillation of Generator
1 and 3 against Generator 2. The second oscillation mode is mainly caused by the mechanical
behavior of Generator 3 and therefore the power output of the third generator will comprise
mainly of this frequency.
The first test is made to investigate how the damping controller works when each compensator
is used separately. The movement of the poles are plotted in Fig. 6.13 when the gains of the first
compensator change from zero to [KP1 = KQ1 = KP2 = KQ2 = −0.30] whereas Fig. 6.14
shows the movement of poles when the gains of the second compensator change from zero to
[KP1 = KQ1 = −0.24 and KP2 = KQ2 = −0.10]. The results show that controlling only mode
1 results in positive damping to mode 1 without affecting the damping of mode 2. Similarly,
controlling only mode 2 results in positive damping to mode 2 without affecting the damping of
mode 1. This confirms the validity of the controller to provide damping at the critical oscillation
mode of interest without affecting the system damping at the other mode.

Fig. 6.13 Movement of oscillatory mode poles using compensator 1 when controlling mode 1 oscillation
only (plot (a)), mode 2 oscillation only (plot (b)) and both modes (plot (c)); Black curves
represent mode 1 poles and gray curves represent mode 2 poles; Poles start at ’◦’ and move
toward ’⊲’.
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Fig. 6.14 Movement of oscillatory mode poles using compensator 2 when controlling mode 1 oscillation
only (plot (a)), mode 2 oscillation only (plot (b)) and both modes (plot (c)); Black curves
represent mode 1 poles and gray curves represent mode 2 poles; Poles start at ’◦’ and move
toward ’⊲’.

Even if the same control method is used for the two compensators and their gains are adjusted
to obtain similar damping for the previous results, it should be observed that the impact of
each compensator to damp a particular mode differs, depending on the observability and controllability of the oscillation mode at the compensator location. Another set of tests is made to
investigate the damping performance of the controller when the two compensators are active at
the same time with the compensator gains chosen similar to the results in Figs. 6.13 and 6.14.
It is possible to see from the results in Fig. 6.15 that independent damping of each mode is
achieved in this case as well. It is also possible to see that the action of the two compensators
adds up in increasing the damping of the specific oscillation mode, i.e. the two compensators
perform well when operating separately or together without any risk of negative interaction.
With the proposed method and by using each compensator to control the mode where the observability and controllability of that mode is higher at the connection point, the use of multiple
compensators can maximize the damping that can be provided to the system. In the case of
active power use for POD, this could mean that the amount of total energy needed to damp an
oscillation mode can be reduced by using distributed compensators.
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Fig. 6.15 Movement of oscillatory mode poles using compensator 1 and compensator 2 when controlling
mode 1 oscillation only (plot (a)), mode 2 oscillation only (plot (b)) and both modes (plot (c));
Black curves represent mode 1 poles and gray curves represent mode 2 poles; Poles start at ’◦’
and move toward ’⊲’.

Finally, the damping analysis is made assuming an error of 0.2 Hz in the mode frequencies
considered in the control algorithm to represent a lack of full knowledge of the system parameters. For this, a mode frequency of 1.18 Hz and 1.89 Hz is assumed instead of the actual
values of 0.98 Hz and 1.69 Hz for oscillation mode 1 and oscillation mode 2, respectively. The
performance of the control method is summarized in Figs. 6.16 - 6.17 when using Compensator 2. In this case, the movement of the poles is plotted when the gains of Compensator 2
are changed from zero to [KP1 = KQ1 = KP2 = KQ2 = −0.30]. It can be observed by comparing the two figures that the damping performance of each mode is reduced and interactions
between the modes arise that could lead to a negative damping of the uncontrolled mode as in
Fig. 6.17 (plot (a) gray curves). To avoid this, a mode frequency adaptation mechanism as described in Fig. 4.12 in Section 4.3.3 is necessary and this will be verified in Section 7.2.2 using
time-domain simulations.
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Fig. 6.16 Movement of oscillatory mode poles using compensator 2 and with accurate knowledge of
mode frequencies when controlling mode 1 oscillation only (plot (a)), mode 2 oscillation only
(plot (b)) and both modes (plot (c)); Black curves represent mode 1 poles and gray curves
represent mode 2 poles; Poles start at ’◦’ and move toward ’⊲’.

Fig. 6.17 Movement of oscillatory mode poles using compensator 2 and with inaccurate knowledge of
mode frequencies when controlling mode 1 oscillation only (plot (a)), mode 2 oscillation only
(plot (b)) and both modes (plot (c)); Black curves represent mode 1 poles and gray curves
represent mode 2 poles; Poles start at ’◦’ and move toward ’⊲’.
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6.6 Transient Stability Enhancement (TSE)
Transient stability enhancement function is necessary to ensure secure operation of the power
system following large disturbances, such as transmission line faults. Similar to the discussion
in Chapter 2 for the single-machine infinite-bus system, the transient stability of a two-machine
system can be described using the equal-area criterion, where the angle deviation between the
machines is instead used. Considering the system in Fig. 6.1, the TSE control algorithm for the
E-STATCOM will be described in this section.

6.6.1 Derivation of control input signals
When a change in the operating point of the system occurs due to a disturbance, the synchronizing torque component is responsible for the synchronous operation of the generators. Therefore,
one way to increase the transient stability of the system in Fig. 6.1 is to control the E-STATCOM
in such a way that the change in the power output of the generators (∆Pg1 and ∆Pg2 ) is proportional to the angle deviation as
∆Pg1 = Ksyn1 (δg1 − δg2 )

(6.34)

∆Pg2 = Ksyn2 (δg2 − δg1 )
where the constants Ksyn1 and Ksyn2 represent the synchronizing torque coefficients provided
by the compensator to Generator 1 and Generator 2, respectively. To implement (6.34), the
impact of active and reactive power injection on the power output of the generators should be
investigated first. Using the expressions (6.2) - (6.8), the change in the power output of the
generators due to the injected reactive current (iqf ) and active current (idf ) from the compensators
can be described as
∆Pg1 ≈ −
∆Pg2 ≈

h

h

Vg1 Vg2 sin(δg10 −δg20 )a(1−a)
Eg0

Vg1 Vg2 sin(δg10 −δg20 )a(1−a)
Eg0

i

i

iqf − ΓP Eg0 idf

(6.35)

iqf − [1 − ΓP ] Eg0 idf

From (6.34) and (6.35), the control algorithm to increase the synchronizing torque component
using reactive power injection for instance is given by
iqf = −KQ,TSE (δg1 − δg2 )

(6.36)

where KQ,TSE is a positive constant assuming that the steady-state active power transfer is from
Generator 1 to Generator 2. The added synchronizing torque coefficient is given by
Ksyn1 = Ksyn2 = KQ,TSE
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Vg1 Vg2 sin(δg10 − δg20 )a(1 − a)
Eg0



(6.37)
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Following a three-phase short-circuit fault, the angle deviation between the generators will be
increasing and the control method in (6.36) increases the synchronizing torque component.
This in turn increases the deceleration area of the system and hence the transient stability of
the system is enhanced. However, the control method should be modified if the disturbance in
the system instead results in the angle deviation between the generators, δg12 = δg1 − δg2 to
decrease. In this case, the sign of the injected reactive current should be reversed to increase the
stability of the system. Moreover, in order to maximize the survival of the system, it is better to
q
use the the maximum reactive current limit (Imax
) of the compensator according to (6.36). With
this modifications, the TSE control algorithm for reactive power injection becomes

iqf =


q
, when δg12 is increasing during the first swing
 −Imax


(6.38)

q
Imax
, when δg12 is decreasing during the first swing

Note that the TSE control should be applied only during the first swing of the generator angles
and the POD function as described in the previous sections will follow the subsequent swings.
Observing (6.34) and (6.35), it can be understood that the use of reactive current increases the
synchronizing torque component for both generators for the system in Fig. 6.1. Hence, the same
TSE control algorithm is applied at various locations of the compensator. On the other hand, the
use of active current for TSE increases the synchronizing torque component for one generator
and decreases the synchronizing torque component of the other generator. This means that the
use of active power should be monitored depending on the location of the compensator. To
provide an overall TSE function for the system, enhancing the stability of Generator 1 should
be prioritized if the mass-scaled electrical location of the compensator, aM < 0.5. For this case,
the TSE control algorithm using active power injection is given by

idf =


d
, when δg12 is increasing during the first swing
 −Imax


d
Imax

(6.39)

, when δg12 is decreasing during the first swing

d
where Imax
is the maximum active current rating of the compensator. For the case aM > 0.5,
enhancing the stability of Generator 2 should be prioritized and the control action in (6.39)
should be reversed. Note that at the location aM = 0.5, TSE function cannot be provided using
active power. It should be emphasized that the time interval, where the algorithm in (6.39) is
applied during the first swing, depends on the amount of stored energy in the compensator. By
using the enhancement functions as in (6.38) and (6.39), the power output between the two
areas after fault clearing increases, which increases the deceleration area of the system. This
increases the stability margin of the system.

6.6.2 Estimation of control input signals
To implement a stability enhancement function as described in (6.38) and (6.39), the nature of
the angle deviation between the two generators is required. One way to obtain this is through
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remote measurements of the relative speed between the two generators. In this case, a positive relative speed between the generators indicates that the angle deviation, δg12 is increasing,
whereas a negative speed deviation indicates that δg12 is decreasing. This information can be
used to decide the control action in the TSE algorithm during the first swing. However, to implement the TSE algorithm using locally measured signals, an estimate of the rate of change of
δg12 is necessary. For this purpose, the PCC voltage magnitude (Eg ) or the transmitted power
between the generators (Ptran ) can be two possible alternatives.
Using the expression for the PCC voltage magnitude in (6.9) for the uncompensated system in
Fig. 6.1, the estimate for the derivative of the angle deviation between the generators (dδ̃g12 /dt)
can be expressed as
dδ̃g12
dEg
a(1 − a)Vg1 Vg2 sin(δg12 ) dδg12
= −K
=K
dt
dt
Eg
dt

(6.40)

By choosing a positive value for the constant K in the range 0 < δg12 < π, the estimate for the
angle deviation between the generators can be obtained from the derivative of the PCC voltage
magnitude. However, the PCC voltage magnitude is easily affected by the TSE control action.
Alternatively, dδ̃g12 /dt can be estimated using the expression in (6.11) as
dPtran
Vg1 Vg2 cos(δg12 ) dδg12
dδ̃g12
=K
=K
dt
dt
X1 + X2
dt

(6.41)

By choosing a positive value for the constant K in the range 0 < δg12 < π/2 and a negative
value in the range π/2 < δg12 < π, the estimate for the angle deviation between the generators
can be obtained from the derivative of the transmitted power between the two areas. The problem in this case would be to know when the angle deviation between the generators is above
π/2. Even if the use of local signals for TSE control are easier to implement, it is difficult to
obtain a complete information about δg12 and remote measurements are preferable to provide
reliable information for the required TSE function.
As described previously, the TSE control is applied during the first swing of the generator
angles and the POD control follows the subsequent swings. Using the estimated angle deviation
(dδ̃g12 /dt), the TSE controller together with the POD controller using reactive power injection
is summarized as

iq∗
f

=







q
−Imax
sign
q
−Imax
≤

n

dδ̃g12
dt

KQ Ptran,osc
dt

o

, during the first swing
(6.42)

q
≤ Imax
, after the first swing

Note that the end of the first swing is indicated by a change in the sign of dδ̃g12 /dt and the
injection of the reactive current will follow the design of the POD controller as described in
Section 6.3.2 in Fig. 6.3. Similarly, the TSE controller together with the POD controller using
active power injection is summarized as
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id∗
f =


n
o
dδ̃
d

sign (0.5 − aM ) dtg12
, during the first swing
 −Imax



d
−Imax

≤ KP ω̃g,osc ≤

d
Imax

(6.43)

, after the first swing

Note that the control in (6.43) takes the mass-scaled electrical location of the compensator, aM
into account. The challenge with the use of active power injection for TSE is the estimation of
the mass-scaled electrical location of the compensator immediately after a system disturbance.
Unlike the POD control which estimates control signals continuously to have knowledge of the
state of the system, adapting the TSE control described in (6.42) and (6.43) to a large power
system is a complicated task [7] due to the limited time available to estimate the various power
system parameters following a power system disturbance.
Stability enhancement by virtual machine controller
The TSE and POD controllers described in (6.42) and (6.43) for the classical cascade controller
q∗
calculates the reference currents, id∗
f and if , which act as inputs to the inner current control
loop. As an inner current controller is not used in the virtual machine controller, the stability
enhancement functions can instead be implemented by calculating the active and reactive power
references from the reference currents as
Pref = Eg id∗
f
(6.44)
Qref =

−Eg iq∗
f

As defined previously, Eg represents the magnitude of the PCC voltage to which the PLL is
q∗
synchronized and the reference currents, id∗
f and if are calculated from the TSE and POD
controllers.
In the conventional cascade controller, the actual current follows its reference very quickly
thanks to the high bandwidth of the current controller. In the virtual machine controller, the
speed of the power controllers have an impact on the reference tracking capability and hence
on the TSE and POD functions. Therefore, the bandwidth of the power controllers should be
selected to be faster than the rate of change of the power references in (6.44), which are dependent on the electromechanical dynamics. As described in Section 5.4, the reactive power output
of the virtual machine is controlled through variation of the converter voltage magnitude, Ec .
Hence, the stability enhancement functions can also be implemented directly by varying Ec
based on the expressions in (5.23) and (6.44).
Assuming that the bandwidth of the transfer function in the active power controller in the virtual machine implementation is fast enough to implement the TSE and POD functions, a similar
stability enhancement to the power system as the classical cascade controller can be achieved.
However, a difference is that an inertia can be added in the virtual machine implementation and
this could help in increasing the stability of the power system. The amount of inertia to be added
to the system is limited by the bandwidth requirement of the active power controller as described
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in Section 5.5.2. One advantage with the virtual machine implementation over the conventional
cascade controller is that the added inertia to the power system could guarantee transient stability without the need for control input signals to implement the algorithm in (6.43). This will
not however ensure that the available active power is used effectively to enhance the stability
of the power system. During disturbances such as short-circuit faults, the current limitation in
the virtual machine controller could be activated. In this case, it cannot be guaranteed that the
reference power tracking is achieved and all the implemented inertia is added to the system.

6.6.3 Evaluation of TSE performance
As described in Section 6.2, the level of stability enhancement provided by the converter depends on how much the active power output from the generators is changed by the injected
currents. This in turn depends on the location of the converter a, the power system configuration as well as the active and reactive power rating of the compensator. On the other hand,
the TSE function from the available maximum current ratings for the system in Fig. 6.2 is described in (6.42) and (6.43). Considering the same power system configuration, evaluation of
the TSE function during the first swing of the machines will be made in this section. This can
be achieved by investigating how much the stability margin or power transfer capability of a
transmission system increase for a given disturbance using active and reactive power injection.
For this analysis, the system in Fig. 6.2 with the second generator modeled as an infinite bus
(Hg2 = ∞) is considered for simplicity. The increase in power transfer capability of the system
without reducing its stability margin will then be investigated while using the TSE function at
various locations in the power system. Assuming that the connection point of the converter is
given by the parameter a as before, the output power of Generator 1 with a constant active or
reactive current injection during TSE is derived as

Pg1,P ≈
Pg1,Q ≈



Vg1 Vg2 sin(δg1 −δg2 )
X1 +X2

± √

Vg1 Vg2 sin(δg1 −δg2 )
X1 +X2



2 (1−a)2 +V V
Vg1
g1 g2 cos(δg1 −δg2 )a(1−a)

[(1−a)Vg1 ]2 +[aVg2 ]2 +2a(1−a)Vg1 Vg2 cos(δg1 −δg2 )

± √

Vg1 Vg2 sin(δg1 −δg2 )a(1−a)

[(1−a)Vg1 ]2 +[aVg2 ]2 +2a(1−a)Vg1 Vg2 cos(δg1 −δg2 )



d
Imax



q
Imax

(6.45)

Consider that the system has a total series reactance of 1.5 pu with Vg1 = Vg2 = 1 pu and the
connection point of the converter is a = 0.3. Using the expressions in (6.45), an example of
the power-angle curve for the system during TSE operation (with the current rating chosen as
d
q
Imax
= Imax
= 0.1 pu) is shown in Fig. 6.18.
If the generator is initially operating with an output power of 0.5 pu, the uncompensated system
will have a maximum deceleration area of 0.159 pu as calculated from the power-angle curve.
It is possible to observe that an increase in the transmitted power will reduce the available
deceleration area and hence the stability margin of the system. As it can be seen from the
same figure, the compensated system has more deceleration area for the same initial transmitted
power. This means that the active power transfer capability of the system can be increased
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Fig. 6.18 power-angle curve without TSE (black dashed), TSE with constant active current injection
(black solid), TSE with constant reactive current injection (gray solid) and initial transmitted
power (gray dashed).

without reducing its stability margin by using a TSE controller. For the specific case in Fig. 6.18,
it is found that the initial transmitted power can be increased to 0.561 pu and 0.526 pu without
reducing the stability margin of the system when active and reactive power is used for TSE,
respectively.
Figure 6.19 summarizes the current rating of the converter needed to increase the power transfer
in Fig. 6.18 to 0.6 pu at various locations, without reducing the available deceleration area of
the uncompensated system with initial transmitted power of 0.5 pu. As it can be seen from
the results, the required active power rating to increase the power transfer capability reduces
closer to the generator location. At the location a = 0.1, for example, the active current rating
is 10% of the reactive current requirement to increase the power transfer by the same amount.
On the other hand, the reactive power rating reduces when moving closer to the middle of the
transmission line. By combining the use of both active and reactive power, it is possible to
increase the power transfer capability of the system at various locations of the system.
Although the results in Fig. 6.19 give an idea of how much can be gained by using a TSE
operation and the choice of active or reactive power depending on location of the compensator,
it should be noted that the results are specific to the case studied and a similar evaluation should
be made for other power system configurations in question.
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Fig. 6.19 Current rating requirement to increase power transfer capability at various locations; Left:
active power for TSE and Right: reactive power for TSE.

6.7 Conclusions
A POD and TSE control algorithms have been derived in this chapter. For this, the signal estimation technique described in Chapter 4 has been used to design an adaptive POD controller.
It has been shown that with proper selection of the local measurement signals together with
the proposed estimation method, the use of active and reactive power for stability enhancement function can be maximized. Moreover, the impact of various loads and the use of multiple
compensators on power system stability has been investigated. The use of the proposed control
method has been shown to provide independent damping for multiple oscillation modes without
any negative interaction among the compensators. The control methods derived in this section
will be verified using various power system configurations in the next chapter.
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Chapter 7
Verification of E-STATCOM control for
power system stability enhancement
7.1 Introduction
A detailed description of the outer control loops for stability enhancement has been derived
in the previous chapter. In this chapter, the dynamic performance of the stability enhancement
controllers will be verified through simulations and experimental tests.

7.2 Simulation verification
In this section, the performance of the POD and TSE controllers will be evaluated for various
power system configurations.

7.2.1 Two-area test system
In Section 6.3.3, a simplified aggregate model of a power system transferring power from one
area to the other (see Fig. 6.1) has been used to describe the principle of power oscillation
damping by active and reactive power injection. In this section, the POD controller described in
Section 6.3 will be verified though time-domain simulations by using a two-area power system
model as in Fig. 7.1. This simplified two-area four-machine model has been used to study the
nature of inter-area power oscillations in [4]. The system represents a 20/230 kV, 900 MVA
system (similar to the system in Fig. 6.1) and the parameters for the generator and transmission
system together with the loading of the system are given in Appendix B.2. The system is initially
operating in steady-state with a transmitted active power, Ptran = 400 MW from area 1 to area
2.
A three-phase fault is applied to the system on one of the transmission lines between bus 7 and
bus 8. The fault is cleared after 120 ms by disconnecting the faulted line. Due to the applied
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Fig. 7.1 Simplified two-area four-machine power system.

disturbance, a poorly damped oscillation is experienced in the system. Figure 7.2 shows the
estimates of the control input signals for POD, while the performance of the E-STATCOM
following the fault at three different locations is shown in Figs. 7.3 and 7.4. As described in the
small-signal analysis for the two-machine system in Section 6.3.3, when moving closer to the
generator units, a better damping is achieved by active power injection (see Fig. 7.3 black solid
plots). With respect to reactive power injection, maximum damping action is provided when the
E-STATCOM is connected close to the electrical midpoint of the line and the level of damping
decreases when moving away from it (see Fig. 7.3 gray solid plots). Because of a good choice
of signals for controlling both active and reactive power injection, effective power oscillation
damping is provided by the E-STATCOM irrespective of its location in the line (see Fig. 7.3
black dashed plots). Observe that the gains, GP and GQ are chosen to obtain a damping ratio of
10% at bus 7 using active power injection and at bus 8 using reactive power injection. These are
used for all the tests carried out in this section.

Fig. 7.2 Estimated control input signals for POD at bus 7 with Pinj (top) and with Qinj (bottom).
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Fig. 7.3 Measured transmitted active power output following a three-phase fault with E-STATCOM connected at bus 7 (top), bus 8 (middle) and bus 9 (bottom). POD by Pinj only (black solid), Qinj
only (gray solid), both Pinj , Qinj (black dashed) and no POD (gray dashed).

Fig. 7.4 Injected active and reactive power with E-STATCOM connected at bus 7 (black solid), bus 8
(black dashed) and bus 9 (gray solid). Active power injection (top); reactive power injection
(bottom); both Pinj and Qinj used for POD.
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Even if reactive power injection is effective closer to the electrical midpoint of the line, the
PCC voltage Eg will be highly affected to provide POD as shown in Fig. 7.5. The possibility of
having active power injection both reduces the maximum PCC voltage swing and provides more
damping action except when the E-STATCOM is close to the mass-scaled electrical midpoint of
the line (aM ≈ 0.5). Moreover, the use of active power is advantageous when the E-STATCOM
is connected close to load locations, where the use of reactive power for POD will be affected
by the voltage dependent characteristic of the loads (see bottom gray curve in Fig. 7.4 where
the phase of injected reactive power has to be reversed to provide positive damping at bus 9).

Fig. 7.5 PCC voltage at bus 8 when only Qinj is used for POD.

The simulation results shown so far, have been carried out under the assumption of accurate
knowledge of the oscillatory frequency in the estimated control input signals. As mentioned in
Chapter 4, the improved RLS algorithm used in this work is frequency adaptive. To test the
dynamic performance of the implemented controller with uncertainties in system parameters,
a simulation is performed assuming inaccurate knowledge of the electromechanical oscillation frequency. Figure 7.6 shows the obtained simulation results when an error of 100% in
the estimated oscillatory frequency is considered. The compensator is connected at bus 7 (see
Fig. 7.1) and POD is achieved using both active and reactive power injection. The figure shows
the dynamic performance of the system under frequency adaptation algorithm in the POD controller (black curves). To highlight the effectiveness of the proposed controller, the results that
would be obtained without the frequency adaptation in the POD controller are also shown (gray
curves). When the frequency adaptation is used, the update of the oscillation frequency is shown
in Fig. 7.7. This enables the injection of active and reactive power with the correct phase thereby
providing a better damping. The result highlights the advantage of the adopted POD controller
over existing filtering solutions, where accurate knowledge of the oscillation frequncy is needed.
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Fig. 7.6 Top: measured transmitted active power with frequency adaptation (black) and without frequency adaptation (gray); Middle: Injected active power with frequency adaptation (black) and
without frequency adaptation (gray); Bottom: Injected reactive power with frequency adaptation
(black) and without frequency adaptation (gray).

Fig. 7.7 Estimation of the actual oscillation frequency.
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Another set of simulations is performed with a longer fault clearing time to test the TSE function
described in Section 6.6. First, the critical fault clearing time of 420 ms is applied to the system
and the transmitted power is shown in Fig. 7.8 (top figure). In the same figure, the estimate of
the derivative of the angle deviation between Area 1 and Area 2 (dδ̃g12 /dt), which is obtained
using two PLLs placed at bus 6 and 10 in Fig. 7.1, is shown. The transmitted power stays
around the steady-state value and the derivative of the angle deviation between the two areas
remain around zero. This indicates that the system remains in synchronism with a sustained
low-frequency oscillation. By monitoring dδ̃g12 /dt as described in the TSE control algorithm in
(6.42) and (6.43), the performance of the TSE control will be validated.

Fig. 7.8 Top: Transmitted power with E-STATCOM in idle mode for a 420 ms fault; Bottom: Estimate
of the derivative of the angle deviation between Area 1 and Area 2 (dδ̃g12 /dt).

With the TSE control activated for the E-STATCOM connected at bus 7, it has been found that
the critical fault clearing time of the system can be increased by 30 ms when using a maximum
reactive power injection of 0.10 pu. Similarly, the critical fault clearing time of the system can
be further increased by 20 ms when using a maximum active power injection of 0.05 pu. By
using both both active and reactive power injection, the fault clearing time can be increased by
50 ms. Figure 7.9 shows the performance of the TSE controller for an example case of a threephase fault applied to the system in Fig. 7.1. The fault is applied close to bus 8 and cleared
after 440 ms by disconnecting the faulted line. For this fault, it can be seen from the transmitted
power (top curve) that the system loses synchronism when the compensator is in idle mode. In
this case, the angle between the two areas keep increasing and the transmitted power no more
stays with in the steady-state value unlike the case in Fig. 7.8. When the compensator is active,
the stability of the system is guaranteed.
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Fig. 7.9 TSE performance with E-STATCOM connected at bus 7; Top: no TSE, Middle: TSE by Pinj
(black), TSE by Qinj (gray) and TSE by Pinj & Qinj (black dashed); Bottom: Pinj (black) and
Qinj (gray) when Pinj & Qinj are used for TSE.

Observe that the POD function in the E-STATCOM control has been disabled for the simulation
results depicted in Fig. 7.9. Even if the TSE function keeps the stability of the system, the
POD function should also be used to provide damping to the system. Figure 7.10 shows the
performance of the TSE and POD controllers together for a similar 440 ms fault applied to the
system. Observe from the figure that the larger fault clearing time results in the E-STATCOM
to hit the current limit even during the POD action. Immediately after fault clearing, the TSE
function will be active during the first swing of the generators. By the end of the first swing,
which is indicated by a change in the sign of the control input signal (dδ̃12 /dt), the POD function
follows.
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Fig. 7.10 TSE and POD performance with E-STATCOM connected at bus 7; Top: TSE and POD by
Pinj (black), TSE and POD by Qinj (gray) and TSE and POD by Pinj & Qinj (black dashed);
Bottom: Pinj (black) and Qinj (gray) when Pinj & Qinj are used for TSE and POD.

Impact of virtual machine to system stability
For the system in Fig. 7.1 and a compensator connected at bus 7, the TSE performance has been
validated in Figs. 7.9 and 7.10 for a fault clearing time of 440 ms. Considering the same power
system, the impact of controlling the E-STATCOM as a virtual machine on the power system
stability is here investigated.
First, a similar three-phase fault is applied to the system in Fig. 7.1 for 440 ms on one of
the transmission lines with the fault cleared by disconnecting the faulted line. As described
previously, the implemented fault clearing time results in the loss of synchronism for the system
when no compensator is connected. When a virtual inertia of Hv = 3.94 s (about 15% of the
total system inertia) is implemented in the E-STATCOM control, the system becomes transiently
stable as shown in Fig. 7.11. With this choice of the virtual inertia, the controller results in a
2 Hz local oscillation in the system as it can be seen in the figure. By applying a 10% damping
ratio for this oscillatory mode (KDv = 19.9) in the control, the local oscillation is effectively
damped.
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Fig. 7.11 Impact of virtual machine to system stability following fault; Top: transmitted power for no
virtual machine connected; Middle: transmitted power for virtual machine with no damping
(black) and with 10% damping ratio in the active power controller (gray); Bottom: injected
active power (black) and reactive power (gray) for the virtual machine with 10% damping
ratio in the active power controller.

Note that in the control implementation, the active power exchange from the compensator
should be kept within its rating. Among the factors that influence the maximum active power
exchange include the nature of the power system disturbance, location of the compensator, configuration of the power system and amount of virtual inertia to be implemented. As an example,
Figure 7.12 shows the response of the controller for various cases, where the fault and compensator location are unchanged from the previous tests. As it can be observed from the results,
the maximum injected power tends to increases with an increase in the virtual inertia and fault
clearing time for this specific power system configuration.
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Fig. 7.12 Impact of virtual machine with various inertia constant and 10% damping ratio to system
stability following various faults; (a) transmitted power for a fault clearing time of 440 ms;
(b) injected active power for a fault clearing time of 440 ms; (c) transmitted power for a fault
clearing time of 120 ms; (d) injected active power for a fault clearing time of 120 ms; The
inertia constants for the different cases are Hv = 1.97 s (gray curves), Hv = 3.94 s (black
solid curves) and Hv = 7.88 s (black dashed curves).

Even if the performance of the virtual machine controller depends on the investigated case,
a final test is performed to quantify the level of stability enhancement provided to the power
system. For this purpose, a virtual inertia of Hv = 1.27 (representing 5% of the total system
inertia) with a 10% damping ratio has been implemented in the active power controller. The
reactive current limit is set to 0.5 pu and is used to control the PCC voltage to 1 pu. The active
current limit is set to 0.1 pu. For this test, the system will have a critical fault clearing time of
716 ms and the response of the controller is shown in Fig. 7.13. For comparison, the classical
cascade controller is implemented with the same current limits and the response of the controller
for the critical fault clearing time of 653 ms is shown in Fig. 7.14.

Fig. 7.13 Impact of virtual machine controller to system stability following a 716 ms three-phase fault;
Left: transmitted power and Right: injected active power.
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Fig. 7.14 Impact of classical cascade controller to system stability following a 653 ms three-phase fault;
Left: transmitted power and Right: injected active power.

As the results show, the critical fault clearing time of 420 ms for the uncompensated system has
been significantly increased using the two control approaches. The increase in the fault clearing
time of the system due to the active power exchange is about 170 ms and 110 ms for the virtual
machine controller and classical cascade controller, respectively. A better transient stability
enhancement is achieved with the virtual machine controller due to the added inertia and the
correct direction of the active power exchange from the E-STATCOM at bus 7. Moreover, no
local or remote control signals are used to control the virtual machine controller and this is
advantageous when compared to the classical cascade approach.
Using the control method described in Section 6.6, it is found that the classical cascade controller results in a similar stability enhancement when the compensator is connected at bus 9
in Fig. 7.1. On the other hand, the use of virtual machine controller with zero reference active
power at bus 9 does not improve the stability of the system. This is due to the fact that the direction of active power exchange is decided by the dynamics of the virtual machine controller and
at this location does not help in increasing the system stability. In this case, the reference active power should be modulated based on local or remote measurements similar to the classical
cascade controller and the use of smaller inertia is more advantageous for faster response.

7.2.2 Three-area test system
In the previous section, a two-area test system has been considered to verify the POD and
TSE control by E-STATCOM, where a single major oscillation component exists. To test the
performance of the damping control algorithm for multiple oscillation modes using single and
multiple compensators, time-domain simulations are performed using the three-area test system
in Fig. 6.11.
To initiate the multimode oscillations, a three-phase short-circuit fault is applied for 80 ms in the
transmission system between Generator 1 and Generator 2 close to Bus B4 in the test system in
Fig. 6.11. The output power of the generators when the compensators are in idle mode is shown
in Fig. 7.15 for reference.
The output powers contain two oscillation modes, a 1 Hz (mode 1) and a 1.7 Hz (mode 2) oscillation, similar to the analysis in Section 6.5.2. The performance of the RLS estimator described
in Section 6.5.1 for extracting these modes from measured power at the location of compensator
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2 Pt2 ) is shown in Fig. 7.16 as an example.

Fig. 7.15 Power output of generators following a three-phase fault with both compensators are in idle
mode (i.e. the reference case).

First, the performance of the two compensators to control both oscillation modes is shown in
Fig. 7.17. It can be observed that effective damping can be achieved by using both compensators
at the same time. However, it can also be noted that Compensator 1 has small controllability on
mode 2 oscillation (see the output power of Generator 3 in the figure). Hence, by choosing each
compensator to provide damping to the mode, where its controllability is high, a more effective
POD can be achieved. For this reason, another test is performed, where Compensator 1 and
2 are used to control mode 1 and mode 2 oscillations, respectively. The result on independent
damping of each mode is shown in Figs. 7.18 and 7.19. Figure 7.18 shows that damping of mode
1 is achieved without affecting mode 2 and damping of mode 2 is achieved without affecting
mode 1. This is possible by injecting active and reactive power only at the mode frequency to
be controlled as shown in Fig. 7.19.
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Fig. 7.16 RLS estimator performance to extract oscillation modes from measured power Pt2 ; top: input
signal and bottom: oscillation mode 1 (black) and oscillation mode 2 (gray).

Fig. 7.17 Power output of generators following a three-phase fault with single and multiple compensators for POD.
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Fig. 7.18 Power output of generators following a three-phase fault with independent control of each
mode.

Fig. 7.19 Injection of active power (top) and reactive power (bottom) from compensator 1 (black) and
compensator 2 (gray); Both compensators are used for POD.
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In the results in Figs. 7.17 - 7.19, the tests have been performed assuming that the oscillation
frequencies of the system are well known. A similar test is performed here considering that the
system parameters are not well known. To realize this, the mode frequencies of the system are
assumed to be 0.5 Hz and 1.5 Hz in the controller, while the actual values are 1 Hz and 1.7 Hz,
respectively. Using both compensators for POD, the performance of the control method with
and without the frequency adaptation mechanism is shown in Fig. 7.20. The estimate of the
mode frequencies is shown in Fig. 7.21 when the frequency adaptation mechanism is activated.
Unlike the conventional approaches, whose performance deteriorates during system parameter
changes (gray plots in Fig. 7.20), the proposed method works well irrespective of inaccurate
knowledge of system parameters (black plots in Fig. 7.20).

Fig. 7.20 Power output of generators following a three-phase fault; Controller with no frequency adaptation (gray) and with frequency adaptation (black).
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Fig. 7.21 Adaptation of the oscillation mode frequency; Mode 1 frequency (black) and mode 2 frequency
(gray).

7.2.3 Large test system
The tests performed so far have been carried out on a simplified power system, in order to
demonstrate the working principles of the various control strategies. A final simulation is made
using the New England Test System [29], which consists of 10 machines and 39 buses as in
Fig. 7.22. The parameters and loading of the transmission system are given in Appendix B.3.
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Fig. 7.22 A simplified 10 generator and 39 bus system for case study.
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A three-phase short circuit fault is applied for 33 ms in the line between Bus 23 and Bus 24
close to Bus 23 to initiate the power oscillations. Even if the system is comprised of 10 generators, only two main oscillation modes (0.37 Hz and 0.73 Hz) are excited by the considered
disturbance, with the critical mode (the most undamped component) being the lower frequency
component. This is shown in the FFT plot of the speed of the generators (ωgi with i = 1, ..., 10)
in Fig. 7.23.

Fig. 7.23 Speed of generators (top) and FFT of speed deviation (bottom) following a three-phase fault
with compensators in idle mode.

It is found that active power injection has high controllability on the 0.37 Hz oscillation mode at
Bus 23, whereas reactive power injection has high controllability on the oscillation mode at Bus
28. For this reason, Compensators 1 and 2 are connected at Bus 23 and Bus 28, respectively.
The performance of the POD controller to damp this critical 0.37 Hz oscillation mode is shown
in Fig. 7.24. Similar to the results obtained for the simplified system in the previous sections,
effective damping of the critical oscillation mode is achieved with injection of power at the
critical mode frequency, as shown in Fig. 7.25, while using single or multiple compensators.
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Fig. 7.24 Speed of generators following a three-phase fault; (a) both compensators are idle, (b) only
compensator 1 is active, (c) only compensator 2 is active and (d) both compensators are active.
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Fig. 7.25 Injection of active power (top) and reactive power (bottom) from compensator 1 (black) and
compensator 2 (gray) when each compensator is used separately.
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The results in Fig. 7.24 are obtained using a prior knowledge of the dominant oscillation mode
frequency. A final test is again performed to evaluate the robustness of the control algorithm
during system parameter uncertainties. For this, the critical oscillation mode frequency is assumed to be 0.6 Hz while the actual value is 0.37 Hz. The performance of the control algorithm
with and without the frequency adaptation mechanism is shown in Fig. 7.26 with both compensators active. When the frequency adaptation mechanism is active, the update of the critical
oscillation mode frequency at the two compensator’s location is shown in Fig. 7.27. From the
results, it can be concluded that the proposed method is again robust against system parameter
changes in a realistic large power system.

Fig. 7.26 Speed of generators with both compensators active during system change; Controller without
mode frequency adaptation (top) and with mode frequency adaptation (bottom).

Fig. 7.27 Critical oscillation mode frequency update at compensator 1 location (black) and compensator
2 location (gray).

In the simulations performed so far for the system in Fig. 7.22, the three-phase fault applied
results in an oscillation without causing system instability through loss of synchronism. The
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critical fault clearing time of the system is found to be 92 ms. To see which machines lose
synchronism from the system, a similar three-phase fault is applied at 0.5 second and the fault is
cleared after 93 ms. The plot of the generator’s speed and angle deviation is shown in Fig. 7.28.
It is shown in the figure that for the simulated case Generator 5 loses synchronism from the
rest of the system. This means that any transient stability enhancement from the compensators
should be prioritized at affecting the power output of this machine following the fault. For
the system under investigation, the effective location of the compensator should be close to
the generator that losses synchronism (Generator 5 in this case). Therefore, Bus 20 has been
selected to test the impact of the compensator to improve transient stability of the system.

Fig. 7.28 Speed (top) and angle deviation (bottom) of generators following a 93 ms three-phase fault
with the compensators in idle mode.

With the loading of Generator 5 as given in Table B.1, the inertia constant of Generator 5 is
deliberately reduced by 6 s (i.e. from 26 s to 20 s). This simulates the case where a large power
plant has been partially replaced by inertia-less generation, such as a wind power plant with full
power converter turbines. The reduced inertia leads to a critical fault clearing time of 85 ms.
Two control methods for the compensator connected at Bus 20 will be tested here to increase
the critical fault clearing time of the ”new system” back to 92 ms.
The first simulation is to implement the TSE control as described in Section 6.6 for the large
system. Due to the selected location of the compensator, the speed of Generator 5 can be used
to control the injection of power for the first swing. Note that in this example, the maximum
injection of active and reactive power is calculated to increase the critical fault clearing time
of the system due to a loss of 6 s inertia from Generator 5. Figure 7.29 shows the swing of
Generator 5 and injected powers for a fault applied to the new system for 92 ms. As the result
shows, the stability of the system is guaranteed for the applied fault.
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Fig. 7.29 Impact of TSE control of compensator connected at bus B14 ; speed of Generator 5 (top),
angle deviation of Generator 5 (middle) and injected active and reactive power (bottom); No
TSE (gray dashed), TSE by active power injection only (black solid), TSE by reactive power
injection only (gray solid) and TSE by active and reactive power injection (black dashed).

The second simulation is to implement a virtual machine control of the compensator as described in Section 5.4. The virtual inertia constant for the control is chosen as Hv = 6 s to
replace the reduced inertia of Generator 5 and the damping constant is chosen as KDv = 133
to provide a damping ratio of 40% for the local oscillation mode of the controller. The integral
constant for the reactive power control part is chosen as KQc = 50. As described in Section 5.4,
the reference active and reactive powers should be modulated based on power system disturbance to aid in TSE to the power system. For this simulation, the reference active power is set
to zero so that the virtual machine controller works without any need of external control input signal. On the other hand, the reactive power reference is set according to the TSE control
algorithm described in Section 6.6 as in the previous simulation and using the expression in
(6.44). Figure 7.30 shows the swing of Generator 5 and injected powers. As the result shows,
the stability of the system is guaranteed for the applied fault when a virtual inertia controller is
implemented to the compensator.
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Fig. 7.30 Impact of virtual machine control of compensator connected at bus B14 ; speed of Generator 5
(top), angle deviation of Generator 5 (middle) and injected active and reactive power (bottom);
No virtual machine (gray dashed), virtual machine without reactive power injection (black
solid) and virtual machine with reactive power injection (gray solid).

In the results in Figs. 7.29 and 7.30, it is shown that the transient stability of the large power
system can be improved. However, the effectiveness of the compensator to provide TSE depends
on the rating, the location and the control strategy of the compensator. As described in (6.42)
and (6.43), the most difficult task in a large system to provide TSE function is to estimate
the required control input signal for injection of active or reactive power. If the virtual machine
controller for the active power part with zero active power reference is used for the compensator,
no control input signal is necessary and this is advantageous. However, this control is used to
add inertia to the system and the overall impact on the system stability depends on the location
of the compensator and the added virtual inertia. Although it is not possible to generalize for all
cases, a mere presence of the virtual inertia in the simulation in Fig. 7.30 (black curves) helps
to improve the stability of the system.
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7.3 Experimental Verification
To validate the results obtained via simulation for power system stability enhancement by ESTATCOM, experimental tests have been performed. In this section, a description of the setup
together with the experimental results will be presented for the various control strategies described in the previous sections.

7.3.1 Laboratory setup
The schematic of the laboratory setup is shown in Fig. 7.31. The system consists of a 75 kVA,
400 V synchronous generator connected to a stiff AC grid through a transmission line model. A
Voltage Source Converter (VSC) system can be connected at various locations in the transmission line.

Fig. 7.31 Single-line diagram of the laboratory setup.

The description of the laboratory setup is given below.
1) VSC system: The VSC system consists of a two-level converter connected to the transmission
line model through a series reactor with Lf = 2 mH, Rf = 6.2 mΩ and shunt capacitor with
Cf = 60 µF. The VSC is controlled from a computer with a dSpace 1103 board. The DC-link
of the VSC is connected to a DC machine rated 700 V, 60 A. The DC machine is equipped with
field control and the terminal DC voltage is controlled to 650 V for all the experiments. The DC
machine acts as the energy source providing active power injection capability to the VSC.
2) Network model: The network model is a down-scaled version of an actual Swedish 400 kV
transmission system with the model rated at 400 V, 50 Hz. The transmission line model consists
of six identical Π sections (with parameters Ln = 2.05 mH, Rn = 0.05 Ω and Cn = 46 µF), each
corresponding to a portion of 150 km of the actual line [49]. As shown in Fig. 7.31, faults can
be applied to the transmission system using the contactor (CT1).
3) Synchronous generator: The parameters of the synchronous generator are given in Table 7.1.
The synchronous generator is driven by an 85 kW DC motor. The DC motor is fed from a
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thyristor converter and can be controlled by either speed or armature current, corresponding to
frequency or active power control of the generator. A flywheel mounted on the shaft between
the DC motor and the generator gives the model a similar mechanical time constant as the real
power plant. The generator is equipped with a modern microprocessor-based voltage regulator
that can control the generator terminal voltage, field current, reactive power or power factor.
To enhance angular stability, a power system stabilizer (PSS) is also included in the voltage
controller [49]. The PSS together with the speed controller from the DC motor gives the generator system a well damped system following faults during transient stability studies. For the
purpose of these experiments, the speed controller of the DC motor is detuned and the PSS
is disabled. This results in a poorly damped low-frequency electromechanical oscillation following short-circuit faults. For all the test performed, the ratings of the synchronous generator
(75 kVA, 400 V) are used as base values.
TABLE 7.1. PARAMETERS OF THE SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR

Rated power
Rated voltage
Synchronous reactance, Xd
Unsaturated transient reactance, Xd′
Unsaturated sub-transient reactance, Xd′′
Armature resistance, Rs
Inertia constant (generator-turbine set), Hg

75 kVA
400 V
2.93 Ω
0.437 Ω
0.332 Ω
0.081 Ω
5.56 s

7.3.2 POD and TSE using classical cascade control of E-STATCOM
As described in Section 5.3.3, the outputs of the POD controller are active and reactive current references to be injected into the grid by the E-STATCOM. The outer control loops that
have been investigated earlier in this chapter together with the current controller described in
Section 5.3.1 are included in the control of the E-STATCOM. To verify the POD controller
performance, the setup in Fig. 7.31, which represents a single-machine infinite-bus system with
the E-STATCOM, is used. The single-line diagram of the setup is shown in Fig. 7.32, where the
possible connection buses of the E-STATCOM are marked as 1 and 2. For the tests, the gain
KQ is chosen to get a damping ratio of 10% at bus 2 when reactive power is used for POD. For
a fair comparison, the gain KP is then adjusted to get a similar order of maximum active and
reactive power injection for the tests. Once the values for the gains are selected, they are kept
constant for all the experiments.
First, the power oscillation damping controller is tested for the two connection points of the ESTATCOM in Fig. 7.32. For this test, knowledge of the oscillatory frequency in the transmitted
active power has been considered. To start the power oscillation, a three-phase fault is applied
at bus 1 and the fault is cleared after 250 ms. The performance of the E-STATCOM for POD
using the control strategy described in Section 6.3 is shown in Figs. 7.33 and 7.34. Observe that
to facilitate the comparison, the presented measured signals have been filtered to remove noise
and high-frequency harmonic components.
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Fig. 7.32 Single line diagram of the laboratory setup for POD.

Fig. 7.33 Measured generator active power output following a three-phase fault with E-STATCOM connected at bus 1 (top) and bus 2 (bottom). POD by Pinj only (black solid), Qinj only (gray solid),
both Pinj , Qinj (black dashed) and no POD (gray dashed).

As described in the small-signal analysis in Section 6.3.3, the injected active power decreases
with the distance from the generator, where its impact to provide damping decreases (see
Fig. 7.34). A better damping with active power injection is obtained when the E-STATCOM
is closer to the generator, in this case at bus 1 (Fig. 7.33). With respect to reactive power injection, the damping provided by the compensator increases when moving closer to the electrical
midpoint. As the transmitted power Pg is used to control the reactive power injected by the
compensator, the same amount of injected reactive power is used at the two locations and a better damping action is achieved close to the electrical midpoint of the line, in this case at bus 2.
With a proper choice of the control signals for injection of active and reactive power, effective
power oscillation damping is provided by the E-STATCOM at both connection points of the
compensator as shown in Fig. 7.33 (black dashed curves).
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Fig. 7.34 Injected active and reactive power with E-STATCOM connected at bus 1 (black) and bus 2
(gray). Active power injection (top) and reactive power injection (bottom); both Pinj and Qinj
used for POD.

To test the dynamic performance of the investigated POD controller in case of system parameter
changes, a second set of experiments has been carried out assuming an oscillation frequency of
0.9 Hz, where the actual measured oscillation frequency is 0.42 Hz. This means that an error
of 100% in the estimated oscillation frequency is here considered. Figure 7.35 compares the
performance of the POD controller with and without the oscillation frequency adaptation in the
RLS estimator. In both cases, the E-STATCOM is connected at bus 2 and injection of active and
reactive power is used for POD. By using the frequency adaption as described in Section 4.3.2,
the phase of the oscillatory component in the input signal is correctly estimated, thus providing
an effective damping. This is advantageous when compared to the classical approaches, where
the correct phase-shift is provided in the estimation only at a particular oscillation frequency.
As shown in Fig. 7.35 (gray solid plots), if the POD controller is not adapted to changes in
the system, its performance is significantly reduced. This is also shown in Fig. 7.36, where the
total energy exchange (Wtotal ) between the E-STATCOM and the grid until the oscillations are
completely damped for the two cases is displayed. The case without frequency adaptation is
characterized by a longer settling time of the oscillation and therfore a larger amount of total
energy exchange. This results in an uneconomical use of the energy storage.
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Fig. 7.35 Top: measured generator output power with frequency adaptation (black solid), without frequency adaptation (gray solid) and with no POD (gray dashed); Middle: Injected active power
with frequency adaptation (black) and without frequency adaptation (gray); Bottom: Injected
reactive power with frequency adaptation (black) and without frequency adaptation (gray).

Fig. 7.36 Total energy exchange to damp oscillations with and without frequency adaptation.
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In the experimental tests performed so far, the applied three-phase fault results in a sustained
oscillation without any risk of transient instability. In case of larger disturbances, a TSE controller is needed to keep the generator from losing synchronism. The tendency of the generator
to lose synchronism increases with the fault-clearing time and the amount of transmitted active
power. It has been found that the critical fault clearing time of the uncompensated system in
Fig. 7.32 is about to 550 ms. Thus, a larger fault clearing time of 600 ms is considered for a
three-phase fault applied at bus 1 to test the effectiveness of the TSE controller described in
Section 6.6. This fault causes the uncompensated system to lose synchronism, as indicated by a
continuous increase of the estimated generator angle deviation in Fig. 7.37. The estimated generator angle (∆δ̃g ) and speed (∆ω̃g ) deviations following the disturbance are estimated using
two PLLs, placed at the terminals of the generator and the infinite bus. By monitoring ∆ω̃g as
described in Section 6.6, the performance of the TSE controller is validated here.

Fig. 7.37 Top: generator output power; Middle: estimate of generator angle deviation; Bottom: estimate
of generator speed deviation; the E-STATCOM is in idle mode and the three-phase fault is
applied for 550 ms (gray curves) and 600 ms (black curves).

For the 600 ms three-phase fault applied at bus 1 and the E-STATCOM connected at bus 2,
Figure 7.38 shows the performance of the TSE and POD controllers. First, the TSE function
without the POD controller is tested. As indicated in the figure in plots (a) and (b), the TSE
controller guarantees the transient stability of the system. To damp the stable oscillation following the TSE action, the POD controller is also activated and the test is repeated. The results in
plots (c) and (d) show that the sustained oscillations following the TSE operation are damped by
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the action of the POD controller. It can be seen in the results that the reactive power controller
is limited even during the POD operation due to the high power swing of the generator power
following the fault. As described in the previous chapter, the TSE function starts following the
disturbance and will be applied during the first swing of the generator angle. By the end of the
first swing, the control action switches to the POD operation. In this example case, it has been
found that the critical fault clearing time of the system is increased at least by 50 ms when using
a maximum active or reactive current injection of 0.16 pu, corresponding to 50% of the active
current rating of the energy storage in this setup. When both active and reactive power injection
is used, the fault clearing time can be increased in total by at least 100 ms.

Fig. 7.38 TSE and POD performance with E-STATCOM connected at bus 2; (a) Generator angle deviation when active and reactive power are used for TSE only; (b) injected active power (black)
and reactive power (gray) for TSE only; (c) Generator angle deviation during TSE and POD
operation using only active power (black solid), only reactive power (gray) and both (black
dashed); (d) injected active power (black) and reactive power (gray) for TSE and POD.

7.3.3 Impact of virtual machine control of E-STATCOM on stability
For the system in Fig. 7.32 and a compensator connected at bus 2, the TSE performance has been
validated in Fig. 7.38 using the classical cascade controller for a fault clearing time of 600 ms.
Considering the same power system and fault time, the impact of controlling the E-STATCOM
as a virtual machine on the power system stability is investigated here. For this purpose, three
different values of the virtual inertia (Hv ) corresponding to 40, 50 and 60% of the generator
inertia and two different values of the damping constant (KDv ) have been selected for the active
power controller. The reactive power controller is implemented using an intergral gain KQc
of 18.5. The virtual machine is implemented to control the active and reactive power to zero
during normal and fault conditions. Figure 7.39 shows the response of the system following the
disturbance. For all the cases, the transient stability of the system is guaranteed and subsequent
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oscillations are successfully damped. The results show that the stability of the system tends to
increase with an increase in the implemented virtual inertia. However, this leads to the active
and reactive power exchange from the compensator to go into limitation for a longer time. In
this case, the implemented machine behavior cannot be guaranteed and this might not improve
the stability of the external system as much.

Fig. 7.39 Impact of virtual machine controller with Hv = 2.3 s & KDv = 40 (black solid), Hv = 2.8 s
& KDv = 40 (gray solid) and Hv = 3.38 s & KDv = 67.9 (black dashed) on system stability;
Top: estimate of generator angle deviation; middle: injected active power; Bottom: injected
reactive power.

For the cases investigated, it is shown that both the classical cascade controller and the virtual
machine controller increase the stability of the power system. In the first approach, it is shown
that a continuous estimation of the state of the power system is necessary to implement the
intended TSE function. In this case, as the estimation should be performed quickly and remote
measurements are needed to be effective, this method presents a difficult challenge. However,
with proper estimated control input signals, the classical cascade controller maximizes the use
of active and reactive power injection to provide the intended TSE function. On the other hand,
the virtual machine controller provides the stability enhancement function from its inherent
behavior, without any need of external control signals. This is sometimes advantageous in cases
where obtaining the required control signals for TSE is difficult, such as in a large power system.
Moreover, if no control input signals are necessary, the controller acts immediately when a
disturbance is sensed at the compensator location.
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In the virtual machine controller, the stability enhancement comes from the added inertia from
the compensator together with the power exchange to the external system. A disadvantage with
this control method is that the implemented inertia will not be realized if a disturbance in the
system leads to limitation of the power exchange. Moreover, as the power exchange to the
external grid is dictated by the virtual machine control behavior instead of the external system
response, the stability of the system might not be improved. To verify this, a final experiment
is performed with the same setup as in the previous cases with a longer fault time of 650 ms
and the result is shown in Fig. 7.40 when the two control approaches are used. The classical
cascade controller guarantees the system stability for the longer fault. Even if the two control
approaches enhance the system to a similar extent for a 600 ms fault as shown in the previous
results, the virtual machine controller works in power limited mode for most of the time for the
longer fault case and the intended stability enhancement is not achieved.

Fig. 7.40 Comparison of the classical cascade controller (black dashed) and virtual machine controller
(Hv = 2.8 s & KDv = 40 (black solid) and Hv = 3.38 s & KDv = 67.9 (gray solid))
for a 650 ms fault; Top: estimate of generator angle deviation; Middle: injected active power;
Bottom: injected reactive power.

7.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, the impact of the E-STATCOM on power system stability enhancement has been
validated for various power system configurations through simulation and experiment. The ro147
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bustness of the stability enhancement control algorithms against system parameter uncertainties
has been investigated. It has been shown that injection of active power for POD is minimized
at locations in the power system where its impact is negligible by using the frequency estimate
output from the Phase Locked Loop (PLL) together with the proposed POD controller. The use
of the proposed control method for damping multiple oscillation modes independently and the
use of multiple compensators without negative interaction among themselves has been verified.
To increase the transient stability of the power system, the use of the classical cascade controller
and the virtual machine controller have been compared. It has been shown that by using both
active and reactive power injection for POD and TSE with the proposed control strategies, stability enhancement can be achieved at different connection points of the E-STATCOM in the
transmission system.
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8.1 Conclusions
This thesis has dealt with the application of shunt-connected power electronic devices with
optional active power injection capability for power system stability enhancement. In particular,
the focus of the thesis has been on developing POD and TSE controllers that enable an efficient
use of the available active and reactive power from the Power Electronic Devices.
To develop the control algorithm for POD, a novel signal estimation technique based on a Recursive Least Square (RLS) algorithm has been developed in Chapter 4. In this method, the
conventional RLS approach has been improved to obtain a fast speed of response together with
a good steady-state selectivity by the use of a variable forgetting factor. Furthermore, a method
to be able to cope with inaccurate knowledge of the oscillatory frequency, which makes the
estimation algorithm frequency adaptive, has been derived. Advantages of the proposed RLS
estimation method over the conventional signal estimation techniques have been highlighted.
The resulting RLS algorithm (here named improved RLS) gives a fast and selective estimation of low-frequency electromechanical oscillations in the measured signals. Moreover, the
improved RLS method has been expanded for a generic signal estimation and its application for
estimation of sequence and harmonic components in case of non-ideal conditions of the grid
has also been verified through simulation and experimental tests.
To represent shunt-connected power electronics devices with optional active power injection capability, an E-STATCOM has been considered in this work. The overall control strategy for the
device has been presented in Chapter 5. In this chapter, two control approaches have been described and their performances have been compared. First, a classical cascade controller based
on vector control has been derived. The implemented controller consists of an inner vectorcurrent controller and a number of outer control loops. For this case, the conventional vector
current controller has been modified using the estimation technique described in Chapter 4 to
counteract the impact of the grid-voltage harmonics on the injected currents in the case of connection to distorted grids. Next, an alternative approach to control the E-STATCOM to behave
like a synchronous machine has been implemented. The performance of both control methods
has been verified and compared through simulation and experimental tests.
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A detailed description of the outer control loops of the E-STATCOM for power system stability
enhancement has been developed using a simplified two-machine power system model in Chapter 6. First, the POD controller for active and reactive power injection has been derived using
the signal estimation technique described in Chapter 4. It has been shown that injection of active
power for POD is minimized at locations in the power system where its impact is negligible by
using the frequency estimate of the Phase Locked Loop (PLL) in the controller. This leads to
an effective use of the energy storage of the compensator. For example, it has been shown in
Section 7.3.2 that by using the proposed control structure, a reduction of 40% in the size of the
energy storage can be achieved for the specific case investigated. Moreover, the impact of load
characteristics on the performance of POD controllers by shunt-connected FACTS devices has
also been investigated. It has been found that the influence of loads is significant when reactive
power injection is used and the location of the load is electrically close to the compensator.
Secondly, it has been shown that control design dedicated to one oscillation mode could lead
to system destabilization through interaction of the oscillation modes during system parameter
changes. To avoid this problem, an independent multimode POD controller has been developed
using the improved RLS algorithm. The estimator gives a selective and adaptive estimation of
the various oscillation modes and the controller can provide damping at a particular mode of
interest without influencing the damping of the other oscillation modes. The effectiveness of the
proposed control method in presence of system parameter changes has been shown using both
single and multiple shunt-connected power electronic devices for various power system configurations in Chapter 7. Moreover, it has been shown that the proposed damping controller helps
to avoid any risk of interaction that could arise from multiple compensators, each designed independently to damp various oscillation modes. Finally, a control method for TSE from locally
measured signals has been derived. To increase the transient stability of the power system, the
use of the classical cascade controller and the virtual machine controller has been compared. It
has been shown that by using both active and reactive power injection for POD and TSE with the
control strategies as described, stability enhancement can be achieved at different connection
points of the E-STATCOM in the transmission system. The performance of the various control
methods has also been validated through simulation and experimental tests.

8.2 Future work
The main focus of the thesis has been on the development and analysis of an energy efficient
control algorithm for POD and TSE using combined active and reactive power injection. The
investigation carried out in this thesis has been made under the assumption of an ideal energy
source connected to the DC-link of the voltage source converter. It can be of interest to expand
the analysis by implementing the model of an actual energy storage (for example, batteries or
capacitors, based on the required energy) and investigate the impact of its dynamics as well
as the limited amount of available energy on the implemented control strategy. Moreover, the
POD and TSE control methods can be adapted to actual power electronic devices with optional
energy sources such as wind, solar and HVDC systems. Finally, it has been shown that in a large
power system, the implementation of an effective TSE control requires knowledge of the system
configuration and availability of remote signals following a disturbance. By using power system
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state estimation and signal processing techniques on various measurement signals, developing
an effective and generalized TSE control algorithm could be an interesting task.
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Appendix A
Transformations for three-phase systems
A.1 Introduction
In this appendix, the necessary transformations from three-phase quantities to vectors in stationary αβ and rotating dq reference frames and vise versa will be described.

A.2 Transformation of three-phase quantities to vectors
A three-phase system constituted by three quantities v1 (t), v2 (t) and v3 (t) can be transformed
into a vector vαβ (t) in a stationary complex reference frame, usually called αβ-frame, by applying the transformation defined by (A.1).
2

4

v αβ (t) = vα (t) + jvβ (t) = Ktran (v1 (t) + v2 (t)ej 3 π + v3 (t)ej 3 π )

(A.1)

p
The transformation constant Ktran can be chosen to be 2/3 or 2/3 to ensure power invariant
or amplitude invariant transformation respectively between the two systems. Equation (A.1) can
be expressed in matrix form as in (A.2).


vα (t)
vβ (t)






v1 (t)
= T32  v2 (t) 
v3 (t)

(A.2)

where the matrix T32 is given by
T32 = Ktran



1
−√21
1 −
√2
0 23 − 23



The inverse transformation, assuming no zero-sequence, is given by (A.3).
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with the matrix T23 given by




v1 (t)
v
(t)
α
 v2 (t)  = T23
vβ (t)
v3 (t)

T23 =

1
Ktran



2
3

0
√1

(A.3)



 − 31

(3) 

− 13 − √1
(3)

A.3 Transformation between fixed and rotating coordinate
systems
For the vector v αβ (t) rotating in the αβ-frame with the angular frequency ω(t) in the positive
(counter-clockwise) direction, a dq-frame that rotates in the same direction with the same angular frequency ω(t) can be defined. The vector v αβ (t) will appear as fixed vectors in this rotating
reference frame. A projection of the vector vαβ (t) in the d-axis and q-axis of the dq-frame gives
the components of the vector in the dq-frame as illustrated in Fig.A.1.

Figure A.1: Relation between αβ-frame and dq-frame.
The transformation can be written in vector form as in (A.4).
v dq (t) = vd (t) + jvq (t) = v αβ (t)e−jθ(t)
with the angle θ(t) in Fig.A.1 given by

θ(t) = θ0 +

Zt
0
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ω(τ )dτ

(A.4)

A.3. Transformation between fixed and rotating coordinate systems
The inverse transformation, from the rotating dq-frame to the fixed αβ-frame is defined by
(A.5).
vαβ (t) = v dq (t)ejθ(t)

(A.5)

In matrix form, the transformation between the fixed αβ-frame and rotating dq-frame can be
written as in (A.6) - (A.7).



vd (t)
vq (t)



vα (t)
vβ (t)

= R(−θ(t))



= R(θ(t))





vα (t)
vβ (t)
vd (t)
vq (t)



(A.6)



(A.7)

where the projection matrix is
R(θ(t)) =



cos(θ(t)) −sin(θ(t))
sin(θ(t)) cos(θ(t))
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Appendix B
Parameters of the test systems
B.1 Introduction
In this appendix, the system data for the simulation in Chapter 7 will be described.

B.2 Two-area four machine test system data
The parameters of the system in Fig. 7.1 will b given in this section [26]. It consists of two
similar areas each with ratings of 900 MVA and 20 kV. The mechanical damping of all the
generators are assumed zero and all other parameters on the rated MVA and kV base are given
by
Armature resistance and leakage reactance (pu)
d- and q-axis synchronous reactance (pu)
d- and q-axis transient reactance (pu)
d- and q-axis sub-transient reactance (pu)
d- and q-axis open-circuit transient time constant (s)
d- and q-axis open-circuit sub-transient time constant (s)
Inertia constant for G1 and G2 (s)
Inertia constant for G3 and G4 (s)

Ra = 0.0025
Xd = 1.8
Xd′ = 0.3
Xd′′ = 0.25
′
Td0
=8
′′
Td0 = 0.03
Hg1 = 6.5
Hg3 = 6.175

Xl = 0.2
Xq = 1.7
Xq′ = 0.55
Xq′′ = 0.25
′
Tq0
= 0.4
′′
Tq0 = 0.05
Hg2 = 6.5
Hg4 = 6.175

All generators are equipped with a high transient gain Thyristor exciter and a PSS. The gain
and time constant of the excitation control are 200 and 0.001, respectively. On the other hand,
the parameters of the PSS similar to the one in Fig. 3.6 and that uses a speed feedback of the
corresponding generators are given by GLL = 5, Tw = 10, TL = 0.015, T1 = 0.05, T2 = 0.02,
T3 = 3 and T4 = 5.4.
Each step-up transformer rated 20/230 kV and 900 MVA has an impedance of j0.15 pu. The
length and parameters of the transmission lines on a 100 MVA, 230 kV base are given by
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series impedance, z (pu/km)
shunt admittance, y (pu/km)
length of lines 5 - 6 and 10 - 11 (km)
length of lines 6 - 7 and 9 - 10 (km)
length of lines 7 - 8 and 8 - 9 (km)

0.0001 + j0.001
j0.00175
25
10
110

The system is initially operating with Area 1 exporting 400 MW to Area 2 and the generating
units are loaded as
G1
G2
G3
G4

Active power (MW)
700
700
719
700

Reactive power (MVAr) Terminal voltage (pu)
185
1.03∠20.2◦
235
1.01∠10.5◦
176
1.03∠ − 6.8◦
202
1.01∠ − 17.0◦

Loads are connected in the system at Buses 7 and 9. The active power component (PL ) and
reactive power component (QL ) of the loads have a constant current and constant impedance
characteristics, respectively. Moreover, shunt capacitors for reactive power support (QC ) are
connected at the two Buses. The magnitude of the loads are given by
Bus 7
Active power load, PL (MW)
967
Reactive power load, QL (MVAr)
100
Reactive power support, QC (MVAr) 200

Bus 9
1767
100
350

B.3 IEEE 10 Generator 39 Bus test system data
Using a base value of 100 MVA and 20/230 kV, the parameters of the system in Fig. 7.22,
which consists of 10 Generators and 39 Buses will be given in this section. This system is well
known as the New-England power system, where Generator 1 represents an aggregate of a large
number of generators [67].
The armature resistance and mechanical damping of all generators are assumed to be zero and
all other parameters for the generators are given in Table B.1. The IEEE type DC1A excitation
system [26][68] is used for all the generators and the parameters are as given in Table B.2. Generator 2 is chosen as the swing node and the load data at various buses is given in Table B.3. Note
that all the loads are assumed to have a constant power characteristics. Finally, the transmission
line data is given in Table B.4.
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TABLE B.1. PARAMETERS OF THE GENERATORS

G1
G2
G3
G4
G5
G6
G7
G8
G9
G10

′
′
Xl
Xd
Xd′
Td0
Xq
Xq′
Tq0
Hg
Et
Pg
0.003
0.02
0.006 7.0 0.019 0.008 0.7 500
1.03 10.0
0.035 0.295 0.0697 6.56 0.282 0.170 1.5 30.3 0.982
0.0304 0.2495 0.0531 5.7 0.237 0.0876 1.5 35.8 0.983 6.50
0.0295 0.262 0.0436 5.69 0.258 0.166 1.5 28.6 0.997 6.32
0.054
0.67
0.132 5.4 0.62 0.166 0.44 26.0 1.011 5.08
0.0224 0.254
0.05
7.3 0.241 0.0814 0.4 34.8 1.050 6.50
0.0322 0.295 0.049 5.66 0.292 0.186 1.5 26.4 1.063 5.60
0.028
0.29
0.057 6.7 0.280 0.0911 0.41 24.3 1.0278 5.40
0.0298 0.2106 0.057 4.79 0.205 0.0587 1.96 34.5 1.0265 8.30
0.0125
0.1
0.031 10.2 0.069 0.008 0.0 42.0 1.045 2.50

TABLE B.2. PARAMETERS OF THE EXCITATION SYSTEM FOR THE GENERATORS

G1
G2
G3
G4
G5
G6
G7
G8
G9
G10

KA
0
6.2
5.0
5.0
40.0
5.0
40.0
5.0
40.0
5.0

TA VRMIN
0
0
0.05 -1.0
0.06 -1.0
0.06 -1.0
0.02 -10.0
0.02 -1.0
0.02 -6.5
0.02 -1.0
0.02 -10.5
0.06 -1.0

VRMAX
0
1.0
1.0
1.0
10.0
1.0
6.5
1.0
10.5
1.0

KE
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

TE
0
0.405
0.5
0.5
0.785
0.471
0.73
0.528
1.4
0.25

AEX
0
0.0470
0.0015
0.0003
0.0000
0.0002
0.0328
0.0003
0.0483
0.0008

BEX
KF
TF
0
0
0
2.0252 0.057
0.5
1.6988 0.08
1.0
2.0787 0.08
1.0
1.0384 0.03
1.0
1.6608 0.0754 1.246
0.2830 0.03
1.0
1.8645 0.0854 1.26
0.1953 0.03
1.0
1.5249 0.04
1.0

TABLE B.3. L OAD BUS DATA

Bus
12
15
16
18
20
21
23
24
25

Active power Reactive power Bus
0.075
0.88
26
3.20
1.53
27
3.29
0.32
28
1.58
0.30
29
6.28
1.03
32
2.74
1.15
33
2.47
0.846
36
3.086
-0.92
37
2.24
0.472

Active power Reactive power
1.39
0.17
2.81
0.755
2.06
0.276
2.835
0.269
3.22
0.024
5.00
1.84
2.338
0.84
5.22
1.76
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TABLE B.4. T RANSMISSION LINE DATA

From Bus
1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
11
11
12
13
13
14
14
15
16
16
16
16
17
17
18
19
21
22
23
25
25
26
26
26
28
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To Bus
38
39
35
30
19
20
22
23
25
29
31
12
30
35
13
14
30
15
33
16
17
19
21
24
18
27
32
20
22
23
24
26
31
27
28
29
29

Resistance
0.0010
0.0010
0.0000
0.0000
0.0007
0.0009
0.0000
0.0005
0.0006
0.0008
0.0000
0.0016
0.0004
0.0007
0.0016
0.0009
0.0004
0.0018
0.0008
0.0009
0.0007
0.0016
0.0008
0.0003
0.0007
0.0013
0.0011
0.0007
0.0008
0.0006
0.0022
0.0032
0.0070
0.0014
0.0043
0.0057
0.0014

Reactance
0.0250
0.0250
0.0250
0.0200
0.0142
0.0180
0.0143
0.0272
0.0232
0.0156
0.0181
0.0435
0.0043
0.0082
0.0435
0.0101
0.0043
0.0217
0.0129
0.0094
0.0089
0.0195
0.0135
0.0059
0.0082
0.0173
0.0133
0.0138
0.0140
0.0096
0.0350
0.0323
0.0086
0.0147
0.0474
0.0625
0.0151

Susceptance Tap ratio
1.2000
0.00
0.7500
0.00
0.0000
1.070
0.0000
1.070
0.0000
1.070
0.0000
1.009
0.0000
1.025
0.0000
0.00
0.0000
1.025
0.0000
1.025
0.0000
1.025
0.0000
1.006
0.0729
0.00
0.1389
0.00
0.0000
1.006
0.1723
0.00
0.0729
0.00
0.3660
0.00
0.1382
0.00
0.1710
0.00
0.1342
0.00
0.3040
0.00
0.2548
0.00
0.0680
0.00
0.1319
0.00
0.3216
0.00
0.2138
0.00
0.0000
1.060
0.2565
0.00
0.1846
0.00
0.3610
0.00
0.5130
0.00
0.1460
0.00
0.2396
0.00
0.7802
0.00
1.0290
0.00
0.2490
0.00
Continued to next page
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From Bus
31
31
32
33
34
34
35
36
37

To Bus Resistance
32
0.0013
39
0.0035
33
0.0013
34
0.0008
35
0.0002
37
0.0008
36
0.0006
37
0.0004
38
0.0023

Continued from previous page
Reactance Susceptance Tap ratio
0.0151
0.2572
0.00
0.0411
0.6987
0.00
0.0213
0.2214
0.00
0.0128
0.1342
0.00
0.0026
0.0434
0.00
0.0112
0.1476
0.00
0.0092
0.1130
0.00
0.0046
0.0780
0.00
0.0363
0.3804
0.00
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